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PRE b ACE

This history of the activities of the Sixth US Army from September 1981
through October !982 is a radical departure from previous histories. Rather
than subdividing each chapter according to projects or actions as in the past,
I have chosen instead to write in the narrative form so that each chapter
follows the one before and suggests a unity of purpose rather than a series of
separaLe activities. By empnasizing certain areas which--from the historian's
vantage point--seem most siynificant in terms of the dedication of resources
and/or potential contributions to the Reserve Component, I hope to appeal not
only to the experienced soldier but to the general reader. There is, of
course, room for honest disagreement; but the final answer lies in the
future. An additional reason for this approach is to illustrate how we, at
Sixth US Army, while working on projects that seem totally alien to other
projects within the same organization, are all working toward a common end:
improving the readiness of the Reserve Component.

Some projects and studies have not been described in this history at all.
Again, this is no denigration of the work of those involved with these
particular activities. What was significant in one quarter or even one year
might, on reflection and in light of succeeding actions, appear to be less
so. The Sixth US Army handles hundreds of programs and activities a year, and
no history could cover them all. What is discussed in this present volume,
however, is a substantial number of activities which, taken together, suggest
the large contribution USASIX is making to iiLoving readiness and encouraging
force modernization for the Reserve Compxnent.

The history has been based in large part on the annual and semiannual
staff and ARMR feeder reports, the Command Bulletin, selected correspondence,
and other data. Prepared in compliance with AR 870-5, this histury will be
used by FORSCOM as a source of their annual historical review. it will also
be used by the US Army Center of Military History as a guide for more
comprehensive histories. Within USASIX, it will serve as a documented record
of events and their courses, and as a briefirl and orientation document.

The history was typed by Ms. Elena L. Joyner, ODCSOPS Word Processing
Operator. Without her unstinting effort and support this work would not have
been completed.

ROBERT P. SMITH
Historian
Sixth US Army
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CHAPTER I

SUPPORTING THE TOTAL FORCE

"The Army understands more and more the fact that we can't have separate

Guard and Reserve and Active Components, that they must be integrally linked,"

observed General Edward C. Meyer, US Army .hief of Staff, in the May, 1982
issue of ARMY magazine. "As we develop Division 86, . . all of our divisions
will experience greater integration of Guard and Reserve units in round-out
modes." Continuing, Meyer noted that there will also be greater involvement
of the Reserve Component in the way the Army trains and structures its support
in the sustaining base with the Readiness Command (DARCOM). "The tactics and
doctrine and everything that came out of Division 86," stated Meyer, "will be
implemented in the Guerd and Reserve at the same time they occur in the Aclive
Component.'"I

Citing the need for a flexible force, the Army chief spoke out in favor of
"a strategically deployable and tactically and doctrinally sound" force. "We
can't be preparing the Army of today for 1918 or for 1941 or for 1970. We have
to be preparing it for today and tomorrow; we have to be able to sustain what-
ever force we commit for as long as it's committed." 2

In its role as coordinator to the Reserves and National Guard within the
fifteen Western States, the Sixth US Army spent the last fiscal year meeting
the needs of a flexible total force. During these ±2 months, Sixth US Army
worked diligently to bring these two disparate military entities up to a high
degree of readiness. Upon mobilization, the Reserve Component must merge
smoothly with the Active Force. Once integrated, Sixth US Army will have
fulfilled its mission.

Headquartered at the historic Presidio of San Francisco, overlooking the

entrance to San Francisco Bay, Sixth US Army supported virtually every known
activity in the United States Army. Sixth US Army shared, with two other
Armies, the defense of the continental United States. Established in early
!43 at the request of General of the Army Douglas MacArthur, then
Commander-in-Chief, Southwest Pacific Theater, to spearhead the return to the

Philippines and subsaquent defeat of the Japanese military forces, Sixth US
Army blazed a combat record which is regarded as unparalleled in the annals of

military advancement.

By the direction of the War Department, General (then Lt. Gen.) Walter

Krueger activated the Sixth Army at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, on 25 January
1943. At that time General Krueger was commanding the Third Army, headquar-
tered at Fort Sam Houston Texas; an~d as a logical consequence, he transferred
the key members of his staff, both officers and enlisted, from the Third to
the Sixth Army. Shortly thereafter, General Krueger, accompanied by his Chief
of Staff, Brig. Gen. George Honnen, proceeded to Australia via air transport
with the advance echelon of his headquarters, arriving at Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia on 7 February 1943. Enroute by air, one plane carryinq staff
officers and enlisted personnel of Headquarters Sixth Army crashed at night
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just off the coast of Canton Island. All the passengers and crew were lost
with the exception of the copilot, a warrant officer, and a sergeant. These
were Sixth Army's first casualties. The air echelon closed on 16 February,
although individual officers who were subsequently added to the advance echelon
continued to arrive by air. The rear echelon in charge of the then Deputy
Chief of Staff, Maj. Gen. (then Colonel) George H. Decker, sailed from San
Francisco on 29 March 1943 and arrived at Brisbane on 17 April. In the mean-
time, the advance echelon established headquarters at Camp Columbia, about nine
miles east of Brisbane on 16 February.

Major units initially comprising Sixth Army were: The !st Marine Division
in Melbourne, recently returned from Guadalcanal; the 32d Infantry Division at
Camp Cable, Queensland, freshly returned from the Buna Campaign; the 41st
Infantry Division in the Buna, New Guinea area; the 40th Anti-Aircraft Artil-
lery Brigade in Papua, New Guinea; the 41st Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade in
northern Queensland; the 2d Engineer Special Brigade recently arrived from the
United States and located at Rockhampton and Cairns, both in norther-. Queens-
land; the 503d Parachute Infantry Regiment, freshly arrived from Panama and
located in the vicinity of Cairns, Queensland; the 158th Infantry Regiment,
newly arrived from Panama, and staged through Camp Cable to Port Moresby, New
Guinea; and the 98th Field Artillery Battalion, at Port Moresby, also recently
arrived from Panama, and later to become the famous 6th Ranger Infantry
Battalion. These units were the nucleus of the Sixth Army which later rolled
northward through New Guinea, New Britain, the Admiralty Islands, Morotai,
Leyte, Mindoro, and Luzon, relentlessly crushing all enemy resistance encoun-
tered in an unbroken series of victories.

The military picture existing in the South and Southwest Pacific Areas at
this timae was hopeful but far from encouraging. Air activity was heavy but
ground operations were limited to patrol activities. The Japanese had been
stopped and definitely turned back at Guadalcanal and in Papua, New Guinea,
but they had innumerable airfields stretching all the way back to the homeland,
a mighty base of operations at Rabaul, and hundreds of thousands of troops in
strategic locations throughout New Guinea, New Britain, the Solomon Islands
and the Netherlands East Indies. General MacArthur was fast formulating his
plan to return to the Philippines and in these plans, Sixth Army was scheduled
to play a leading role.

The initial blow was set for 30 June 1943, with forces of the South Pacific
striking at New Georgia in the Solomons, and an American-Australian task force
making a combined overland, amphibious assault on Salamaua, New Guinea, and
with forces of the Sixth Army seizing Woodlark and Kiriwina Islands in order
to establish air bases.

By direction of General Headquarters, Southwest Pacific Area, all units of
Sixth Army engaged in operations against the enemy were organized into a task
force designated the Alamo Force. General Krueger commanded both Sixth Army
and the Alamo Force and the staffs of these two organizations were identical.
In preparation for the coming offensive, an advance party proceeded to New
Guinea in late May 1943 to select a command post location. KB Mission at

3
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Milne Bay was chosen as the sight for the new headquarters and General Krueger

arrived at KB Mission on 20 June 1943 to officially -pen the Command Post of

Alamo Force.

For the Woodlark Island operation, the 112th Cavalry Regimental Combat
Team, under the command of Col. Julian W. Cunningham, was transferred from the

South to the Southwest Pacific Area and was assigned to Sixth Army. The 158th
Regimental Combat Team, commanded by Col. J. Prugh Herndon, was designated for
the Kiriwina Island operation. It should be pointed out tnat for each opera-
tion conducted by the Alamo Force, a task force was formed, always built around
a major unit participating in that operation. Likewise, the staff of the major
unit formed the nucleus of the task force staff, the task force commander
normally being the major unit commander.

The Woodlark and Kiriwina operations proceeded according to plan and with-
out enemy ground opposition. Col. John T. Murray relieved Col. Herndon as
task force commander on Kiriwina Island and Col. Herndon remained in command
of the 158th Regimental Comoat Team. Allied bombers struck Rabaul in daylight
for the first time in September, covered by fighters from the Kiriwina
airfields. From this time on, the usefulness of Rabaul as a base to the enemy
sharply declined; in fact, it soon became a liability instead of an asset.

After the successful conclusion of the first round, plans were quickly
formulated for the second, the seizure of the Cape Gloucester airfields and
the establishment of control over Western New Britain. In order to provide a
more central location for the command post and facilitate direct staff super-
vision over the development of Goodenough Island as a large staging and train-
ing area, Headquarters, Alamo Force moved to that island on 21 October 1943.
Coincident with the development of Goodenough Island, both Oro Bay and Milne
Bay were greatly expanded as bases and staging areas. The 41st Infantry
Division was returned to Australia in September and reconcentrated in the
Rockhampton, Queensland area. At the same time, the northward movement of the
ist Marine and 32d Infantry Divisions was initiated from Australia.

Consonant with the above activities, the Austraiian 7th and 9th Divisions,
reinforced by the 503d Parachute Infa.itry Regiment, all under Australian
command, captured Lae, cleared the Japanese from the Markham Valley, and, by a
shore-to-shore movement from Lae, cAptured Finsrchhafen. South Pacific forces,
meanwhile, had closed the New Georgia operation and landed a large task force
in the Empress Augusta Bay area of western Bougainville Island. This bold move
placed another air base under the very nose of Rtbaul and isolated the large
enemy garrison in the Buin-Faisi area of southern Bougainville.

By early December, Sixth Army was again ready to strike. On 15 December
1943, 112th Cavalry Regimental Combat Team, commanded by now Brig. Gen. Julian
W. Cunningham, was launched in a bold surprise landing at Arawe in southwestern
New Britain. Before the enemy fully realized the import of this move, the 1st
Marine Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. William H. Rupertus, made two landings
in the Cape Gloucester area on 26 December 1943. On this same date, Company
D, 592d Boat and Shore Regiment of the 2d Engineer Special Brigade, was sent
to make a landing on Long Island and assisted the accompanying Fifth Air Force

5



detachment in establishing a radar station on that island. In four days of

sharp fighting the Marines captured the Cape Gloucester airfields and then

proceeded to expeditiously mop up the western tip of New Britain and Rooke
Island. The Allies now controlled the Vitiaz Strait with a secure entrance

into the Bismarck Sea.

Busily engaged with the Australians along the Rai coast of the Huon
Peninsula and in defending the overland approaches from the west to his supply
base at Bogadjim, the Japanese Army suddenly found a sizeable task force at
its rear. The 126th Regimental Combat Team of the 32d Infantry Division, under
the command of Brig. Gen. Clarence A. Martin, had been rushed through Vitiaz
Strait to land at Saidor, New Guinea, on 2 January 1944. The enemy's coastal
escape route from the Huon Peninsula was now blocked and two more threatening
air bases, Cape Gloucester and Saidor, were rapidly placed under construction.

Meanwhile, the Saidor Task Force had been reinforced by the 128th Regimen-
tal Combat Team of the 32d Division in order to more effectively block any
escape route. The 32d Division Headquarters soon followed and Maj. Gen.
William H. Gill, the Division Commander, took command of the Saidor Task Force.
On 19 February 1944, contact was made with the Australians driving northward
from Finschhafen, thus terminating the Saidor Operation.

By 10 February 1944, pushing east along the south coast of New Britain,
the Marines had established contact with the cavalry pushing westward from
Arawe. Thereafter, by shore-to-shore movements, the Marines advanced eastward
along the north coast, isolating and destroying retreating Japanese remnants
as they advanced, capturing Talasea, established control over the Williamuez
Peninsula and then seizing the Cape Hoskins airfield. The 112th Cavalry
Regimental Combat Team (RCT), now reinforced by two oattalions of the 158th
Infantry, cleared enemy forces from the Arawe area and pushed eastward through
Gasmata. Sixth A-my was now in complete control of western New Britain.

In order to be in closer touch with the Cape Gloucester and Saidor opera-
tions, General Krueger had moved to Cape Cretin, just south of Finschhafen, on
24 December 1943, accompanied by a small coterie of nis staff. The suitability

of this location prompted him to later establish his headquarters there. And,
in view of the early movement of the remaining Sixth Army units from Australia,
the Rear Echelon, Headquarters, Sixth Army, was relocated from Camp Col ambia
to Cape Cretin in mid-February.

South and Southwest Pacific forces were now in a position to advance
further northward, establish new air bases, and complete tne isolation of
Rabaul. Planning to this effect increased in tempo, with the Admiralty Islands
selected as the next objective for the Alamo Force. The Ist Cavalry Division,
commanded by Maj. Gen. Innis P. Swift, which had arrived in Australia in July
1943, was given this assignment and moved from Australia to Oro Bay to ready
itself for the operation. The Admiralty Islands operation was initially

scheduled for 1 April 1944; however, General MacArthur decided to advance the
date of this operation and ordered Sixth Army to make a reconnaissance .n force
on 29 February, to be exploited if successful. The reconnaissance force
selected for this purpose was placed under the command of Brig. Gen. William

6
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C. Chase and consisted of a reinforced squadron of the 5th Cavalry. Following
a successful landing in Hyane Harbor on Momote Island, this force was sulbjected
to heavy attacks by superior enemy forces, but succeeded in holding its beach-
head until sufficient reinforcements arrived to launch an offensive. Upon the
arrival of General Swift with his headquarters, the attack was accelerated and
Momote Island was quickly cleared of tVe enemy. Seeadler Harbor was opened to
Allied shipping on 8 March and Lorengau was captured by the 2d Cavalry Brigade,
under Brig. Gen. Verne D. Mudge, on 16 March. The enemy broke up into small
isolated detachments which were ruthlessly hunted out and destroyed. Two larqe
airfields, Momote and Makareng, were completed well ahead of schedulc :nd
construction was rushed on important naval facilities in Seeadler Harbor.

Shortly thereafter, forces of the South Pacific seized Emirau and Green
Islands, thereby completing the isolation of eastern New Britain, New Ireland,
and the Solomons. The enemy had a corps of three divisions in the Wewak area
and confidently expected the next attack in that ditection. But 'he Allies
were now in a position to take longer steps in their march toward the Philip-
pines. General MacArthur chose Hollandia for his next objective.

In the meantime, important troop movements had been taking place. The 40th
Infantry Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Rapp Brush, was assigned to Sixth
Army and moved from Guadalcanal to western New Britain to relieve the 1st
Marine Division, which was returned to Guadalcanal under Navy control. The
24th Infantry Division, under the command of Maj. Gen. Frederick A. Irving,
which had closed in the Rockhampton, Australia area in September 1943, was
concentrated on G-odenough Island. Likewise, Headquarters I Corps and corps
troops were displaced from Rockhampton to Goodenough Island. The 3d Engineer
Special Brigade, commanded by Brig. Gen. David A. D. Ogden, arrived from the
United States and was staged on Goodenough Island and at Cape Cretin. The 41st
Irfantry Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Horace H. Fuller, which had been
rehabilitating in nastralia, was moved into the Cape Cretin area.

Planning for the Hollandia operation had kept pace with troop concentra-
tions. The South Pacific Area had now completed its tasks and, for the first
time, aircraft carriers were to support a Sixth Army landing. since Hollandia
was well beyond the range of Allied land based fighters.

The I Corps, commanded by Lt. Gen. Robert A. Eichelberger, and composed of
the 24th and the 41st Infantry Divisions, less the 163d Regimental Combat Team,
was assigned the mission of seizing and developing the Hollandia area. A
separate task force, commanded by Brig. Gen. Jens A. Doe, and consisting in
the main of the 163d, was given the separate mission of capturing and rehabi-
litating the Aitape airfields; 22 April 1944 was designated as D-Day for both
task forces.

Complete surprise was again achieved. The 24th Infantry Division made an
unopposed landing in Tanahmerah Bay and advanced rapidly southeastward toward
the airfield area. The 41st Division landed on beaches in Humboldt Bay and
advanced rapidly inland. What little opposition faced the 41st Division in
the Hollandia town area was soon scattered into the surrounding hills, and
this division pushed its elements westward towards the airfields. The two
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divisions joined forces five days later, thus completely securing the
Hollandia, Sentani, and Cyclops airfields. Upon these airfields were found
almost 400 destroyed enemy planes, a tribute to the effective pre-D-Day
bombing of the Filth Air Force.

Meaawhile, at Aitape, General Doe's forces landed on the same date,

F

quickly overran the ineffective enemy opposition and, on D-plus-two, the first
Allied fighter planes landed on one of the hurriedly repaired Aitape
airstrips. Mopping up in both areas was continued aggressively throughout the
following weeks.

The Hollandia. operation was a complete success and a major strategic
victory. The enemy's large forces in the Wewak area were completely isolated,
another large base of operations was now available to support fu.:ther advances
to the north and westward, and plans for these advances were quickly
formulated.

In the meantime., additional forces were arriving from the United States.
The XI Corps Headquarters, under Maj. Gen. P. Hall, was established at Cape
Cretin; the 6th Infantry Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Fryinklin C. Sibert,
was staged at Mdilne Bay where it completed its amphibious training.

The 31st Infantry Division, commanded by Ma.]. Gen. Jchn E. Persons,
concentrated at Oro Bay in the area formerly occupied by the 1st Cavalry
Division. Thle 4th Engineer Special Brigade, commanded by Brig. Gen. Henry
Hutchings, was also assembled at Oro Bay with the exception of one boat
battalion, which was located at Cairns in northern Queensland, Australia. The
33d Infantry Division, under the command of Ma3. Gen. Percy W. Clarkson, was
staged at Cape Cretin.

Another question involving two separate task forces was prescribed. The
first, an operation to secure Wakde Island and the Toem area, that part of the
New Guinea coast opposite the island, was again entrusted to the 163d
Regimental Combat Team, still commanded by General Doe. In the meantime, the
32d Infantry Division was concentrated at Aitape and took over all
responsibility in that area. The second operation was directed at Biak Island
and was assigned to the 41st Division, less the 163d. Wakde was a small coral
island with a fine airfield. The Japanese had already built three airfields
on Biak, all of which were considered capable of further development. D-Day
for the Wakde-Toem operation was set for 17 May 1944; that for Biak was to
follow in 10 days.

General Doe landed his assault forces at Arata, north of Toem on the New
Guinea mainland, on D-Day and, pushing rapidly southward, secured Toem. Wakde
Island was assaulted in a shore-to-shore movement the following day, the
attack being supported by shore-emplaced artillery in addition to naval
gunfire and Army bombers. After a sharp fight, the island was overrun and
repair operations and an extension of the airfield were promptly initiated.
But the Japanese had strong forces in the MaEffin Bay-Sarmi area to the north,
which were a serious threat to Allied supply bases in the Toem area. In

9
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anticipation of this, the 158th Regimental Combat Team, now commanded by Brig.
Gen. Edwin D. Patrick, was moved from Cape Cretin to Toem, where it was
committed to action following its arrival on 21 May.

The landing on Biak was made in the Bosnek area and was practically
unopposed; however, the subsequent advance toward the airfield area met strong
opposition from enemy forces who utilized the dominating cliffs, ridges, and
caves to full advantage. The ensuing and bitter struggle for the Biak
airfields lasted throughout the month of June. The 41st Infantry Division was
quickly reinforced with the 163d Regimental Combat Team from the Waide-Toem
area and, eventually, by the 34th Infantry of the 24th Infantry Division. Lt.
Gen. Eichelberger and his I Corps Headquarters moved to Biak and took over the
operation. In the end, the enemy forces were destroyed and a great air base
established. Pending the capture of the Biak airfields, Owi Island, just off
the south coast of Biak, was occupied and developed as an additional air base.

In the meantime, the 6th Infantry Division was moved to the Wakde-Toem
area to carry on that operation and to release the 158th for a future
assignment. Initial elements arrived on 5 June, followed shortly by the
remaitider of the division. Operations in the Maffin Bay area were promptly
initiated. In order to supervise more closely the WaKde-Toem and Biak
operations, General Krueger had established a small advance headquarters at
Hollekang in the Hollandia area on 24 May 1944. On 16 June 1944, Headquartecs
Sixth Army and the Alamo Force opened at Hollekang.

Meanwhile, Sixth Army was again substantially increased by the assignment
of additional units already in the theater and the arrival of new units from
the United States. The l1th Airborne Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Joseph
M. Swing (future Sixth Army Commander, 1951-54), arrived from the United
States and was co:--entrated at Oro Bay, New Guinea, convenient to the Dabodura
airfield. The 503d Parachute Infantry, now augmented by a parachute engineer
company, was concentrated in an area adjacent to the l1th Airborne Division.
Both uinits were not favorably located for airborne trainin,.

The next objective assigned to Alamo Force was Noemfoor Island, situated
in Geelvink Bay, ind upon which the Japanese had already established two
airfields and were commencing the construction of a third. The 15tn was
assigned this mission and D-Day scheduled for 2 July 1944. The 501d Parachute
Infantry was designated as Army Reserve for this operation and was moved by
air to the Hollandia airfield area so as to be better located strategically.

The landing on Noemfoor Island proceeded according to plan, initially
against light opposition. However, the strength of the enemy force
subsequently encountered made it advisable to commit the 503d which enabled
General Patrick, che task force commander, to quickly destroy enemy forces on
the island. Shortly thereafter, Noemfoor took its place along with Biak and
Wakde as a powerful island air base. From this island, Allied long-range
fEghters and light bombers could reach out over all of northern New Gui %a and
the Halmaheras.
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In order to give it combat experience and to relieve the 6th Infantry
Division in the Toem-Wakde area for a subsequent operation, the 31st Infantry

Di ision was moved forward from Oro Bay, the initial element arriving at Toem
on 14 July, soon followed by the remainder of the division. This division
promptly relieved the 6th Infantry Division from all responsibility in the
Toem-Wakde area and continued operations to destroy enemy forces in the Maffin
Bay-Sarmi area. The 6th Infantry Division assembled in the Toem-Maffin Bay

area to prepare for its new assignment, which was soon forthcoming. General
MacArthur deemed it essential to secure still another air bace in northwestern
New Guinea, and selected the Cape Sansapor area on the Vogelkop Peninsula in
northwestern New Guinea, with its adjacent Amsterdam and Middleburg Islands.
The 6th Infantry Division, less the 20th Regimental Combat Team which followed
later, made an unopposed landing at Cape Sansapor on 30 July and occupied
Amsterdam and Middleburg Islands on the same day. The few Japanese troops
scattered throughout this area were quickly disposed of by subsequent minor
operations in the interior and along the coast, and the construction of
airfields was promptly initiated. This operation was the last on New Guinea.
General MacArthur now had powerful air bases and strong ground forces
strategically located for another long step to the northward. Hcaever, before
invading the Philippines he needed one more air base to support this
undertaking and to cover the left flank of his route of advance. His right
flank would be covered by forces of the Central Pacific Area. The site
selected for his air base was the southwestern tip of Morotai Island in the
Halmaheras.

Meanwhile, other important activities were taking place. It became
increasingly evident that the Japanese XVII Corps, isolated in the W'wak area,
was planning an attempt to break out by overrunning Allied forces at Aitape.
The 32d Infantry Division was substantially reinforced by the ll2tn Cavalry
Regimental Combat Team, the 181st Field Artillery Battalion, and the 124th
Regimental Combat Team of the 31st Infantry Division.

Moreover, the 43d Division, which had been assigned co Sixth Army and was
being moved forward from New Zealand, was also ordered to stage in the Aitape
area. To command this large force, General Hall, with XI Corps Headquarters,
was moved from Finschhafen to Aitape where he took command. In late July, the
Japanese crossed the Driniumor River in force, broke through the thinly held
outpost line and turned northward toward the coast. General Hall executed a
vigorous counter-offensive and, by 10 August, had completely crushed the enemy
forces in this area and sent the Japanese fleeing back toward Wewak. The
enemy left more than 12,000 dead along the Driniumor River and never again
attempted to break out of the Wewak position.

The XI Corps was now free to concentrate its efforts on planning for the

Morotai Operation, with D-Day scheduled for 15 September 1944, the same date
which had been selected by Admiral Nimitz to land a large task force in the
Palau group. The 31st Infantry Division and the 126th Regimental Combat Team
of the 32d Division were assigned to the XI Corps for this operation. The
124th Regimental Combat Team of the 33d Infantry Division, under the command
of Brig. Gen. Donald J. Myers, was moved from Cape Cretin to Maffin Bay in

11



order to relieve the 31st Infantry Division of operations in this area.
Initial elements of this Regimental Combat Team arrived at Maffin Bay on I
September 1944.

Additional reinforcements arrived from the United States. The 3E-h
Infantry Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. H. L. C. Jones, arrived at Oro Bay

and took over the area vacated by the 31st Infantry Division. Other
reintorcements arriving during this period included artillery battalions and

artillery group headquarters, tank battalions, and badly needed service
units. Goodenough Island was abandoned, but Oro Bay, Finschhafen, and
Hcllandia buzzed with increased activity. I Corps Headquarterb arrived in
early August and was established at Cape Cretin. The Eighth Army was
activated in early September and Army headquarters established in the
Hollandia area. Lt. Gen. Eichelburger was assigned to command the Eighth Army
and was replaced as Commanding General, I Corps, by Maj. Gen. Swift. General
Sibert was given command of X Corps, being replaced as 6th Infantry Division
commander by Brig. Gen.(P) Patrick. Brig. Gen.(P) Verne D. Mudge replaced
General Swift as Commanding General, 1st Cavalry Division, and Brig. Gen.
Hanford MacNider replaced General Patrick in command of the 158th Regimental
Combat Team on Noemfoor.

Spearheaded by 'he 31st Infantry Division, the Xl Corps landed at Morotai
Island on schedule, drove rapidly inland and secured the desired airfield
area. Although ti-, enemy strongly held adjacent islands, he did not seriously
attempt to threaten Allied forces on Morotai and the construction of the
airfields proceeded almost unmolested, except for occasional night air
attacks. Upon the completion of these airfields long range fighters were able
to operate over Mindanao and heavy bombers could reach out over the Visayan
Islands of the Philippine Archipelago. MacArthur's pathway to the Philippines
was now covered by Morotai on the left and Peleliu in the Palaus on the right;
and Admiral Willia. Halsey's powerful carrier force was now available to
support landings in toe Philippines.

So successful were Admiral Haliey's preliminary air strikes in the
Philippines, General MacArthur decided to advance D-Day from 20 December to
20 October. Planning for this operation hau ±Degun in July when a large
planning group from Sixth Army Headquarters went to Brisbane to work with GHQ,
Southwest Pacific Area (SWPA), Allied Air Forces, and Allied Naval Forces in
planning the Philippine campaigns. Represented also were planni-; groups from
the I1 X, and XIV Corps. Tne latter corps, commanded by Maj. Gen. 0. W.
Criswo]d, was a veteran of the Solomons campaigns, its headquarters being
located on Bougainville Isiund.

Leyte Island, in the eastern Visayas, was selected for the initial
Philippine landing. The operation, however, was assigned to Sixth Army, the
NlF.mo Force having been relegated to the historical records on 25 September

C44-

q1wo Corps and four divisions were made available for the Leyte Opex..tion.
The %%IV Corps, composed of the 7th and 96th Infantry Divisions, was diverted
from the Yap Operation, assigned to Sixth Army as a substitute for the XIV
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Corps, and held afloat in Seeadier Harbor. The XXIV Corps was commanded by
Maj. Gen. Jonn R. Hodge, the 7th Infantry Division by Maj. Gen. Archibald V.

Arnold, and the 96th Infantry Division by Ma). Gen. James L. Bradley. The
other corps was General Sibett's X Corps, composed of the ist Cavalry Division
and the 24th Infantry Division. General Hodge and key members of his staff
proceeded to Sixth Army Headquarters by air in order to take full advantage of
the short time available to prepare a new plan of operatLons for his corps.

In making Leyte the target and plunging into the center of the
Philippines, the Allies would isolate the Japanese in the northern islands

from their forces in the south, and place Allied Air and Naval forces in
position to complete the severance of enemy lines (f communication to the
valuable resources of the Netherlands East Indies.

D-Day was set for 20 October 1944. On D minus three, combat troops from
the 6th Ranger Infantry Battalion occupied the northern tip of Dinagat Island
and made landings on the southeastern coast of Homonhon the following day.
The securing of the iiLal points on these islands, which guarded the e.stern
entrances to Leyte Gulf, paved the way for the entrance of the Navy.
Following the landings, minesweepers tanged back and forth across the gult,

clearing it for the armada already on the way. Warships of Rear Admiral Jesse
B. Oldendorf's Bombardment and Fire Support Group moved into the gulf to begin

a two day air and surface bombardment of the landing areas. Meanwhile, in the
open sea Allied forces converged and became one; hundreds of transports, an
Australie. squadron, Vice Admiral Thomas C. Kinkaid's SeventL Fleet,

reinforced by additional elements of Rear Admiral Oldendorf's battle fleet and
by escort carriers from the Pacific-Fleet. Protecting the north flart against
any abortive attack by the Japanese Home Fleet was Admiral Halsey's powerful
Third Fleet with its enormous water borne air power, Vice Admiral John S.

McCain's famous Task Force 38.

Early on the morning of D-Day, the amphibious forces entered Leyte Gulf
and at 1000 hours commenced landing operations. The X Corps stormed ashore
near Tacloban and Palo. Fifteen mileF to the south the XXIV Corps landed on
the beaches near Dulag. Still further south the 21st Infantry Reqiment of the
24th Division occupied Panao'i Island and secured control of Pana. a Strait for
operations of PT boa-_ Resistance was scattered and disorganized.
Meanwhile, the Ist Cavalry Division rapidly pushed toward Tacloban, capital of

Leyte Province, and captured the town and its neighboring airstrip. The 24tn
Division thrust toward spreading forces, the Allies pushed inland, drove up to
the Leyte Valley and took Jaro. By 2 November, the town of Carigara was
firmly in their grasp. Meanwhile, on 29 October, elements of the 1st Cavalry
Division crossed the San Juanico Strait and landed on Samar Island.

In the meantime, the enemy had committed the bulk of his fleet in an all
out effort to wreck the invasion of Leyte. But the famous Battle of Leyte
Gulf ended this naval threat and guaranteed an Allied line of supply.

Almost from che beginning, Sixth Army troops were hip deep in mud and
water; first, there were the coastal swamps and rice paddies, and then came
the monsoon rains and typhoons which turned roads and trails into quagmires
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and mountain streams into raging torrents. The sucking mud bogged down tanks,
heavy guns, and supply trucks. The campaign slowed to a crawl and became an
enginaer's war, a matter of building and rebuilding roads to get supplies to
the front. Mud hit the airstrips too. Tnirty-five inches of torrential rain
in 40 days forced the abandonment of two strips after weeks of work.

Aided by terrain and torrential rains the enemy selected his positions and
fought fanatically to hold Ormoc corridor. He brought in two fresh divisions
and major elements of two others to reinforce his badly decimated 16th
Division, and struck back with fury. He planned a counteroffensive to split
the Allied force, but Sixth Army forced him to the defensive. He made an
airborne attack upon newly built airstrips; Sixth Army met it s,.ccessfully.
The enemy bombed Allied troops constantly and vigorously but reinforcements
arrived: the 32d Division under Maj. Gen. William H. Gill, Brig. Gen.
Cunningham's 112th Cavalry Regimental Combat Team, Colonel George M. Jones'
503d Parachute Infantry Regimental Combat Team, Maj. Gen. Andrew D. Bruce's
77th Infantry Division, Maj. Gen. Swing's llth Airborne Division, and Maj.
Gen. H. L. C. Jones' 38th Infantry Division.

The enemy had dug in well in a corridor along Leyte's west coast. The
port of Ormoc was its center and the mountains and caves to the north and east
aided its defense. On the ihorthern ridges around Limon the 24th Division, and
later the 32d Division, of the X Corps fought a slow, logged, bitter battle.
Meanwhile, the 1st Cavalry Division and 112th Regimental Combat Team, also of
the X Corps, on the left of the 32d Division, drove through the heavily
jungled mountains toward the Pinamopoan-Ormoc corridor. The 96th and 7th
Division of the XXIV Corps pushed forward through the mountain chain toward
the same corridor. When the 1lth Airborne Division arrived it was put into
the line to relieve the 7th Division which was then moved via Abuyog to P.ybay
on the west coast to advance northward toward Ormoc.

The Commanding General, Sixth Army, directed the (XIV Corps to disacch
the 77th Division to make an amphibious landing near Ormoc on 7 December.
Perfectly timed, it das the decisive action of the Leyte Operation. Three
days later Sixth Army troops entered Ormoc and the enemy's main gateway into
Leyte was closed. Allied troops now converged on the Japanese from the north,
the east and the south and decisive victory was in sight. On Cnristmas
morning, elements of the 77th Division landee at Palompon, the last remaining
port on Leyte in Japanese hands. By Christmas night the Leyte Operation was
successfully terminated; nothing but mopping up remained and Sixth Army
relinquished control to the Eighth Army.

The battle of Leyte was still raging when the Sixth Acmy went into its
next action. Advanced air bases were needed from which to support air and
amphibious operations against Luzon. General Headquarters directed Krueger to
seize the San Jose area of Mindoro Island, seventh largest island in the
Philippines, which flanked the route to Luzon.

For this operation, General Krueger organized the weatern Visayan Task
Force and designated Brig. Gen. William C. Dunckel as its commander. The task
force was small, consisting of the 19th Infantry Regimental Combat ream
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(reinforced) and the 503d Parachute Infantry Regimental cotaruat Team, but was
well suited for the job at. nand. D-Day was 15 December 1944, The landing
force came in at the southwest tip of Mindoro ana iy afternoon 'iad captured
the town of San Jose. The enemy was taken completely by surprise and no
resistance was met. The arei was found to De ideal foL airfields and
construction of strips began immediately with work progressing rapidly. On 21
December, a landing was made by a small force on nearby Marinduque Island
while one company occupied Paluan and Mindoro's northwest coast. Still no
enemy resistance developed. On New Year's Eve, the Western Visayan Task Force
passed from control of the Sixth Army to Eighth Army.

During the Leyte and Mindoro Operations, Krueger completed plans for the
invasion of the main Japanese fortress in the Philippines, Luzon. The Luzon
Campaign, following immediately upon the heels of the Leyte and Mindoro
Operations, was the third and most important step in the overall plan to
liberate the Philippine Islands.

General Headquarters directed the Sixth Army to land and establish a base
of operations in the Linguayen Gulf area of central Luzon, to advanice
southward and seize the Central Plain-Manila area and, following this, to
conduct such operations as General Headquarters mignt direct to establish
control over the remainder of Luzon. The major combat units initially
assigned to Sixth Army for tne campaign were: I Corps, commanded by Ma>. Gen.
Innis P. Swift, consisting of the 6th Infantry Division under the command of
Maj. Gen. Edwin D. Patrick commanding; the 43d Infantry Division, under the
command of Maj. Gen. Leonard F. Wing commanding; the 158th Infantry Regimental
Combat Team, under the command of Brig. Gen. Hanford MacNider; XIV Corps,
commanded Dy Lt. Gen. (then Maj. Gen.) Oscar W. Griswold, consisting of the
37th Infantry Division under command of Maj. Gen. Rooert S. Beightler; and the
40th Infantry Division under command by Maj. Gen. Rapp Brush commanding the
25th Infantry Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Charles L. Mullins, Jr., was
initially held in Sixth Army Reserve while the 13th Armored Group, under
command of Col. Marcus E. Jones, was also held under direct control of Sixth
Army. D-Day was 9 January 1945.

On D-minus three, the Navy began a final surface and air bombardment of
the Japanese defenses in the Lingayen Gulf area. The enemy reacted strongly,
sending large numbers of "Kamikaze" (Special Attack) suiclde planes in a "one
way" attack on Allied warships. While a large number of the ships in the
bombardment force were damaged, the enemy was unable to keep up the tempo of

these attacks and on D-Day the assault ships sailed into Lingayen Gulf
practically unmolested by enemy air.

At 0730, 9 January 1945, Sixth Army began amphibious assault landings on
beaches in the Lingayen Gulf area of Central Luzon with the XIV and I Corps
abreast, the XIV Corps on the right. Contrasted with the lack of organized
resistance on the front of the XIV Corps, bitter opposition was met by the I
Corps on its left front. It soon became apparent that the enemy had elected
not to give battle in the Central Plain but insLead to defend strongly what
amounted to flank positions in the rugged mountains to the north and northeast
of the Central Plain. This constituted a dangerous threat to the left and to
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the Sixth Army base at Lingayen. The Commanding General, Sixth Army,

determir•.d to remove that threat by offensive action. This offensive, carried
out by _.ements of the I Corps, enabled the advance to the south to be
continued by the XIV Corps.

While the I Corps drove against the enemy's defensives in front of the
Army's left, the XIV Corps pushed southward and secured crossings over the
Agno River and captured Tarlac. The arrival of the 32d Infantry Division,
commanded by Maj. Gen. William H. Gill; the ist Cavalry Division, commanded by
Maj. Gen. Verne D. Mudge; and the 112th Cavalry Regimental Combat Team,
commanded by Brig. Gen. Julian W. Cunningham, on 27 January, provided
sufficient forces to permit employment of the XIV Corps in an all out drive
toward Manila, while the I Corps was strengthened in order to protect the base
of Lingayen Gulf and continue the attacks against the enemy forces in the
north and northeast. The 25th Division had already been committed in the zone
of action of the I Corps, and the 32d Division was also placed under control
of that corps. The 1st Cavalry Division was placed under control of XIV
Corps; 112th Regimental Combat Team was held in Sixth Army Reserve. In rapid
succession, the XIV Corps captured the Clark Airfield area, drove the opposing
enemy forces back into the Zambales Mountains west of Fort Stotsenburg and
secured crossings over the Pampanga River at Calumpit. While Sixth Army
forces rolled down the Central Luzon Plain toward Manila, one of the most
daring actions of the war took place far behind enemy lines: the liberation of
Allied prisoners of war from the Japanese prison camp near Cabanatuan.

Preceded by Alamo Scouts, Lt. Col. Henry A. Mucci, with 121 men of his 6th
Ranger Infantry Battalion, and assisted by 286 Filipino guerrillas, slipped
deep into enemy territory, threw up road blocks, fought off a sizeable enemy
force and, on 30 January 1945, released and led 512 Allied prisoners of war
back from Cabanatuan to the safety of the advanced front line positions at
Guimba, 25 miles :-- the north.

Meanwhile, the Ist Cavalry Division, which had been concentrated at
Guimba, crossed the Pampanga Rimer at Cabanatuan on I Febrý.try, advanced
rapidly southward and, on the night of 3 February 1945, drove into the Grace
Park area of Manila and liberated hundreds of Allied internees being held by
the Japanese in canto Tomas University. Meanwhile, the 37th Division had
crossed the Pampanga River at Calumpit and was driving rapidly on •nila along
Highway 3. On 4 February, this division drove into Manila and lit2rated
hundreds of additional Allied internees from Bilibid prison.

In a desperately fought, month-long battle, the XIV Corps, spearheaded by
these two divisions, destroyed approximately 17,000 of Manila's 20,000
defenders and succeeded in completely securing the city cn 4 March 1945, while
the 40th Division continued the bitter struggle against heavy Japanese
opposition in the mountains west of Fort Stotsenburg.

Two additional amphibious assault landings had been made on Luzon by
forces initially under control of the Eighth Army. The first, in the .tn
Antonio-San Narcisco area of Zambales Province, was made by Lt. Gen. (then
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tMaj. Gen.) Hall's XI Corps, consisting of the 38th Division, Maj. Gen. Henry
L. C. Jones commanding, reinforced on 29 January 1945 by the 34th Regimental
Combat Team and the 11th Field Artillery Battalion of the 24th Division. On
30 January, the XI Corps passed to control of the Sixth Army and, after
opening Subic Bay for development as a naval base, drove east on Highway 7 to
isolate Bataan Peninsula and prevent an enemy withdrawal. The second landing
at Nasugbu, Batangas Province, was made by the llth Airborne Division, and
reinforced by elements of the 24th Infantry Division, on 31 January 1945.
Driving northward on Highway 17 and 1, this force approached Manila from the
south, passing to control of the Sixth Army on the southern outskirts of the
city on 10 February.

While the battle of Manila raged at its height, Sixth Arc., initiated
operations to open Manila Bay to Allied shipping. In a combined overland and
amphibious assault on 15 February 1945, employing the 151st Regimental Combat
Team (reinforced) of the 6th Division, the XI Corps established control over
the southern portion of Bataan Peninsula. The Corps then followed this up on
16 February with a combined airborne and amphibious assault on the island
fortress of Corregidor by the 503d Parachute Infantry Regimental Combat Team
under command of Col. George M. Jones, reinforced by the 3d Battalion, 34th
Infantry of the 24th Division. Corregidor, which guarded the north channel
entrance to Manila Bay, was secured after a ferocious 12-day battle in which
the enemy lost over 4500 counted dead. Following the capture of Corregidor,
the remaining islands in Manila Bay were captured oy elements of the 151st
Infantry, under direction of the XI Corps, in a series of shore-to-shore
operations which culminated in the capture of Carabao Island on 16 April 1945.

The Japanese had organized a series of strong defensive positions in the
mountainous area east of Manila extending northward from Laguna de Bay to
include the ipo Dam area. Japanese forward positions were so located that
they could bring !.-g range artillery to bear on the City of Manila. Even
while the Battle of Mari.la was raging at its height, the Sixth Army commenced
a series of operations against this fortified area. The Ist Cavalry Division
and the 6th Infantry Division, opeiating initially under the XIV Corps, began
an offensive on 23 February 1945 to crush the left of this enemy position on
the Antipolo Front. By 12 March, Antipolo had been taken after much hard
fighting in whicti Ma, Gen. Mudge, Commanding the Ist Cavalry Division, was
seriously wounded; Brig. Gen. Hugh F. T. Hoffman assumed temporary ,ommand of
the 1st Cavalry Division. Several days later, Maj. Gen. Patrick, commander of
the 6th Division, was killed observing an attack by his troops north of
A;ntipolo; Maj. Gen. (then Brig. Gen.) Charles C. Hurdis assumed command of the
6th Division. By 15 March the process of crushing the enemy's left was well
under way. The XI Corps relieved the XIV Corps in the area east of Manila on
this date so that the XIV Corps might concentrate on operations in the
Batangas area and the Bicol Peninsula. The 43d Division relieved the Ist
Cavalry Division in the Antipolo area and the Ist Cavalry Division
concentrated on the west shore of Laguna de Bay for future operations under
the XIV Corps. The 112th Cavalry Regimental Combat Team, meanwhile, screened
the XI Corps left flank and reconnoitered enemy defenses on the approaches to
Ipo.
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Much bitter fighting to reduce the myriad of cave positions east of Manila
still remained, but by 6 May 1945 organized resistance had been broken with
the exception of a strongly fortified area in the bend of the Angat River on
the Western approaches to Ipo Dam. Meanwhile, the 38th Division 'had :elieved
the 6th Division east of ManLla and the 43d Division, having established
contact with elemeits cf the XIV Corps east of Laguna de Bay, ha, been shifted
to the XI Corps left w-ng f:r operations on the western approaches to Ip• Dam.

On the night of 6 Fay 1949, tne 43d Division, reinforced by a regiment of
Filipino guerrillas, launched a night attack in the opening of a final
offensive to reduce this enemy position and capture Ipo Dam. On 17 May, the
division captured the dam, and on the 21st, broke the last rp.uaining organized
enemy resistance in this area. Meanwhile, the llth Airborne Divi.sion and ist
Cavalry Division, operating under XIV Corps, drove south a,, soatheast of
Manila to open Balayan and Batangas Bays and to clear enemy forces from the
area south of Laguna de Bay,

Simultaneously with these operations in south central and southern Luzon,
the I Corps, reinforced on 10 February 1945 by the 33d Infantry Division, Maj.
Gen. Percy W. Clarkson commander, continued relentlessly its offensive agair,-t
the enemy's mountain stronghold in northern Luzon, drove the bitterly
resisting enemy back all along its front, captured Bajuio (37:;h and 33d
Divisions), advanced along the Villa Verde Trail (32d Div,'sion), and Highway
(25th Division), and after long and desperate fighting, totally defeated the
enemy and secured the Imugan-Santa Fe-Balete Pass area on 27 May 1945, and
therewith gained an access route to the upper Cage,an Valleýy.

In the meantime, tne 13th Regimental 2ombat T,:. under direct control of
Sixth Army, which had particifated under the XIV Corps in the initiai phases
,f the operations to clear the enemy frld the area south of Laguna de PAy,

made an amphibious assault landing at Legaspi in the Aibay Gulf are, %f the
southeastern Bicol peninsula on 1 April 1945. After establishir'. -2 :ýeachhead.
the force secured the northern exits co San Be-nardino Strait and, turning
northwestward, drove up the Bicol Penins-!la, clearei the Bicol Provic--.
enemy forces, and, on 22 April 1915, made contact with the 1st. Cavalry
Division (XIV Corps) drivin3 soatheastward. The janction of these teices
marked the end of all organized enemy resistance in sout~easterrn Luzon

With the breakthrouhn in the Jmugan-Santa Fe-Balete Pass .rea and the
subsequent debouchment. of Sixth Army forces into the uppe- Caga,1 ,n Valley. -

Luzon Campaign drew to a close. While the 37th Division of ,he i Corps 4-is

dispatched northward into the Cagayan Valley, Sixth Army landed elements of
the l1th Airborne Division by parafuhute and glider in the enemy's rea. near
Aparri to assist reinforced guerrilla units in blocking all possibility ot
escape to the north. When .ontact was established between the 3?th D4-%.. on
and this airborne force on 26 June 1945, the Luzon Campaign came to a zlose
with Sixth Army in complete control of Luzon. The only remaining ereIL-1)rce
of any strength on Luzon hal been split LhtO two pockets --ore or l-:ss eq. I in
size: one in the Sierra Madre Moi;.ntinE east c, the Cagayan Valley; tre ..t..eJ
in the Kiangan-Bontoc a.ea where the Japanese had elected to make a final
suicidal stand. The ultimate liquidation of these two pocKets was merelv a
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matter of time. On 1 July, by direction of the Commander-in-Chief, Southwest
Pacific Area, responsibility for the conduct of remaining operations on Luzon
paseed from the Sixth Army to the Eighth Army. Sixth Army was now about to
embark on the greatest and most crucial campaign of the entire war -- the
invasion of Japan itself.

Because of the suddenness of the Japanese surrender, the planned invasion
of Japan never took place. At the conclusion of its Philippine Operation,
Sixth Army immediately went into specialized training in preparation for the
initial invasion of the Japanese homeland -- Olympic Operation. According to
the plan, on 1 November 1945, Sixth Army, supported by allied naval and air
forces, was to attack and invade Kyushu -- southernmost of the five home
islands comprising Japan.

In preparation for this attack, replacement and new equipment were
received. Arduous new training techniques and schedules went into effect.
The previous two years of tough campaigning through the Southwest Pacific were
about to be regarded as mere training preparation for the bitterest task of
the entire war in the Pacific - landirg on the enemy's own territory. Almost
on the eve of the announcement t.&at the Sixth Army was invasionready and eager
to open a ne'. chapter in United States military history, the welcome news was
rece "ed that Japan had accepted the unt-iditional surrender terms of the
Allies. On 2 Septe1mier 1945, 60 e%13 after the 7'xch Army had turned over the
command of the Philippines to the US Eighth Ar.zn', the Japanese were signing
surrender terms aboard the USS MISSOURT.

Spearheading Sixth Army's occupation of Vistiu, Fifth k.arine Amrhiblous
Corps t" landed at the port of Sasebo at 0900, 22 Sef :ember 1945. This
Sltdci.4, was quite different from previous ones: there was no accompanying
pre-dawn navai nec.hardmant of shore installations, rocket-firing ships did not
appear, tera qr~s no deadly '.ridsfire from enemy machine guns as troops hit
the bei•.h. Instead, a .ias calm. 91ce-clad Japanese civilian policemen
st- d rigidly at atteiation, bowi,-.• politely, as the Marines stepped ashore.
By nightfall, .n astimato- 14,000 Marine'j hd been landed on the Japanese

Tr•.l•.ng stioýrai .e cruiser SS AUBU-;, General Krueger ca-e ' Fhore at
14&k3 1ama to assume command of Sixth Array troops. Or 28 September, ':he main
body of the Headquarters movd -nto Kyoto, and for a perioe o!! fo_." months,
c_:k.ri. 1 :,--t ... , asit..nn" phases of the occupation of Japan a,-der the
mirection of the Supreme Commander Allied Powers, Canera. of A 1 rmy Doulas

On 28 January 1946, Headouarters Sixth Army was inactivatek. at Kyuto,
Jaan. Cen'-ral Krueger, who nad c_,-mmaded the Sixth Army for nearly three
years, frut itb activition through the entire Southwest Pacific Cam aign to
Japan, with members of hit staff, headed home to the United States. Sixth
Army's IntctivaiAon appeared to be part of the ovrr-all denobfization and
reduction of tl-• US A from peak wa;timR strength to peare time era, but its
inactivation period was uhort.
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On March 1, 1946 the United States Sixth Armv was reactivated just a short
thirty days after its inactivation in Japan, to become one of the US Zone of
Interior six Continental Armies which had been planned back in 1927. General
Krueger was scheduled for new duties and subsequent retirement, and General
Joseph W. Stilwell was named Commanding General, with headquarters established
at the Presidio of San FrancLsco.

Covering eight Western States -- Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona,

Nevada, Utah, Idaho, and Montana--this area underwent several organizational
changes. Previous to 1920 it was known as the Western Department, and
included Wyoming, but not Arizona. On 28 August 1920 the continental .
States was reorganized into nine separate corps areas. The Sixth Army area
was known as the 9th Corps Area, with Arizona replacing Wyoming. In the early
part of World War II, in 1942, the nine corps areas of the US were renamed
Service Commands, and the 9tn Corps Area became the Ninth Service Command. At
the same time the War Department created the Western Defense Command to
function in the same area; its primary mission was the defense of the West
Coast from internal and external threats.

With the Western Defense Command Headquarters established at the Presidio,
Headquarters, Ninth Service Command, the housekeeping and logistic supply
organization for Army activities throughout the eignt Western states, was
moved from the Presidio of San Francisco to Fort Douglas, Utah. There it
carried out the mission of supplying and equipping all troops organic to the
Western Defense Command and all other troops passing through the West Coast
ports of embarkation. The Ninth Service Command was under the control of the
Army Service Forces. The Western Defense Command passed out of existence 1
March 1946, which became the date of reactivation of the Sixth US Army at the
Presidio of San Francisco. General Stilwell, who commanded the Western
Defense Command from December 1945 to March 1946, assumed command of the Sixth
US Army, which became responsible for the functions formerly performed by the
Nintn Service Command, also inactivated.

General Stilwell's command was not long. After lingering illness, be
passed aaay on 12 October 1946, seven months after becoming the Army Commander.

Aithough much has been said about Sixth US Army's birth and its brilliant
c.,.mbat record in World War II, it also achieved an enviable peacetime record.
Sixth US Army was conspicuous in community life throughout the command. High
public interest was represented in the frequent invitations Sixth US Army
received to participate with its bands, marching units, and displays in
community parades, fairs, and celebrations. Westerners in great numbers
visited posts and installations throughout Sixth US Army tu see Army displays
and demonstrations on annual Armed Forces Day.

One of the most important missions of an Army in 1.eLceuime is military
training. Since the last half of 1948, the Sixth US Army faceA the iemands of
an expanded peacetime defense Army in commendable fashion. When ix. became
necessary for the United States Army to expand rapidiy in the faze of
increased threats by Communism to the peace of the western World, Sixth US
Army's Fort Lewis and Fort Ord became primary training cente'rs for thousands
of young Americans selected to man a larger Army.
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Subsequently, when the North Koreans invaded the Republic of Korea, the
facilities at Camps Cooke, Roberts, San Luis Obispo, and Irwin, and Fort
Huachuca were reopened and reactivated. Those posts were given the job of
training expanded active Army units, and recalled Army Reserve and National
Guard organizations to provide the steady flow of replacements and combat
Sunits for American forces in the Far East.

The entire nation's effort to support the United Nations action in Korea
fell heavily upon Sixth US Army facilities from Seattle to Los Angeles. Si.th
US Army became the main supply point and the secondary line of defense against
the communist forces in Asia. Its ability to meet the emergency and
accomplish the huge task, and to properly equip and train personnel, plus the
building up of vast quantities of material was an achievement that commanded
the respect and pride of every soldier of the Sixth US Army.

On three separate occasions Sixth US Army provided the proving ground for
outstanding developments in military science and activities. It was in the
Sixth US Army area that the first attempts were made to test the unification
of facilities and services of all the armed forces. In September 1948 the
Secretary of Defense designated that the initial pilot program would be put
into operation through Sixth US Army Headquarters. For the next three years
Sixth US Army hosted the histury-making exper3.ments and demonstrations of
atomic weapons at Camp Desert Rock, Nevada. Many Sixth US Army troops
participated in the maneuvers and acquired information to analyze and develop
protective measures for units and personnel an both defensive and offensive
phases of atomic warfare.

At t.he Airection of the Secretary of Defense, James E. Forrestal, the
first Armed Forces Public Inform-.tion Ofice wis opened iL San Francisco in
Novewter 1948, st. 'ffd equally with public information personnel from the four
services . Its mission was to prcvide i central clearing house and information
center of military and navai publicity material for the tenefit and
convenience of all news nodia. Subsequently, Lccaase of the success of the

first daPI office, additional offices were opened in Seattle and Los Angeles.

Twice since W.r . 11, S..xth US Army parici.-ated in ",i-o great histoxy
makng events or the pas! decade. In Septembin-r 1951 the Al rallc, New

aalan@d, United States pact for the jotnt defense of the faciiic a-.a was
signed in the tnlisted peA-sonnel &-'tvic club at the Pr.si.dio of Sz.•
Francisco. Later the same month, wuen the Japanese Peace Treaty w a. a gne. in
the San PrAnzisco Municipal Opera douse during which :orty-nine allied nations
were gathex•d, Sixth US Army personnel were oonspic-ious. Sixth US Army
provided honor anA security guards, plus vehicles and drivers neceasary for
protection -and transportation of hundreds of statesmen and officials who
attended these history making events.

Sixth US Army was always ready to respond to public disasters or
catastrophes occurring within its area. Illustrative of many such public
"calls for aid in which Sixth 'IM AM rasponded were t.1e Columbia "ational
Forest. fire and flood disaster in the state of Washington; the damaging4
threatening blazes in the Santa Cruz Mountains and on the Hunter-Liggett
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Reservation in California in 1948; and the famed Operations Snowbound and
Maylift in January and February of 1949 in the states of Arizona, Nevada, and
Utah. In this latter call for Sixth US Army aid, hundreds of blizzard-stilled
motorists were rescued, as were the Navajo Indians of the Arizona
Reservation. Several thousand head of snowbound cattle were saved from
starvation by the widespread hay drop over thousands of acres of range land.
All of this was done in sub-zero weather and recurring snowstorms. Sixth US
Army personnel also played a large role in the aftermath of the Mount St.
Helens' disaster.

Once the war in Korea was terminated, the remainder of the Fifties saw
Sixth US Army engaged in general housekeeping types of activities, its main
emphasis being readiness of the active and reserve units under its command,
and dwindling resources in manpower and money. Reenlistments were negligible,
inductions remained at an all time low, and the country entered a period of
relative calm. Military priorities were replaced by the business of getting
ahead, enjoying the fruits of free society, and generally trying to get along
with the Soviet Union. ,pith President Dwight Eisenhower in command the
country felt at ease and at liberty to pursue perponal goals. The spectre of
war receded while the vision of peace loomed large on the horizon. Like the
remainder of the Army, Sixth US Army was faced with mounting personnel
problems and the awesome responsibility of maintaining a modern fighting force
capable of dealing with an aggressor. While the civilian side of the nation
pursued its own goals, the military continued to prepare itself for eventual
conflict. Accomplishing this was a difficult task given the sorry state of
the Reserves and the National Guard. For example, in both 1957 and 1958,
authorized strength for the National Guard was far below acceptable levels;
enlisted strength in 1958 was only 59.5 percent of authorized.

For the Sixth US Army, the 1960s came in like a lamb and went out like a
lion. Lt. Gen. Robert M. Cannon, the Sixth US Army Commander (Sep 59-Aug 61),
characterized those times as, "comfortable .... The Army justifiably thought
well of itself and was well regarded by the civilian community. Sixth Army
went about its business with purpose and professionalism." In 1960, the
Army's purpose was not challenged by any significant sector of American
society, and few within the military raised the question of what
professionalism meant. Sixtn US Army strength in 1960 stood at 49,000 active
Army officers and enlisted men, 10,000 civilians, and 323,000 reservists,
including the National Guard. ROTC existed but it was more like a poor
stepchild to the Army; its protection came more from the universities and
colleges that housed it than from the parent organization of the Army. It
wasn't until a decade later that the Army recognized the significance of ROTC
and accorded it the recognition aad support it needed.

Unlike 1960, which seemed placid by comparison, 1961 saw the Berlin Crisis
and the subsequent build-up of American military strength. Sixth US Army was
called upon to provide a raiidly expanding mobilization base and to prepare
subordinate commands for overseas commitment. Berlin caused Sixth US Army to
operate as a peacetime Army -reparing for future contingencies while reacting
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•i to immediate requirements that nearly put the command on a wartime footing.
Sixth US Army resembled a field Army planning for future operations while
fighting a war in the present.

But the "crisis" soon faded away, and Sixth US Army was left with an
overstrength. 1962 saw a continuation of tLa atomic testing at Desert Rock,
this time with a 1000 mr n battalion task force from the 4th Division. This
exercise, called Exercise IVY FLATS, was the first nucledr exercise ever
conducted wholly by the Army; (an interesting sidelight to these tests is that
today a number of Sixth US Army soldiers are suing the Army and the United
States Government for exposing them to nuclear radiation; so too are the local
townspeople who were possibly exposed from the particles that aiere emitted
into the atmosphere).

The same year, 1962, was the beginning of a Sixth US Army sponsored
counter-guerrila exercise in Washington's Olympic Peniusula, which involved
the 4th Division and the 32d Division, Army National Guard. This exercise
became the model for an annual counter-guerrilla exercise by the 4th, thus
preparing them for their eventual role in the Vietnam conflict four years
later.

As the Berlin situation . tabilized, draftees began replacing reservists
and Fort Ord staggered under the new training load. The Cubar. Missile Crisis
erupted in 1963 but Sixth US Army was not directly involved. The only major
happening during this period was a reorganization of Sixth US Army HQ along
the patterns established by the Department of the Army and Continental US Army
Command (CONARC). In addition, Active and Reserve Component divisions were
also reorganized under a major Army reorganization: effort called the
Reorganizatioa Objective Army Division (ROAD). During the Spring, the Army
National Guard --s also reorganized. Finally, CONARC directed Sixth US Army
to train the 4th 4...:antry Division, Fort Lewis, as a special action backup
brigade oriented toward operations in Southeast Asia.

The following year, 1964, Sixtni US Army undertook a massive internal
reorganization of its staff, and gave increased emphasis to improving the
combat readiness of both Active Army units and Reserve Component forces.

1965 challenged Sixth US Army's ability to react effectively to emergency
situations and still accomplish its other vital missions. Faced •_ah the
proposed closure of Fort Douglas and Camp Parks, Sixth US Army resisted and
managed to stave off their closings. This year also saw a decline in all
areas of readiness which continued throughout the year. This was due to the
growing commitment of forces to the war in Vietnam and the deployment of Sixth
US Army troops. In 1965 alone, USASIX deployed 68 units to support the US
Military operations in South Vietnam. This situation continued on into 1966
and 1967, as the Army prepared to meet the challenge of activations,
supervision of and preparation for deployment of units to the Asian mainland.
Resources of personnel and equipment were expended in the achievement of
maximum support of this effort without any increase in SQ, Sixth US Army
personnel strength to provide for the human effort. This led to increased
work time and the addition of a US Army P-rsonnel Center and US Army Training
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Center (ATC) at Fort Lewis, expansion of training brigades at Fort Ord, and
the organization of a US Army Training Center at Fort Huachuca. Nonetheless,
the operational readiness of the Sixth US Army failed to improve during 1966
due to deployment requirements and equipment shortages. In 1966, Sixth US
Army deployed 032 units to Vietnam.

Vietnam affected the Sixth US Army's mission which was accomplished amid
significant personnel turbulence, continuing deployment in competition with a
CONUSA share of the reconstitution of the Strategic Army Forces (STRAF), and
monitoring the disorders of the vocal critics of the war in Vietnam. For the
first time, actual strength figures for Sixth US Army topped its authorized
figures. 1967 also saw the creation of Army Reserve Commands (ARCOM), at Salt
Lake City, Seattle, and Fort MacArthur. That same year, on 19 January 1967,
the Secretary of Defense eliminated all 14 US Army Corps, including Sixth US
Army's.

Because the United States was so committed in a limited war overseas, a
partial mobilization was required to raise the readiness posture of the
strategic reserve. Sixth US Army activations were redirected from the
preparation of most units for deployment to Vietnam to the preparation of some
of the mobilized Reserve Component units for reconstruction of the STRAF and
to perfecting its capability to respond to the newly routine requirement of
supporting civilian authority committed to riot control--of either minorities
or students.

The early Seventies saw a continuation of these problems, including
staggering fund reductions, manpower losses, personnel inadequacies, and
equipment malfunctions, and this during a time of growth for Sixth US Army.
Under Project GERONIMO, 29 September 1970, Sixth US Army acquired four
additional states: Colorado, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming and
22,768 additional active Army personnel. The Seventies, like the Sixties, was
a period short of men and money, long on missions and accomplishments.

Adapting to these changes, the Department of the Army undertook a major
reorganization, called Operation STEADFAST. Approved on I July 1973,
STEADFAST altered the Sixth US Army's mission. Its primary mission now became
the command of all US Army Reserve units in fifteen western states (Kansas,
Nebraska, and New Mexico were added to Sixth US Army's jurisdiction), the
supervision of Army National Guard training, and the coordination of
mobilization, defense, and emergency planning for these states. The active
components were removed from Sixth US Army jurisdiction as were the ROTC
programs. The transition was smooth and effective, both within and outside of
Sixth US Army.

The reduction of America's participation in the war in Vietnam, together
with the cut-back in defense spending, caused the US Army to again reevaluate
the need for the many commands and supervisory elements existing throughout
the US Army. A smaller military force primarily located in the United States
coupled with increased empha-is on Reserve Components ani more ase of
high-speed communications hnd data processing equipment was expected to
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produce economies. Based on this assumption, the CONARC command structure
came under scrutiny and the levels of effort; e.g., for Reserve Components and
for A,'tive Army, were reevaluated.

A comprehensive study was performed in 1972, which concluded that a major
reorganization would improve the Army'r effectiveness, produce economies, and
better align priorities. Specifically, it would reduce the number of people
in intermediate headquarters and increase the emphasis on Reserve Components.
In general, the objectives of the reorganization were more efficient use of
funds and manpower and improved Army readiness. The Comptroller', offices
were designated to coordinate all actions in Sixth US Army headquarters; the

DCSCOM Management Engineering Division was tasked with the project, dubbed
Operation STEADFAST.

Basically, the reorganization relieved the CONUS Army Commander of
responsibilty for Class I installations, area support, and ROTC activities so
that he could concentrate on Reserve Component activities. As a result,
USASIX headquarters were considerably reduced in size, the Class I
installations reporting directly to the next higher headquarters.

The specifics of the reorganization of the US Army were as follows: Two
new major commands were established, replacing HQ CONARC and Combat
Developments Command. These were the US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) at Fort
McPherson, GA, and the US Army Training and Doctrine C-Amand (TRADOC) at Fort
Monroe, VA. To provide additional manpower for these new headquarters, the
Third US Army at Fort McPherson was disestablished.

The Training and Doctrine Command was made res2onsiole for all individual
training, education and combat developments; Army Training Centers; Service
Schools; and ROTC. TRADOC directly commanded 22 installations on which these
functions were thLu oaJor activity. Fort Ord, Hunter Liggett Military
Reservation, and PresiUio of Monterey became TRADOC installations.

The US Army Forces Command com.zanded the First, Fifth, and Sixth US
Armies, all Strategic Reserve Forces ar.d US Army Reserve units in contiai•ntal
United States, and supexvisled Akmy National Guard training. FORSCOM directly
commanded the 1: ins':Ilations not commanded by TRADOC. The new commands
became operational on I July 1973. Eliminstion of Third US Army ren ulted in
an adjustment of the remaining CONUSA boundaries. Kansas, Nebrasza, and New
Mexico were added to Sixth US Army's then 12-state area.

The primary missions of the CONUSA were to command all Army Reserve units,
supervise National Guard training, and coordinate mobilization, defense and
emergency planning. The CONUSAs no longer com•anied installations or
administered the ROTC program. In Sixth US Army, this became effective
1 August 1973.

Another change under STEADFAST was the creation of US Army Readiness
Regions (ARR), effective 1 July 1973, to supervise Reserve Component training
and to assist the Reserve Component in achieving and maintaining unit
readiness. 1974 was a period of US Army Reserve recruiting and retention,
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while 1975 and 1976 could best be described as transition years at HQ, Sixth
US Army, as it adjusted to its new role of being primarily a Reserve
Component-oriented organization. There was a loss of personnel from the
Reserves which resulted in a loss of combat readiness. The overall upward
trend of US Army Reserve strength in 1974 was reversed in 1975 and 1976. In
general terms, the overall unit readiness showed a decline within the Reserve
Component and National Guard during 1975 and 1976, due to the end of the
Vietnam War and the draft.

Some of the major problems experienced by ARR VIII and ARR IX were
personnel turbulence problems which directely affected their readiness;
equipment shortages; inadequate man-day spaces or training assemblies;
inadequate nearby training areas; shortage of Army reserve technicians;
funding constraints; and poor training management.

In 1977, the new Commander, Lt. Gen. Edward M. Flanagan, Jr., tried to
emphasize the uniqueness of the Reserve Component versus the Active Army.
There was an identity gap between the Reserve Component and the Active Force
and this gap, Flanagan argued, had to be filled if both Components were to
achieve full partnership in combat readiness. Imposing Active Army
requirements and methods on the Reserves without regard for the inherent
differences of each, continued Flanagan, created many problems.

With the increase in the ratio of Reserve Component units to Active Army
units in the total force structure, there was an increase in reserve
participation in exercises. Readiness remained the main Sixth US Army
mission; training was its means to achieve it.

When 1978 dawned, the Reserves were faced with a declining force. Like
previous years, 1978 saw the Reserves declining in numbers at a time when they
represented more than 50 percent of the Army's deployable resources, 50
percent of its infantry and armor battalions, and nearly 70 percent of its
tactical support. As a result, Lt. Gen. E. P. Forrester, the new Commander
(22 August 1978), established the Office of Recruiting and Retention (ORR)
under the Chief of Staff to deal directly and forcefully with this very
problem.

1978 was also the year of a Mobility Exercise (MOBEX 78), called NIFTY
NUGGET, at Sixth US Army. A Joint Chiefs of Staff sponsored exercise, MOBEX
78 was a 30-day, real time exercise to assess plans and procedures at all
command levels during the first 30 days of mobilization and deployment.
General Forrester took this opportunity to e.ucate the public on tne need for
a str-.,g Reserve Component Force, especially in light of the continuing saga
of Sixth US Army's declining strength, poorly maintained equipment, and
inadequate training activities. Mobilization became a watchword as well
during this period.

By 1980, there was a new trend, as enlistment figures .eiarsed themselves
and more and more Americans joined the ranks of the Active and Reserve
Forces. In 1979, for example, Sixth US Amy's Reserve strength was 28,015; in
1980 it was 31,085; in 1979, its National Guard strength was 58,858; in 1980
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it was 62,983., These figures represented substantial changes from previous
years but they did not completely meet the needs of the command which was
still beset by eicipment problems and personnel shortages.

That same year, the Army Readiness Regions (ARRs) became the Army
Readiness and Mobilization Regions (ARMRs) signifying the emphasis the Army
was now placing on mobilization. ARRR VIII and IX were now given the
responsibility of coordinating mobilizaton planning for installations and
Reserve Component organizations within their respective geographic areas. In
addition, there was CAPSTONE, the organizational process to align many of the
units belonging to the total force so that they could be quickly assembled in
case of war. Created by wORSCOM to deal with actual mobilization, it
envisioned little time in determining which units would go where, and when,
for deployment, and it grouped the Active and Reserve Component units in
preorganized packages.

If Mobilization was the key issue in 1981, Force Modernization became the
primary focus of Army activity in 1982, and MOBEX 80 the main vehicle for
implementing many of the Army's new weapon systems and unit changes. Called
PROUD SPIRIT, MOBEX 80 tested an installation's ability to process Reserve
Cnmponent units under full mobilization conditions. Unfortunately, the
exercise again demonstrated that existing command and control arrangements
between the Continental US Armies and the mobilization stations w-Ire confusing
and unworkable. Correcting this problem became one of the chief missions or
goals of the present Commander, L,. Gen. David E. Grange, Jr., who assumed
command on I August 1981.3

The Sixth US Army is a young Army compared to others, but its individual
and collective* achievements are many. It would take a long time and much
research to rec,-, * the deeds of the famous outfits which at one time or
another were elemeats of it during World War II. Overall, Sixth US Army has a
brilliant record of cowbat achievement and an honor roll of heroes and heroic
leaders comparable to that of any similar unit.

Today's members of the Sixth US Army have fallen heir to a proud and
brilliant heritaqe. MaKr' of Sixth US Army's cficers and men who helped write
the glorious history .aa,'e passed on. The Sixth US Army's patch, - .ix-pointed
star withLn the unbroken circle, the latter erab]ematical of the u'-: aken two
year's advance across the Pacific toward ultimate victory, symbolized its
achievements in both peace and war.

The readiness posture of Sixth US Army today is a reflection of the
dedication and ingenuity of the men and women who make up this unique
covman3. Not content to rest on the laurels of World War II, today's Sixth
Army soldier, both military and civilian, forges ahead in many directions,
seeking solutions to pressing mobilization and force modernization problems,
devising better methods of training, and creating a force that is both ready
for war and capable of winning should it be called upon to fight. "Born to
War" to preserve the peace, this has been Sixth US Army's mission and its
major accomplishment in its forty year hiatory.
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In its forty years of history, the Sixth US Army has witnessed many
profound changes in Army weaponry, strategy, tactics, and logistics. It has
also experienced some profound ianer alterations, changing from an active,
extremely successful battlefield Army to a more docile, less glamorous
integrator of the Reserve and National Guard. Nonetheless, its role and its
accomplishments have been impressive and of far reaching consequence. US Army
Chief of Staff, General Edward C. Meyer, and the Secretary of the Army, John
0. Marsh, Jr., stated it succinctly when they told a Congressional Armed
Forces Committee in 1982 that, "With the adoption of our Total Army policy in
the early 1970s, and the increased global responsibilities, the contibutions
of the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve have become critical--possibly
even decisive--because when mobilized, they augment, reinforce, support, and
sustain the active force as well as expand the training and logistics bases.
They are a cost-effective means of fulfilling these essential functions, and
they are also an important indicator of national resolve." 4

As the institution which attempts to insure the combat readiness of the
Reserves and National Guard in the fifteen western states, the Sixth US Army
continued to play a crucial role during this one year period in supporting the
Total Army.
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CHAPTER 2

MANNING THE TOTAL FORCE

"Good things are happening in the Army's personnel system," wrote Lt. Gen.
Maxwell R. Thurman, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, in the October, 1982
issue of Army. Citing impressive figures of first term enlistments, General
Thurman noted that 24,000 high school seniors and graduates had enlisted in
the Army Reserve while another 22,500 joined the Army National Guard. "The
executive branch of the government and Congress, together with public support
for military service, combined to create a favorable climate to undertake a
dramatic shift in the way we go about our personnel management--to turn from
mere quantitiative measures to qualitative measures to improve force readi-
ness," wrote Thurman. "This is no quiet revolutionary change," he continued,
"but a resounding turn about from the late 1970s." This leads to many notable
achievements: "Readiness improves, professional-ism soars, units are ready to
accept those new M1 tanks or the Bradley fighting vehicle, or a TACFIRE or a
PATRIOT! They are proud to serve--Army proud!"I The Sixth US Army
Commander, Lt. Gen. David E. Grange, Jr., echoed these sentiments when he urged
his troops to support, "a Total Army composed of professionals who loyally
serve the nation in rewarding careers." 2

One of the most rewarding programs initiated during the previous few years
was the Full Time Unit Support (FTUS) program. Citing the significance of
full-time unit support to "our total mobilization effort," General Grange
urged the Commander, US Army Forces Coummand, to support, "judicious use of
staff review and additional planning time," for implementing this program. 3

Grange recommended that rather than just filling vacant positions, more
attention should be given, "to those positions in the model which would make
the greatest long-term contribution to the readiness of the Total Army."
Those finally designated for e rly fill by converted adviscrs, argu4d Grange,
"were the ones in which the rec-nt experiences and perspectives of our
advisors could make the greatest contribution to mission capability and
readiness." 4 During this fiscal vear the Vic? Chief of Staff of the Army
approved full implementation of the progiam.

The USASIX Commander lamented the attention that w!s being given to maning
full-time unit support positions standard among like units. He suggested
considering mission requirements, geographic dispersion, average unit strength,
and other factors, affecting unit readiness when requesting full-time spaces.
Mobilization, continued Grange, "required a greater degree of flexibility in
determining the full-time contingent." 5

"The impact of the reduction in the Command Grade Ceiling has beci. felt by
all levels of command within the Army," continued Grdaige. "Its effect upon
the Reserve Component is especially significant." He note-I how "elaination ot
advisors would have had a negligible effect if the grade levels had been main-
tained as originally proposed for the FTUS model." As a consequence, the US
Army Reserve had to contend with a reduction in the overall lewAl of full-time
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expertise. It is imperative , he argued, that priority be given "to reinstat-
ing the grade levels with FTUS once relief is given to the overall grade ceil-
ing." Unless this is done, and done soon, the Army's overall readiness may be
adversely affected. 6.

Historically, wrote Maj. Gen. William R. Berkman, Chief, Army Reserve, "the
Army Reserve has had the lowest percentage of full-time personnel of all the
reserve components. This deficiency is now being addressed by the full-time
manning program of the active Guard-Reserve (AGR) long-tour program." Contin-
uing, Berkman noted that, Reservists in full-time status support unit readi-
ness In functional areas such as training, logistics and administration
increased from 821 in 1980 to 1,932 by April, 1982. If funds are forthcoming
in the FY 83 budget, concluded Berkman, the number of "full-time manning"
Reservists will increase to 3,588.7.

Another program that elicited Sixth US Army support during this period was
the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP). "More individuals ought to be able
to participate in SMP," obse.rved General Grange, in a 19 January 1982 letter
to General Robert M. Shoemaker, Commander, US Army Forces Command. In addi-
tion, continued Grange, "more officers commissioned through the ROTC/SMP
Program ought to be able to return to RC units after commissioning." Aware of
the needs of the Total Army, the Sixth US Army commander emphasized the
considerable time and effort spent by Reserve Component units, "in training
SKP members and in seeing to their professional development." It was "only
natural," he wrote, "for RC Commanders to want to retain as many SHP members
as possible." Grange asked General Shoemaker's assistance in convincing both
the National Guard Bureau and the Department of the Army to permit more ROTC
cadets to join the Simultaneous Membership Program and to return to Reserve
Component units after commissioning. 8

During this s•e period, three Mandatory Promotion Boards were convened at
the Reserve Component Personnel and Adminstration Center (RCPAC), St. Louis:
Thl CW2 to CW3 board, 12 June 1982, the Army Medical Department (AMEDD) Lt.
Col. and Colonel Board, 20 Jaly 1932, and the 14 September 1982 Lt. Col. Army
Promotion List Board. Three hundred and sixty-eight Sixth US Army troop
prrogram unit officers were identified for promotion consideration under the
mandatory criteria. qe-reaty-four officers were considered for promotion to
Cw3, 1,984 for Lt. Col and OL in the Army Medical Department branc-es, and
100 to the Tit. Ccl. Army Pomotion List. The results of these L',.:ds were

still pending. One Unit Vacancy Promotion Board was convened on 6 and 7 July
1982. A total of 326 officers were considered to fill 70 troop program unit
posi- tions. Vromotion packat- .,are required to be forwarded to USASIX by
6 Ju-e. Records were screened and prepared for board action. 9

In response to the reatraints imposed by the end strength cap, the Office
of o tretngth Improvement (OSi.) begaii initial work on A program to identify the
projected total vacancies •oz which the US Army Recruitin9 Command (USAREC)
agenci•n, can recrai -._a fiscal year 1983. This data was required by FORSCOM
tt, assist the Recruitina ':omrnand and TRADOC in planning; (e.g. mission deter-

. zxchool realloý.,-~-ns, etc.). Tha .Lrogram will identify number of
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vac.A11c.es by unit identification code (UIC) and provile the District Recruiting

Cowmand (DRC) and major US Army Reserve Command roll-up capabilities. Pro-
jected numoer of vacancies are arrived at by factoring historical attrition,
assigned vers'is authorized strength, and unit mobilization priority.

Additionally, the Office of Strength Improvement conducted random monitor-
ing of unit vacancy files to insure compliance with listing requirements, valid
vacancy entries, correct bonus statuq and proper unit commander vacancy prior-
ity posting. Report programs were also being developed to assist in determi-
nation of FY 83 non-prior service/prior service accession ratio requirements.
This data will be provided to the Recruiting Command for coordinating US Army
Reserve needs and US Atmy Recruiting Command mission objectives. 1 0

As the Continental US Army Command program manager for the Automated Unit
Vacancy System (AUVS), Sixth US Army Office of Strength Improvement continued
its efforts to purify the system data base and develop applications for manage-
ment reports. To enhance the Recruiting Command capabilities and insure maxi-
mum support to the Reserve units, a 100 percent audit of the Automated Unit
Vacancy System unit header data was performed. This audit checked accuracy of
unit address and bonus status. Additionally, a 100 percent audit of the
District Recruiting Command LINK Program was conducted. The program aligned
Reserve units with support District Recruiting Commands. Management reports
generated by the program assisted in determining the Army Recruiting Command
production and in verifying sufficient and accurate posting of vacancy
data. 1 1

Citing low statistics as his proof, General Grange, in yet another area of
concern, told the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Lt. Gen. Maxwell R.
Thurman, that he, Grange, "was very much distressed" at the poor showing Sixth
Army had in the recent 0-6 selections. This low selection rate, argued Grange,
"clearly signals to the Reserve Components tlat we are not as serious about
the One Army co-cept as our rhetoric suggests" and that we should be avoided,
"as it is professionally the 'Kiss of Death'." Realizing the injustice of
these perceptions, the USASIX Commander asked Thurman, "to please adjust
assignment policies to allow more top files to be assigned to Reserve Component
duty." The Army stands to benefit, continued Grange, if it exposes, the
'Comers' to the Reserve Components early in their careers so that, when they
are later in policy making positions, "they will be more sensitive to the needs
of the Total Army." Finally, unless the selection rates were dramatically
altered for those serving the Continental US Armies, concluded Grange, "those
on whom we rely upon to help win 'day three of the war' will not be ready to
do their part. 1 2

Expanding on this theme, Grange, in a joint CONUSA letter to General
Richard Cavazos, new US Army Forces Commander, spoke of his concern over the

new Officer Distribution Plan (ODP) and the effect it could have on the
experience level of officers assigned to the Army Readiness and Mobilization
Regions and especially the Readiness Groups. "The Army has heretofore filled
the Readiness Groups with experienced officers, mostly Majors and Lieutenant
Colonels, in recognition of the level at which these officers must operate and
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advise," Grange wrote. "The latest ODP lo•,ers the authorized grade for many
Readiness Group positions." He voiced concern that, "these officers lacking
the necessary rank, schooling and experience just won't have the credibility
required." He also expressed concern about, what he called, "the drop in
quality and the turbulence" the CONUSA's were beginning to experience among
personnel assigned to the Readiness Groups, Army Readiness and Mobilization
Regions, and the Continental US Armies, in that priority.1 3 He was joined
in this letter by the other two CONUSA Commanders.

On the brighter side, the first half of this fiscal year was a busy period
in the General Officer area. There were many changes within Sixth US Army's
major US Army Reserve Command sections. Many Reserve generals and colonels
were also nominated for flag rank moblization designee positions at Army head-
quarters and to serve on prestigious Army boards and committees. Three Sixth
US Army General Officer Advisory Boards were convened to recommend to the
USASIX commander officers to fill the following four Troop Program Unit posi-
tions: Commander, 2d Hospital Center, Hamilton Field, CA; Commander, 221st
Military Police Brigade, San Jose, CA; Commander, 91st Division (Training), Ft
Baker, CA; and Commander, 124th US Army Reserve Command, Ft Lawton, WA. Col.
James R. Sims, COL Darold Freeman, Brig. Gen. Robert S. Holmes, and Brig. Gen.
Garnet R. Reynolds were selected for the above positions, respectively. Col.
George J. Vukasin was approved by Army headquarers for reassignment from Junior
Assistant Division Commander to Senior Assistant Division Commander, 91st
Division (Training) and also recommended for promotion consideration by the
Reserve of the Army Promotion Board. Eight general officers and 10 colonels
were nominated to fill five general officer headquarters krmy mobilization
designee positions. Of those nominated, Brig. Gen. Daniel C. Helix and Col.
Bernaid Thorn ,were selected as Depuzy Director of Cperations, Readiness and
Mobilization, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations and Deputy
Assistant Judge Z\dvocate General for Reserve Affairs, respectively. Six
general officers w=r• nominated for membership on the Army Reserve Forces
Policy Committee (ARyPZ) and the Reserve Forces Policy Board (RFPB). Maj. Gen.
Beiwyn Fragner was selected as a Reserve Forces Policy 6oard member. No
decision was reached for the 16 Armry Reserve Forces Policy committee. 1 4

Promotion of enliste, 'Troop Program Unit %'T,?U) members in grades E-3
through E-6, without :hb necessity of a grade vacancy, was escalated in the
first half of FY 82. The measure was emphasized as a means cf p'-o'-ding growth
potential for younger members. It contributed largely to an anc:ý.se in
strength in tnese grades of 969 members during the first sixth-month
period. 1 5 Daring the second half of the year, there was a decline in
utilization of the alternate training program enlistment option for Army
Reserve enlistment. This was caused by the Recruiting Command's stricter
observation of Department of the Army's determination that this should be the
last of all possible options--because it had the smallest return in productive
service to the Reserves, and the highest cost, of all options. 1 6

Turning from enlistments to assignment tour lengths, General Grange, in a
22 July 1982 letter to the Army Mobilizatoin and Readiness Region commanders,
reemphasized his support of stabilized tours of 36 months for officers and 24
months for enlisted personnel. "It is my aim," he wrote, "to abide by these
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tour lenghs and to approve requests for extension rarely, and only when unusual
circumstances fully justify' the retention of a person beyond the prescribed
tour lengths." Adhering to this procedure ensured, "that the Reserve Compo-
nents are continually infused with personnel possessing the latest experience
working with the Army's new systems and programs." In addition, continued the

0! Sixth US Army Commander, "we need to share the reserve story with the Selective
Component forces, so that Reserve Component needs can be taken into considera-
tion when Army-wide policies are being made. Personnel cross-fertilization
will ensure that the Total Army concept becomes a reality." 1 7

During this period, USASIX began furnishing the US Army Reserve unit
commanders with Reservist's individual transcripts of the data contained in
the Reserve Personnel Master File (RPMF). The transcripts were run annually
and in conjunction with the Department of the Army Form 2 (Personnel Qualifi-
cation Record Part I), which the Reserve Component Personnel and Administration
Center mails two months prior to a Reservist's birth month. Initial trans-
cripts were for Reservists whose dates of birth occurred in September. The
transcripts were expected to replace various outputs which Sixth US Army sent
periodically to Reserve units for the purification and update of the Reserve
Personnel Master File. 1 8

In a further effort to modernize the Army's personnel system, the Army
created the Standard Installation/Division Personnel Sytem-U.S. Army Ileserve
(SIDPERS-USAR), Modules II and III. The former provided for the furnishing of
unit manning reports (UMR) down to the U.S. Army Reserve unit level, while the
latter offered Troop Program Units and all levels of command an automated user
responsive, personnel system. Under Module II, Sixth US Army conducted an
Initial Design Review on 10-11 December 1981, which included representatives
from Department of the Army, Forces Command, Rese--ve Components Personnel and

A! Administration Center, and First and Fifth US Armies. The following year, the
command selected test sites, and with representatives from St. Louis, conducted
unit level training in February on input procedures, including Army Reserve
unit required actions.

i4 During this same period, in conjunction with St. Louis, Forces Command,
and the other Continental U.S. Armies, Sixth US Army developed and evaluated
module test plans. One problem which surfaced was Forces Command's inability
to breakdown the Vertical The Army Authorization Documentation System (VTAADS)
to subunit level. Presently, breakdown occurred at the battalion level; a
sub-unit level breakdown was deemed essential for an accurate and useable Unit
Manning Report. 1 9

On 22 October 1981, St. Louis hosted a Continental US Army meeting to
evaluate an additional 79 data items proposed for implementation under Module
III. The proposed record layout for the Master Personnel File Maintenance
System under this module was expected to be implemented during the 1 August
1983 through 1 August 1984 time frame. Upon implementation, Module III will
provide to troop program units and all command levels an automated user
responsive, personnel system. Some system outputs were reserve screening,
which enabled it to screen the total data base, Retirements Points Accounting
Data Bank, which issued individual unit and Continental US Army statements by
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year, cumulative military service, and earned points, and finally, automated
orders, which provided the Armies and St. Louis with the capability to produce
automated assignments and active duty for training orders. In most cases, the
major US Army Reserve Commands performed this function for the Sixth US
Army. 2 0

In conjunction with these programs, the Reserve Components Personnel and
Administration Center conducted two Mobilization of Personnel System/Standard
Installation/Division Personnel System-Wartime (MOBPERS/SIDPERS-WT)
Conferences, 20-22 October 1981 and 12 August 1982, for the Armies, Forces
Com•and, Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions, Department of the Army, the
US Army Finance and Accounting Center, the Army Natioral Guard Ccmputer Center
and the National Guard Bureau (US Army Garrison and Reserve Personnel Service
Companies). The October conference trained worker-level personnel in Mobili-
zation of Personnel System/Standard Installation/Division Personnel System-War
Time processing procedures. It also included a critique of deficiencies
encountered in prior mobilization exercises and it provided input in prepara-
tion for the Personnel Mobilization Exercise (PERMEX) 1-82, a test involvxng
mobilization stations with data base accessability for the Army Reserve and
Army National Guard. 2 1

The in-process review of 12 August, on the other hand, provided the
Standard Installation/Division Personnel System-Reserve Component System
Advisory Group (SAG) members and other interested agencies with the current
status of the Personnel System-Army Reserve and National Guard project
development. The group accepted the development plans and proposed a two-phase
development and deployment of Module III: Phase I would replace Module I and
incorporate Module II into Module Ill; Phase II would add an automated order
function, development system interfaces, and system enhancements. 2 2

Select troop ._-ogram units, under Sixth US Army, participated in the
Personnel System-US Ar=y Reserve Unit Manning Roster data conversion test, 12
July - I September 1982. This test evaluated the Reserves' ability to produce
an updated unit manning report which resulted from change transactions submit-
ted by test units. It also insured that the procedures for completing update
transcripts were understood by test unit personnel, and it enabled Forces
Command and the ;mi-i to evaluate the flow of data reported to and from St.
Louis. 2 3

During this same period, the USASIX Long Tour Management Program reached a
level of over 1,000 personnel; troop-oriented programs, including inprocessing
and sponsorship, changes in rating chains, and an evaluation of the Full-Time
Manning (FTM) Program, were included., Of the 56 newly authorized technical
redesignation positions, 51 were filled; of the 54 full-time manning positions
authorized for FY 83, 45 were filled. 24

In an effort to streamline adminstrative details, Sixth US Army consoli-
dated its pamphlets 140-3, 140-4, and 140-5 into one pamphlet, 140-3, thus

providing Army Reserve units with one reference for updating the Reserve
Personnel Master File and with procedures for requesting outputs. Each major
US Army Command and Army Readiness and Mobilization Region participated;
distribution was made to the field in July, 1982.25
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The Key Member Action Retention Seminars (KMARS) got off to a good start
during this fiLocal year. Comments from the attendees were overwhelmingly
favorable; however, lack of man-day spaces (MDS) Reserve Personnel, Army (RPA)
funds somewhat hampered this excellent retention training vehicle from the
start. The training consisted of an intensive, 5-day program designed to
provide small unit leaders--primarily commanders, first sergeants, administra-
tive supply technicians, non-commissioned officer leiiders--the tools necessary
to positively infLuence the retention environment in their units. Fiscal Year
1982 Key Member Action Retention Seminars were presented to three groups: (1)
18-22 January, 104th Division (Training); (2) 1-5 February, 63d Army Reserve
Command; (3) 29 March - 2 April, 104th Division (Training). Originally
programmed one to each major US Army Command, except for the 351st Civil
Affairs Command (due to its small size and over 100 percent of strength
posture), the seminars were open to major US Army Reserve Commands with man-day
space funds. Lack of sufficient retention Reserve Personnel Army funding
resulted in cancellation of 2 of 3 key member action retention seminars. The
one seminar was conducted for the 63d Army Reserve Command in August 1982.26

During the same fiscal year, the USASIX Office of Streigth Improvement
placed emphasis on developing, printing, and distributing brochures, posters,
and special awareness items to the Rapid Deployment Force-Army (RDF-A) and low
strength units. As a result, a number of specialized brochures were developed
and distributed: 391st Engineer Company, 436th Chemical Detachment, 177th
Transportation Company, Detachment 2, 91st Division, 820th Engineer Battalion,
689th Quartermaster Company, 481st Transportation Company, and 172d Transpor-
tation Company. 2 7

During the first quarter of fiscal year 1982, the Sixth US Army's Office
of Strength Improvement completed its round of assistance visits to Rapid
Deployment Force-Army with ',isits to the 391st Engineering Company and the
436th ChemiLcal Detachment. Visits highlighted available strength improvement
programs and stimulated across-the-board staff assistance. Cumulative Army
Reserve Rapid Deployment Force-Army strength increased by 4.2 percent with an
end of March 1982 assigned strength of 552 against 713 authorized. Beginning
in FY 82, assigned strength was 650 against 797 authorized with the
authorization difference accounted for by the February addition of the 842
Quartermaster Company to the Rapid Deployment Force-Army list. 2 8

31 December 1981 marked the conclusion of the Sixth US Army, Office of
Strength Improvement sponsored Rapid Deployment Force-Army Strength Improvement

Incentives Award Program, which saw 7 recruiters awarded Letters of Commenda-
tion from General Grange and distinctive plaques in recognition of their
support for the 177th Transportation Corps Company, 481st Transportation Corps
Company, 282d Engineer Company, and the 689th Quartermaster Company. The
officc developed and monitored this program. Action officers from the same
office also participated in readiness improvement conferences sponsored by the
Army Readiness and Mobilization Region IX, 63d Army Reserve Command, and the
124th Army Reserve Command. 2 9

In the second quarter, the Strength Improvement Office conducted a review
and analysis of Oregon and Washington recruiting markets to identify oversub-
scribed and undersubscribed market areas. Done in conjunction with the
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'Recruiting Command, the 124th Army Reserve Command, the 104th Division and the
351st Civil Affairs Command, this study identified severely oversubscribed
areas, e.g., Portland, Fort Lewis, and Fort Lawton, and a number of areas where
recruiting opportunities existed, e.g., Eugene, Medford, and Salem, Oregon.
The 104th Division proposed several troop program actions as a result of that
analysis.

3 0

The Strength Improvement Office completed staffing on an pre-initial active
duty for training program (PREP TRAIN). Designed to reduce trainee discharge
program losses by better preparing non-prior service Army Reserve personnel
for the challenges of a military enviroment, the program included 22 hours of
instruction in drill and ceremony, physical training, guard duty, weapons
assembly and disassembly, and other general military subjects. In June, PREP
TRAIN was sent through the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions to the
major US Army Reserve Commands for comments on implementation. Preliminary
reponses were favorable and indicated PREP fRAIN will be implemented by the
91st Division (Training) in January 1983, and the 96th Army Reserve Command in
March. Proponency for PREP TRAIN was transferred to the Army Readiness and
Mobilization Region commanders by the direction of "he USASIX Commander. 3 1

The Office of Strength Improvement also conducted a review of low strength
Reserve units in Sixth US Army. This study tasked major US Army Reserve
comaders to review the status of 28 chronically low-strength units, deter-
mining the causes of strength deficiencies and report current and projected
remedial actions. 3 2

Having proponency for the revision of Sixth US Army Pamphlet 140-1, the
Strength Improvement Office published the revisior on 31 July 1992, incorpor-
ating new programs such as Automated Unit Vacancy System, US Army Reserve/US
Army Recruiting C0'-and Automated Unit Referral Program, and the Sixth US Army
Strength Improvement Awards Program. Likewise, the revision incorporated
evolutionary changes in the Selected Reserve Incentive Program, major US Army
Reserve Command Transfer Agent Program, and the Sixth US Army Overstrength
Policy Program. 3 3

At a Forces Command conference in August, s-andard major US Army Reserve
Command staffing mode-is for the full-time unit support retention spares were
developed. minimum and maximum models, dependent upon major US Ar•rny Reserve
Command authorized strength and whether or not major Army Reserve Commands had
subordinate General Officer commands, were the key factors in model develop-
ment. These models were staffed through the major US Army Reserve Commands
and fill data was forwarded to Forces Command. Additionally, this conference
developed a draft job description for the newly authorized-for-fill senior
personnel sergeant (M7, 75Z) position in each major US Army Reserve Command
retention office. 3 4

"" Preliminary research on the issue of considering persons with a General
ducational Degree as nonhigh school diploma graduates for the purpose c-f Army

Reserve non-prior service (NPS) recruiting was started durinc this period.
This issue represented a revision of present policy, which considered the
General- Educational Degree as equivalent to a high school diploma graduate and
could serve to shrink the non-prior service recruiting market. 3 5
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Duzi•ag fiscal year 1982, the strength posture of the Army Reserve
continued to improve; gains exceeded losses by about 4,294 personnel. The
fiscal year percent of authorized strength rose 5.2 percent to 92.5 percent as
of 31 August 1982; authorized strength increased by 374. In June, Forces
Command Army Reserve strength was capped at 237,000 for FY 82 and the FORSCOM
Commander directed that the quality of the force be "wrenched-up."
Consequently, end strength objectives and attrition ceilings were suspended
for the balance of the fiscal year. Clearly, emphasis was on retaining
quality soldiers and eliminating non-performers.36

In August, 1982, Forces Command informed Sixth US Army of its fair share
of the FY 83 end strength cap. That fair share was 40,268 reservists. In
coordination with the major US Army Commands, Strength Branch assigned fair
share FY 83 end strength caps to each major US Army Reserve Command. Army
National Guard units in Sixth US Army increased in strength from 90 percent to
92 percent, a gain of 1.1 percent during the reporting period. North Dakota,
South Dakota, and New Mexico exceeded 100 percent of their authorized
strength. 37

During this past fiscal year, 1,206 Sixth US Army reservists took
advantage of the Selective Reenlistment Incentive Program (SRIP) reenlistment
benefits for a total obligation of $1,471,950.38 That same year, Forces
Command Army Reserve reenlistment goals were 50 percent first term and 80
percent career. First term reenlistments ranged from a high of 54 percent in
August 1982, to a low of 44 percent in April 1982 with the cumulative rate
during the fiscal year of 50.8 percent. Career reenlistment rates rose 69.6
percent in April to 75.2 percent in August with the cumulative rate of 76.69
for the fiscal year. During this reporting period, enlisted gains were 13,365
for an average of 1,276 accessions per month. 3 9

In addition to the Selective Reenlistment Incentive Program, Sixth US Army
benefitted from the Split Training Enlistment Option. During FY 81, for
example, 10.9 percent of all US Army Reserve accessions and 21.3 percent of
Sixth US Army's accessions were split training enlistees. "This impressive

increase was accomplished in spite of the OCAR imposed MOS restraints,"
observed General Grange in a 21 December 1981 letter to Forces Command. "The
combined Split Training Option and the Education Assistance Bonus unquestion-
ably provide a strong incentive for the high caliber non prior service appli-
cant to enlist into the USAR. Together, these two enlistment options target
the market that is vital to the USAR and the Active Army." 4 0

In a 4 March 1982 letter to Forces Command, Maj. Gen. Frederick H. Lawson,
Commander, 91st Division (Training), argued convincingly about the importance
to Reserve C-mponent troop program units of attaining and maintaining assigned
personnel strength. "The relative ease with which individuals assigned to
these units can enter or leave these units, not withstanding any individual
enlistment 'contracts' they may have negotiated, is a matter of grave concern
to all TPU commanders," Lawson wrote. "It should be understood, however, that
under certain conditions, general attrition of personnel in TPUs, . . . can
have both positive and negative results." An examination of the attrition
formulas and the definitions of various categories of "losses" that make up
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the attrition rate, led Lawson to conclude that," the Reserves were placing a
negative connotation to some factors that are indeed positive and which in
themselves often contribute to better strength and retention rates within
units." 4 1

For example, observed Lawson, transfer within a unit made solely to promote
career enhancement of individuals or to place the best qualified person in the
most demanding job had been defined as a negative attrition mark. In effect,
Lawson argued, "a unit with a strong EPHS program will be shown as having 'high
attrition' by your standards. This really is not attrition in any sense of
the word and should not be classified as such." 4 2 Additionally, "transfers
from one major TPU to another major TPU, usually resulting from change of
employment site, but which in many cases is negotiated by the losing unit with
the gaining unit, becomes a negative attrition figure." This too, continued
the 91st Division Commander, was false attrition. So too the loss of a reserve
component member to the active component; "In truth, such interplay is a
healthy one which can benefit both the active component and, to a degree, the
reserve; yet his very loss under these circumstances has a negative impact on
the losing reserve component unit becaus-a it is an attrition loss."43

Attrition rates, wrote the 91st Division Commander, "if properly used and
properly understood, can be effective management tools and an aid to effective
personnel strength management." To be effectVve, however, they must be
designed around factors that the Troop Program Unit commanders fully control.
"It is difficult to give credibility to attrition rates that penalize units
who exercise good personnel management or who actively work at making the
transfer agent program effective by placing personnel in other TPUs in other
states or areas if civilian employment causes displacement of a unit member."
Lawson described as "an unhappy fact of life" the fact that we tend to compare
major US Army Reserve Commands or states with each other, and that in so doing,
only the negatiN -. ie of attrition is shown. 4 4

General Lawson propose-t a reevaluation of the elements that presently make
up the basis of Forces Command's ac- rition rate. He further proposed, "that
attrition rates focus on -eas that TPU commanders can influence (e.g. loss to
the IRR, unprogrammed losses, etc.) and that factors beyond the control of -

TPU commander's if.u-e, be eliminated from tne attrition rate formula and
recordeld elsewhere." Concluding, Lawson noted that, "if TPU comm..nn.-rs can
feel a sense of ownership in the maintenance of unit personnel str.agh as
reflected in true attrition rates, then the FORSCOM goals in increased
personnel readiness in the TPUs can be enhanced." 4 5

In the area of administrative support, the command won Forces Command approval

to update and decentralize the Word Processing Center. It was decided that
decenti-alization would allow for more job diversification and reduce the
personnel turnover rate which was at 50 percent during this fiscal year. On
16 September, Forces Comhand approved the new concept; $51,000.00 in the over-
all administrative effectiveness of the staff was saved. The entire system
should be operational by 12 November 1982.46
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Finally, one of Sixth US Army's most innovative projects, the Continental
Army Management Information System (CAMIS), approved 30 July 1981, went through
some notable .-hanges during this fiscal year. A Headquarters, US Army Forces
Command directed and managed automation development project, the system was
designed to provide automated management information through all levels of
resarve commands.

The Continental Army Management Information Sytem charter, approved by the
Assistant Secretary of the Army (IL & FM) on 30 July 1982, called for the
automation of the Reserve Component Management Structure of the Army which
included the Forces Command, the three CONUSA Headquarters, nine Army
Readiness headquarters, 28 Readiness Groups, 44 Major US Army Reserve Command
headquarters, 53 State Area Commands (STARCs), and over 1,000 Reserve
centers. Current system development began in September 1981 with the award of
a contract to Rehab Group, Inc. The contractor's tasks were to gather
functional requirements, document current procedures and the information
necessary to support these requirements, and determine the information needs
throughodt the Forces Command mobilization management structure. 4 7

The Continental Army Management Information System was separated into two
main efforts, Mainline CAMIS and the Demonstration CAMIS Validation System
(DCVS). The definition and design of Mainline CAMIS had a Novembe, 1984
completion date, with testing and acceptance set for December 1984, and
deployment scheduled from February 1985 through January 1986. The Demonstra-
tion CAMIS Validation System will be used to refine and validate functional
requirements and demonstrate to users how the system can be used for explora-
tion ani experimentation in an operational environment during the period
October 1982 to December 1984, and to provide a partial capability to support
planning and execution of the Forces Command mobilization mission making this
information visible to the functional user. 4 8

Sixth US Army prepared or distributed severl user manuals to support
CAMIS/DCVS training including the "CAMIS Users Manual," "Addendum to CAMIS
Users Manual," the "User Manual for the Update Reserve Personnel Master File,"
the "Mailwav User Manual," the "Equipment Concentration Site User Manual" and
the "Demonstration CAMIS Validation System (DCVS) User Manual for MOBEX 83."
In June 1982 Rehab Group, Inc. delivered the "CAMIS-FORMDEPS Functional
Requirements Analysis," the "Functional Description for US Army Forces Command
- Continental Army Management Information System (Draft)," and the "Conceptual
Solutions for Project CAMIS for US Army Forces Command (Draft)." In July Rehab
prepared the "Continenal Army Management Information System Security/Classifi-
cation Issue." All of these documents will be used for further CAMIS develop-
ment effurts. 4 9

Training caused CAMIS the most problems during this period. Onsite train-
ing for administrative supply technicians was attempted in an effort to
familiarize them with the operation of the computer terminal and the limited
functions that were available to them in the early stages of development. Many
showed reluctance to learn because of the strange nature of the equipment. As
time progressed and the system grew in scope more precise and comprehensive
training became necessary. Training teams for the field were deemed necessary
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to train new users, provide training on new applications as they developed,
provide refresher training for applications that were used infrequently, and
check skill levels-of users on a regular basis. "The system," argued the
planners, "will not operate without a rigorous, standardized training package
with follow-up training on a regular basis." Sixth US Army prepared such a
training package and distributed it to First and Fifth US Armies for
comment. 5 0

Several training seminars were conducted to train Reserve and Active
Component as well as civilian personnel. Over two hundred CAMIS/DCVS users
were trained during the past year as terminal operators to support the CAMIS
major US Army Reserve Command Personnel System Development and MOBUX 83. The
former system developed during 1982 provided users with the ability to create
customized reports using any data items in the Reserve Personnel Master File,
(RPMF), inquired against any data in the field, or choose from over 100
preformatted reports in personnel and logistical areas at the touch of a
button. In addition, the system provided interactive update capability down
to the Reserve Training Center level for all changes to the file and the Unit
Organization Manning Table. These interactive update capabilities improved
accuracy and timeliness tenfold at each echelon and caused users to believe in
tho data they used because they could control its input. 5 1

In addition to training there have been other problems, such as data
communication and personnel resources. Because of this the major US Army
Reserve Command and unit test fell short of the goals that were first
envisioned in February 1981. Nonetheless, the successes have been substantial,
and it soon became apparant that in many cases, the user at the unit location
level had, for the first time, access to information that affected the unit on
a daily basis. More importantly, in the area of mobilization, the information
that commanders at all levels need to make critical mobilization decisions
became, for the first time, accurate and timely. Although the major US Army
Reserve Command/unit module had not addressed mobilization as a separate issue,
its worth was demonstrated in a mini-MOBEX conducted by the 91st Division

t (Training). All home station processing was conducted using the CAMIS system,
individuals with particular problems that might prevent them from mobilizing
were identified, and comnmanders were able to make decisions on the readiness
capabilities of theý. units5 2

Personnel support for CAMIS/DC17S was provided by military and civilian
personnel resources. Approxmately 50 percent of these resources were provided
by Reserve Component short-tour and civilian overhires. At the close of the
fiscal year Forces Command approved eight AGR positions to support future CAMIS
development. These tours included five officer and three enlisted allocations
to fill positions for the project manager, an analyst, two training officers,
one adminstrative officer, one training NCO, one programmer/analyst, and one
computer operator. In addition, the contractor, Rehab Group, Inc., hired two
civilian consultants to assist with the identification of CAMIS/DCVS functional
elements. 5 3

During most of the fiscal year, computer equipment to support CAMIS
consisted of a WANG VS-80 Minicomputer located and operated in the Sixth US
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Army Automation Management Office (AMO). This computer was hooked up to high-
speed disk/tape drives and printers for data storage and output. The system
allowed CAMIS users located in 30 Reserve Centers in the 91st Division (Tng)
to perform personnel transactions which were communicated to a WANG VS-80 mini-
computer via an American Telephone and Telegraphic telecommunication network.
In September 1982 CAMIS computer hardware was increased significantly to meet
the upcoming demands for Demonstration CAMIS Validation System and mainline
CAMIS development. At the close of the fiscal year, Sixth US Army was operat-
ing WANG minicomputers, the VS-80 and a VS-100, large capacity disk drives,
tape drives, high-speed printers, 58 remote terminals, 49 remote printers, 11
local terminals und local printers. All of the equipment was tied together
into a highly sophisticted telecommunications network. 5 4

In an 8 January 1982 letter to the Forces Command, the Sixth US Army chief
of staff praised the Continental Army Management Information System highly,
but offered some notes of caution in its application. Despite the overwhelming
acceptance of the system by current users, "the problem now facing CAMIS is
one of making the 'system' available to other users throughout the reserve
system." The projected timeframe of 1985-1986 does not suit prospective users;
"Units need the capabilities offered by CAMIS now." Studies indicate that
while highly desirable, a minicomputer at each major US Army Reserve Command
wuuld not be the best solution. A large scale computer at each Continental US
Army Command linked to all its major US Army Reserve Commands and units
appeared the more economical solution: "Capability would not be reduced at
any level; significant cost savings can be realized and ADP support during
mobilization would be more flexible." 5 5

During this period, Sixth US Army continued to develop other automated
systems to support the staff. These systems were designed to meet the user's
needs. Functional requirements were identified from which computer programs
were developed. Each program was ther modified based upon user comment to
increase program usefulness to the user. Programs written in support of th,
staff during the fiscal year included the Deconfliction Schedule used by Deputy
Chief of Staff, Resource Management and other staff to resolve conflicts in
staff element visits to subordinate commands. Another program was developed
for the Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics to analyze Command Logistics Review
Team (CLRT) assistance visit results. A third program was developed to provide
automatic scheduling for maintenance at the Area Maintenance Support Activi-
ties/Equipment Concentration Sites (AMSA/ECS) located a Camp Parks. A fourth
program was developed to assist the Sixth US Army Inspector General with the
transmittal of inspection results from traveling teams to the Inspector General
for early inclusion into an official inspection report. Additional efforts
included a telecommunication link with the Logistics Control Activity (LCA) to
provide easy access for programs run on the activity's computer by the Sixth
US Army Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel. In addi-ion to these custom
programs, from time-to-time various staff sections requested specific personnel
information on Reserve Component personnel throughout the Command such as the
number of personnel by military occupational specialty (MOS) in a certain
grade; this information was provided on a report-by-report basis as
requested.

5 6
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Other significant activities in support of the headquarters or in support
of mobilization included the Garrison Terminal System that allowed Army
Garrison units to interact with a base operations data base to provide automa-
tic data processing support for mobilized Reserve Component forces. The Auto-

:mation Management Office assisted in planning and implementation of this system
in the 6211th US Army Garrison located at the Presidio. During the recent
mobilization exercise, the system was successfully moved to Camp Roberts,
California and intermixed with the Base Operations computer at Fort Ord,
California.

5 7

At the close of the fiscal year the Automation Management Office planned
to implement automated programs to provide the Sixth US Army chief of staff
with a calendar of significant activities in the headquarters. It prepared to
introduce an automated journal for the USASIX Emergency Operations Center to
handle input and the retrieval of unclassified message traffic. In addition,
plans were underway in conjunction with I Corps, Army Readiness and Mobiliza-
tion Region IX and the 311th Corps Support Command to instail the Interim
Theater ADP Service Center (ITASC). Staff members, together with the logistics
people, planned for the introduction of the Decentralized Automated Service
Support System (DAS3) at six sites throughout the Sixth US Army Area. Final
plans were also underway to implement access to the Facility, Asset, Ca÷ ' .ging
and Tracking System (FACTS) which will provide the USASIX Engineer witt. auto-
mated information about Sixth US Army Reserve Component facilities and
assets.

5 8

The Automation Management Office leased 22 Computer Divice, Inc.. 1205
Miniterms to support headquarter's data processing actions from remote loca-
tions. Using the Automatic Data Processing Company, Inc., headquarter's
travelers can transmit or receive data over telec:mmunications circuits. This
method was used by the USASIX Inspector General in support of trips throughout
the command. The 'Iffice also conducted an analysis and economic justification
for a computer graph.cs system which was to be used in the headquarters to
support staff office actions. Equipment leased for this activitiy included a
Tektronix 4052A computer terminal and a 4662 graphics plotter. Future plans
call for interactive graphics capabiiity on the CAMIS computer to support
real-time decision making by the command. 5 9 The World Wide Military Command
and Control Systo-m (WWMNCSJ) Zntry System (WES) was supervised by the Automation
Management Office. The system provided classified information on ý.l defense
units to the Sixth US Army operations chief and was essential for- -anagement
of the force structure to include mobilization. 6 0

"We have embarked on a revolutionary change in the way we do business."
wrote Lt. Gen. Thurman, "and exciting and challenging times lie ahead." Sixth
US Army played an important part in meeting these challenges during the
preceding fiscal year, and will continue to do so in this one. *Field
commanders, staffs, and personnel managers all have a part to play in this
exciting endeavor," continued Thurman. Our goal, he argued, "is to have
soldiers train together, grow together, share together, stay together, build
the bonds of cohesion in common purpose, anticipate each others needs, care
for one another and ultimately, if necessary, fight for one another." 6 1 In
the fields of personnel administration and automation management, USASIX worked
towards achieving these very ends. General Grange put it succinctly when he
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wrote: "Our challenge is to achieve and maintain mission-ready unit strengths.
Without people we can't train, equipment is useless and all the mobilization
plans in the world are meaningless." Sixth US Army's continued success in
manning the Total Force, Grange concluded, "depends on the leadership climate
that we provide for our soldiers,.. "62 How well Sixth US Army mans the
force in the years ahead depends, to a large degree, on the dedication and
spirit of its Reserve and National Guard forces and the men and women who make
up Headquarters, Sixth US Army.

5
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CHAPTER 3

MANAGING THE TOTAL FORCE

Over the last decade the Army has emphasized the research, development and
production of equipment for the largest peacetime modernization program in
history. The Army Chief of Staff's White Paper noted that, "next to manning
the force, the management of modernization is the most complex challenge facing
the Army in the 1980s." Research, development, and procurement funds nave
received the greatest attention in the Army's efforts to field the many new
and modernized items of equipment. "As the fielding tempo intensifies," wrote
Lt. Gen. Ernest D. Peixotto, Comptroller of the Army, "funding to support this
new equipment will demand the best efforts of all resource managers."I
Keeping this philosophy in mind, the Sixth US Army Resource Management Office
undertook a massive effort to prepare Reserve Component units for the complex
challenges ahead.

In a policy letter to all his commanders, Lt. Gen. Grange, Sixth US Army
Commander, reinforced Generals Meyer's and Peixotto's challenge, when he wrote
that, "As commanders, our continuing challenge remains to work to get the most
benefit out of the resources we manage." Army leaders, continued Grange,
"must think smart, plan smart and train smart to conserve those valuable assets
entrusted to our stewardship." Management, Grange argued, can be defined as
"the science of achieving maximum productivity from resources--manpower, money,
material and time through appropriate control systems and techniques." 2

In describing his budget policies for FY 82, General Grange noted that
while Army Reserve resource management procedures and systems were being
streamlined, FY 82 funding levels and policy guidance represented, "a signifi-
cant step forward from FY 1981." Both Army Headquarters and the Forces Command
lifted many limitations, thus allowing commanders greater flexibility in
managing their resources to support assigned missions. "This improved
environment," continued Grange, was the direct result of the foresight of Sixth
U3 Army subordinate commands, "in identifying and directing our attention to
ke.i issues which should be reviewed and resolved." Grange stressed the impor-
tanie of effective management and he called upon all major US Army Reserve and
Army Readiness and Mobilization Region resource managers to meet the challenges
posed by these changes with dedication and ingenuity. 3 Writing in a
9 September 1982 letter to all the major US Army Reserve and Army Readiness
and Mobilization Region commanders, Grange stressed the need for "effective
and prudent management" of resources as a means of improving the efficiency of
Sixth US Army. 4

To promote these goals, USASIX published Sixth US Army Regulation 5-2,
which formally established the USASIX Management Assistance Program.
Activated on 1 October 1981, the program made available to commanders and staff
personnel the expertise of the Sixth US Army Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource
Management. Advisory in nature and by invitation only, reports were to be made
directly to the requestor. Since its establishment, the 63d Army Reserve
Command and the 104th Division (Training) have sought assistance. 5
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Sixth US Army rendered assistance in other ways during this period.
Responding to a 14 February 1982 Forces Command tasking, General Grange
approved on 9 September a USASIX Action Plan on effictency in the use of Army
resources. "Effective and prudent management of our resources requires
emphasis by covmanders at all levels," wrote the Sixth US Army Commander.
"Such emphasis must be thorough and continuous." Efficiency, he argued, "must
become both a state of mind and a way of life."

6

Part of the Economies, Efficiencies and Management Improvement (ZEMI)
Program, the Sixth US Army plan aimed at improving efficiency and reducing
waste in the use of Army resources. It attacked fraud, waste, and abuse
through the expanded use of existing mechanisms and it proposed to increase
the readiness of the Army Reserve through efficiency .7

Another effort by Sixth US Army which aimed at eliminating waste in its
operation was its Reduction of Administrative Workload (RAW) at Reserve Compo-
nent Unit level. Being in the vanguard among Continental Armies in this
endeavor, the Department of the Army sent representatives to USASIX to study,
at first hand, its workload reduction efforts. The seven major US Army Reserve
Commands were also active in developing their own Reduction of Administrative
Workload programs, though some still tended to demand excessive administrative
paperwork from their subordinate units. The 124th US Army Reserve Command,
for example, formed a Reduction of Administrative Workload committee with
action officer representatives from each staff section. This proved effective
in getting the working level action in the program and removing the"adversary
relationship" that was sometimes perceived when this program's issues were
discussed. 8

USASIX continued its publicity activities on the program, throagh the
Command Bulletin: staff visits, and telephone contacts with the major US Army
Reserve Command's noints of contact. In addition, Sixth US Army distributed
70 posters to each major Reserve Command in early April; these were designed
and printed through HQ, Sixth US Army. The command also established a
telephone "hot line" in January. Operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, the
fHot Line enabled Reserve Component members to call during weekends ar night
drills .9

At the end of fiscal year 1982, Sixth US Army surfaced a total c-f 181
workload issues of which 73 nad resulted in manhour savings or 4,-', zoved
procedures. A total of approximately 15,000 manhours had been saved at Army
Reserve unit level hours which were then devoted to hands-on training,
maintenance, and preparation for mobilization.I0

On 9 July 1982, the Sixth US Army Reduction of Administrative Workload
point of contact attended a workshop at Forces Command to discuss the prelimi-
nary draft of a proposed Army Regulation 340-XX, which will list every required
publication, form and report in the Active Component as well as the Reserve
and National Guard. Since expected publication is not until 1983, USASIX
revised its Circular 140-4, which was distributed in October. Sixth US Army
also prepared a Reduction in Administrative Workload Program for review and
ultimate use by the other Armies. 1 1
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On 1 January 1982, Sixth US Army Pamphlet 335-5, Management Information
Control, was published as guidance for the headquarters and the major US Army
Reserve Commands. During March, units of the 63d Army Reserve Command in
Phoenix and Tucson were visited, followed by a visit to the major US Army
Reserve Command. These liaison visits served to reduce the reporting workload
through recommendations to eliminate, consolidate, simplify and/or reduce the
frequency of reports. No new Sixth US Army initiated recurring reports were

added; the total number was five. Efforts continued to reduce the total
reporting workload. 1 2

A new version of Sixth US Army Circular 335-1, List of Approved Recurring
Management Information Requirements, was putlished on 30 May. This document
identified 100 reporting reqairements applicable to a Reserve Command. A major
US Army Reserve Command Management Information Control Officers' Workshop was
held at Sixth US Army headquarters on 23 September. The workshop was expected
to reduce the reporting workload within the commands.13

Another pamphlet published during this period, Sixth US Army Regulation
5-1, established procedures for implementing the Sixth US Army Review and
Analysis (R&A) Program. Published on 1 October 1981, the Program provided tne
USASIX Commander timely and pertinent information on the four Sixth US Army
missions: (1) organize the force and plan for its mobilization and commitment
to perform wartime and other missions; (2) support the force; (3) train and
motivate individuals and units to perform assigned missions; and (4) provide
an environment that will attract and retain the people required to sustain the
force.14

Three months later, on 7 December, the USASIX Chief of Stafi, Brig. Gen.
Jere Hickman, eliminated the Review and Analysis, and established Program
Summaries, which identified long-range objectives and resource requirements
and supported the development of the annual operating and program guidance.
To avoid duplication, quarterly program summaries complemented the quantified
data used in the Sixth US Army Review and Analysis. On 3 March, 1982, General
Hickman directed the staff to develop program summaries. The directive
assigned staff proponency for each area of interest associated with the four
Sixth US Army missions. 1 5

The initial FY 82 Program Summary staff input was received at the conclu-
sion of the Second Quarter. The Third Quarter Program Summaries achieved a
special distinction because they were used by Sixth US Army to produce its FY
83 Operating and Program Guidance (OPG) to the field. This process reduced
staff workload by eliminating separate input for Operating and Program Guidance
development which had been the case in previous years. 1 6

Sixth US Army worked to improve production in other areas as well. For
example, the Quick Return on Investment Program (QRIP) steadily gained momentum
in Sixth US Army during this period. By the erd of FY 82, and spanning a
period of approximately 19 months, four projects were completely funded; six
additional projects were received by the Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource
Management, for determination of their qualifications for the Quick Return
Program funding; three other projects had the potential for Quick Return but
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no requests had been submitted to Headquarters. From the current rate of
project submission, it appeared that FY 83 should see a boom in productivity
improvement in Sixth US Army. 1 7

During fiscal year 1982, a study was undertaken to determine training
requirements for major US Army Reserve Command resource management personnel;
to assist their comptrollers in the preparation of Individual Development Plans
(IDP) for key personnel and a training needs inventory for each command; and
to provide each command with a plan of execution for upgrading individual
knowledge and skills. A master plan was developed and then translated into a
milestone schedule. By the end of the fiscal year, one-third of the
milestones had been passed. An individual questionnaire had been developed,
mailed out, completed by key resource management personnel, and returned to
Sixth US Army. The information provided by those key personnel will be
compared to training standards for each functional area of resource
management. The differences, if any, will represent shortfalls and become the
basis for the Individual Development Plan. The Management/Manpower Mobiliza-
tion Designee Management Analyst was given the project. With assistance from
and in collaboration with a full-time analyst, he was able to assess the
completed questionnaires, draw significant conclusions, and extract meaningful
data. He continued to pursue the study between periods of Annual Training
(AT). His fiscal year 1983 training was scheduled for the first quarter to
facilitate conclusion of the study. Once concluded, his counterpart analyst
will confer personally with each command comptroller, explain the standards,
review findings and recommendations, answer questions, and determine what
further service can be provided by Sixth US Army. 1 8

At the 14 April 1982 Continental US Army Commander's Meeting, General
Richard 9. Cavazos, Commander, US Army Forces Command, requested the Armies
standardize as marh as possible. On 2 June, the three Armies chiefs of staff
met at Fort MeadetMaryland, and identified 13 areas for standardization and
eight additional areas appeared to have potential standardization
possibilities. Further, the conferees agreed to eliminate from discussion
issues dealing with the organizatioaal structure of their respective
headquarters. On 15 June, the three Commanders sent Cavazos a message which
summarized their finding.s, listed 14"issues which they agreed to jointly
develop, and seven auditional issues which required further action oy the
Forces Command. A follow-u meeting was scheduled for 1 December '","2 at the
Presidio of San Francisco.19

Since this command considers the installation support of the Reserve
Component unit essential to mobilization readiness, Sixth US Army required that
conversion of installation support activities from in-house to contractor
fully consider Reserve Component requirements in the statement of work (SOW).
On 14 July, the command's Resource Management Office officially requested Sixth
US Army area installations furnish a copy of their statement of work for its
review. 2 0 In addition, in June, the command sabmitted to the Commander,
Presidio of San Francisco, a proposal to consolidate certain Presidio activi-
ties with like activities of Headquarters, Sixth US Army; these included the
Public Affairs Offices, the Automation Office and the Management Information
Systems Office, and the Aviation Offices. Proposed consolidation, argued Sixth
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US Army, would increase effectiveness, reduce recognized personnel require-
ments, and result in an estimated dollar savings of $103,000. The Presidio
nonconcurred.21

Another issue involving the Presidio surfaced in an April 5, 1982 letter
from General Grange to General Cavazos. "I have always felt," wrote Grange,
that "the senior Army commander at an installation should be the installation
commander." As Sixth US Army Commander, representing both the Army and the
Forces Command on policy and representational matters throughout the 15 western
states, "assumption of installation command would give me tighter control over
matters which are of constant concern." Another ma3or advantage of having the
Sixth US Army Commander in charge of the Presidio, continued Grange, "would be
the potential for organizational economies and efficiencies." Upon approval,
"I will initiate a study to develop the necessary organizational structure,"
which, believed Grange, would save on manpower and provide resources to reduce
currently unfilled needs. Mobilization readiness will be improved, and "the
closer ties of my current staff to installation operations will contribute
immeasurably to their expertise in dealing with functional staff elements of
other coordinating and supporting installations." 2 2

In another letter to General Cavazos, the USASIX Commander addressed the
need for improving the role of the Continental US Armies in resource manage-
ment. "The CONUSA must play a more active role in the FORSCOM process to
identify and prioritize our most important needs," Grange wrote. "The real
requirements for future resources just don't get identified in the present
system." The Armies must be given, "the capability and opportunity to play a
more important role in the allocation of resources and in monitoring their
executions." He especially singled out Operation and Maintenance, Army Reserve
funds, which, noted Grange "the CONUSAs cannot effectively influence and moni-
tor today.'23

In yet another area of command concern, the decentralization of financial

management, Grange argued for giving functional staff cniefs resources with
which to execute programs and making them fully responsible for the utilization
of all available funds. Fragmentation of programs to units subordinate to the
major US Army Reserve Commands tended to limit the financial flexibility of
the command, implied an artificial funding constraint, and increased the

administrative burden on subordinate units. As a result, more emphasis is now
being placed in identifying total training requirements with maximum effort of
the Sixth US Army staff to support these requirements. 2 4

The Sixth US Army staff also continued to monitor the submission of Joint
Uniform Military Pay System-Reserve Components (JUMPS-RC) Performance Packages
and submission of zero cards (drill attendance data) and late pay documents.
By monitoring these management indicators, major US Army Reserve Commands can
be advis4.1 .hen units have a high rate of lateness which may adversely impact
on performance, morale and pay of Sixth US Army reserve personnel. An analysis
of performance package submissions revealed that for FY 82 eight percent of
all submissions were late; this rate was somewhat higher than the goal of five
percent or less (see appendix for more figures). In addition, an analysis of
late pay statistics revealed that 11.5 percent of all pay documents were
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received late. This meant that 11.5 percent of all pay transactions were
received at the US Army Finance and Accounting Center maore than 30 days after
their effective date. Sixth US Army is committed to improving this
deficiency.

2 5

A Model Finance Office for Reserve Component finance units was conducted
at the Presidio, from 11 July to 4 September 1982. Three Army Reserve units
and one National Guard unit participated. Each session lasted two weeks and
occurred during the unit's annual training period. Each unit operated a "live"
finance office for the two week period, handlinq the Personnel Financial
Records (PFR's) of approximately 2,000 active uomponent soldiers assigned to
the Presidio. Since the units' mobilization mission required knowledge of an
active component finance office, the Model Finance Office gave them actual
hands-on experience in preparing for their mobilization mission. 2 6

In yet another area, Force Modernization, USASIX's Resource Management
Office submitted data for the Annual Modernization Resource Information
Submission (MRIS) and the Command Operating Budget follow-on. Operation and
Maintenance, Army Reserve (OMAR) included funds for the 4,000 Pound Forklift;
Forces Command funded $14.0 million for the Operation and Maintenance, Army
Reserve'vorce Modernization guidance for the next fiscal year.2 7

Paralleling this effort was the support side of the modernization program
for the Reserves and National Guard which included the Operation and
Maintenance, Army Reserve funds. These funds routinely paid for those items
found in the force modernization package--fuel, repair pa'fts, and training
developments. Of the $16.8 billion in Operation and Maintenance, Army (OMA)
requested in Army's FY 83 budget, almost 10 percent ($14.4 million) was devoted
to these requirements. "Of note is the fact that these funds would support
153 different, 1aior new or modernized systems which were fielded in fiscal
1982 and earlier, .... as those to be fielded in fiscal 1983," wrote Lt.
Gen. Peixotto. "Viewec-5 from another perspective," Peixotto continued, "$485
million of Lhe OMA growth from fiscal 1982 supports the modernization program."
With continued emphasis on moderni2z.tion, the Comptroller argued, the value of
resources for this purpose will approach $3 billion by FY 87.28 "Under-
standing the relationship bitween the OMA apprc-priation and force modernization
requires a more comp' "tu ciescription of what CJMA buys," coatinued Pixotto.
"In short, OMA pays for the operating and support life-cycle cost f. m initial
production contract through delivery, fielding, and operation and altimately
to the salvage yard." Generally, he noted, "OMA funds are not needed until
the emiipment leaves the factory doors." 2 9

Being an important part of the Total Army, Sixth US Army's fiscal year 1982
Operation and Maintenance, Army Reserve funding improved significantly over
its FY 81 budget program. Experts attributed this improvement to renewed White
House interest in the country's defense posture and the long-standing shortage
of equipment among Reserve Component forces. During this past fiscal year,
Operation and Maintenance, Army Reserve funds increased from a FY 81 total of
$75,309,800 to $100,600,000, a growth of $25,300,00. (See Appendix for annual
funding comparisons). While a portion of these monies covered the 4.8 percent
pay raise and increased fuel costs, the majority of these funds covered stock
funded supplies to prepare early deploying units for possible mobilization. 3 0
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Sixth US Army's Reserve Commands wit'i Rapid Deployment Forces-Army and C
to C+15 units received the largest share of Operation and Maintenance, Army
Reserve increases and were encouraged to "front load" requisitions to insure
full utilization of FY 82 funds. Additionally, the aggressive campaign by
USASIX to front-load obligations placed the major US Army Reserve Commands in
a position to utilize an additional $1.2 million declared excess by other
Forces Command ictivities during year-end closeout. The sizeable purchase of
supplies and equipment increased storage requirements, particularly for
go-to-war stqcks, and Forces Command provided additional operation and
maintenance funds for leased space pending final agreements for permanent
storage sites. 3 1

With the emphasis on defense prepar.)dness, mobilization became a priority
mission at Sixth Army in fiscal year 1982. In addition to equipping its
Reserve commands for mobilization, Sixth US Army received a Forces Command
tasking to develop mobilization plans and tables of distribution and allowance
to support them in coordination with support installations. This new mission
greatly escalated travel within the headquarters, which grew by 30 percent
during the first quarter over the prior year's experience. Excess funds were
reprogramed from a subordinate command to offset this shortage and additional
travel economies were imposed on the USASIX staff. Forces Command lifted the
controls imposed in FY 81 on civilian pay management, allowing commanders full
reprograming authority among elements of expense. This flexibility enabled
transfer of minor pay slippage to offset supply and travel shortages within
the command. 3 2

Only minor funding increases were anticipated during the second half of
the fiscal year since Forces Command's policy distributed all funds at the
beginning of the year except for special interest projects. The increase for
supplies and equipment created a need for stock fund bypass authority to expend
funds for some items currently unavailable in the supply system. Forces
Command requested early bypass authority from Army headquarters and assured
the command that all valid requests would be approved. Forecasts indicated
the supply and equipment upgrade would continue into fiscal year 1983 with an
additional $7,400,000 already added to the FY 83 Forces Command guidance. 33

Like the Operation and Maintenance, Army Reserve funds, the Reserve
Personnel Army (RPA) appropriations began the fiscal year under a continuing
resolution authority. The Sixth US Army fiscal year 1982 Annual Funding
Program was $42,050,000, an increase of $5,428,000 over the previous fiscal
year. Thin incredse was due to strength increases, pay raise provisions, and
travel increases. There was considerably less growth in the schools and
special training accounts. 3 4

Although annual training was up 28 percent, active duty for training (ADT)
accounts suffered a 10 percent decrease. This reduction was compounded by both
strength increases and cost growth in travel and pay. Congress also removed
the ability to reprogram slippage in the annual training account to active duty
for training requirements. As a result, the active duty for training
unfinanced requirements CUFR), amounting to $6,200,000, were never supported
and numerous training opportunities lapsed throughout the command. Significant
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events included the development of an annual training budget model, analysis
of annual training -ite change budge-: impact, and improved obligation/adjust-
ments of current year funds.35

In a message to the Commander, 89th Army Reserve Command, General Grange
voiced ihs "grave concern" over the current problems in the Reserve Personnel
Army appropriations which, he noted, caused Sixth US Army, "to make hard
decisions about reductions in training support," thus adversely affecting
USASIX unit training. Generated by the large imbalance in funding among the
Reserve Personnel Army accounts and a Congressional fence on the largest,
Grange acknowledged that, 'Key requirements such as USAR school training
support, Gallant Eagle, Mobex 83, and Pre-Camp conferences for AT could not be
supported." Therefore, continued Grange, "it was necessary to reprogram school
training funds from MUSARC accounts." In addition, "to partially alleviate
the school training shortfall created by this redistribution of funds, priori-
ties for AT were revised to continue support of individual training as a first
priority requirement." He assured the 8-th Army Reserve commander that both
Sixth US Army and the Forces Command shared the 89th's concern over the
"catastrophic and long term effects of the Reserve Personnel Army restric-
tions," and Grange promised that he would personally, "articulate the serious-
ness of our shortages in RPA and their impact on Readiness Training within this
coi mand..

3 6

In the area of the mobilization table of distributioi and allowances
validation program, Forces Command initiated a two-year" mobilization table of
distribution and allowances validation survey program in April 1981. The
survey reviewed, analyzed, validated, and documented in the mobilization tables
as many manpow;er and equcpment tequirements as possible in coordination with
the Continental Armies using the mobilization plan and the Army Automation
Dfcument System, the Reserve Component Metropolitan Plan (RCMP), Mobilization
Troop Base Station and Plan (MTBSP), and other daza. 3 7

Forces Command assigned to the Continental Armies the responsibility for
installation mobilization plans app-oval. The review and approval responsibi-
lities were further delegated to the Army Readiness and Mobilization Region
commands. Sixth US Army's Daputy Chief of Staff, Resource Management, assisted
the Region Commands -, well as Fort Lewis, Fort Ord, Fort Carson, Camp Roberts,
Fort Irwin, Presidio of San Francisco, and Gowen Field. All se,7.n -j,-site
surveys of the USASIX area mobilization stations have been completed. The
Headquarters, Sixth US Army mobilization table of distribution and allowances
has a projected completion date of 4 January 1983.38

The approved major US Army Reserve Commands table of distriboktion and
allowance documents, CCNUM 1083, effective 16 October 1983, were distributed
for use. The seven major Reserve Command's tables of distribution and
allowances documents, CCNUM 2083, were held in abeyance pending a Department
of the Army decision. The present effective major Reserve Command documents
were to be replaced by full-time support tables of distribution and allowances
effective 16 March 1983.39 These were then reviewed by the seven Major
Reserve CommanQs and submitted to Forces Command. It included all personnel
performing a full-time support mission for the major Reserve Commanders, such
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as US Army Reserve technicians, full-time manning, both Active Component and
Active Guard and Reserve, and Army Reserve Advisor personnel. (See appendix
for personnel breakdown). 4 0

Due to congressional actions, the Assistant Deputy major US Army Reserve

Commander (AD14C) position title, established during FY 82 for the proposed
full-time support tables, was changed to Senior Army Advisor. Concurrently,
the elimination of the Senior Staff Administrative Assistant (SSAA) was placed
in suspense. These positions will remain in the full-time manning tables
pending further Army actions. 4 1

Located in the Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource Management office, the
Office of Internal Review (IR) hosted the first Sixth US Army Internal Review
Workshop at Headquarters, 96th US Army Reserve Command, Fort Douglas, Utah,

17-18 October 1981. Comprising Resource Management personnel from Sixth US
Army, the major US Army Reserve Commands, and other subordinate commands, the

conference included instruction on proper internal review techniques as well
as discussions of Sixth US Army and Forces Command internal review philosophies

in the Army Reserve.

During fiscal year 1982, the Office of Internal Review was fully staffed
with a chief, auditor, and auditor trainee. Because of the overwhelming

response from Headquarters, Sixth US Army staff for the Annual Internal Review
Program (AIRP) input, it was necessary to select only 22 out of 37 topics

submitted for the program. Because of this difference in FY 82 and projected
difference for FY 83, a Schedule X was submitted by Office of Internal Review
for recognizing additional requirements. If positions are approved and

authorized, it is anticipated that increased staff would be able to absorb the
additional workload.

The Internal Review staff completed 15 of 22 programmed reviews. Three

reviews for the fiscal year 1981 Annual Internal Review Program were also
completed during the year. Administrative workload, essential training, and

unforeseen complications in specific reviews were contributing factors in
limiting the number of completed reviews. The reviews had an impact on the
major Reserve Commands and subordinate units that were visited. The recom-

mendations were accepted and when implemented should increase the effectiveness
and management of the units. In addition, external audit agencies conducted

nine audits during fiscal year 1982. Two audits were directly related to
Headquarters, Sixth US Army. One audit conducted and completed was Individual
Training Within the Reserve Components at 63d US Army Reserve Command. The
audit of 351st Civil Affairs Command was still in progress. No tentative

findings and recommendations have been submitted to date. 4 2

Finally, when General Grange assumed command, he elected to continue the
Yellow Cards, a statement of guidance on Sixth US Army missions, goals, and

supporting programs. Grange's staff chiefs and the new chief of staff, Brig.

Gen. Jere Hickman, collaborated to produce an update called the Green Card.
It differed from the Yellow in that the fiscal year 1982 missions, goals, and
supporting programs were introduced by a letter signed by Grange and printed
on the cover. Rather than relating directly to specific missions, the
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supporting programs were listed as a contiguous group following the testing of
missions and goals. Lastly, the Green Card provided an abridged edition of

the Sixth US Army Commander's "Essential Elements of Guidance for Commanders."
The Green Card was distributed to the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions,
the major US Army Reserve Commands, and the Sixth US Army staff prior to 15
September 1982.43

Sixth US Army's contribution to the Total Army's modernization effort moved

steadily forward during this fiscal year. The improvements it produced moved
the Reserve Components that much nearer to the goals set by General Meyer.
Workinq within the traditions set down Dy General Krueger more than 39 years

ago, Sixth US Army strove to meet the resource mangement challenges of force
modernization. Much progress has been made but much remains to be done. Only
by successfully marshalling and then utilizing its resources can Sixth US Army
expect to meet t.ie challenges of the future; only then, wrote General Grange,
"will we be performing in peacetime as we would in war, and be prepared for a

successful Total Army effort." 4 4
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CHAPTER 4

EQUIPPING AND SUSTAINING THE TOTAL FORCE

"To be exempt from the calamities of war," wrote George Washington, "we
must put the national militia in such condition as shall appear respectable in
the eyes of our friends and formidable to those who might otherwise become our
enemies."I Understanding this dictim, the Army has been engaged in a massive
effort to modernize and equip the Total Army force, including Guard and Reserve
Component units. And because the Guard and Reserve Component make up more than
two-thirds of the combat support capability of the Total Army, it fell upon
the Continental United States Armies to ensure that their respective units were
logistically supported for any future confrontation. Unfortunately, the Army
Reserve was short major equipment items totaling nearly $6 billion dollars;
the Army National Guard was similarly short $4 billion dollars. Much of the
equipment the Guard and Reserve did have on hand was old, obsolete or incompa-
tible with equipment in the Active Army. 2

General Edward C. Meyer, writing in the October, 1982 noted that,
"the final ingredient of our readiness is sustainability." The measure of
today's Army, argued Meyer, "is steady progress and transition to a quarterly
force capable of sustaining itself in combat." 3 Again, in a May, 1982
interview, Meyer admitted that the area in which the Army was most vulnerable
was in equipping the force; "The problem here is that it's the Total Army
that's short, as well, not just the Guard or Reserve. The Active Army is short
as well, so we have to intelligently approach the prioritization of available
equipment in the pool." Continuing, the Army Chief argued that, "you have to
have sufficient combat support and combat service support forces . . . readily

available to ensure that you can sustain operations."4

Working towards that goal, the Sixth US Army devoted some of its energies
towards improving the logistics base within the Reserve Component under its
command. "Without a renewed commitment to equipping the Total Force--the
Reserve components as well as the Active Army," wrote Lt. Gen. Richard H.
Thompson, the Army's Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, "our war-fighting
capabilities . . . could be limited by inadequate supplies of major end items,
secondary items, and forward-based supply stocks." 5 Equipping and sustaining
the force, Thompson noted, is the most important task facing today's Army, and
"Sixth US Army's role in the 15 western states was therefore a major one in
achieving this goal.

For years, the Army neglected this aspect of readiness, concentrating
instead on combat training, new weapons, and innovative tactics. Combat
support and combat service support were relegated to the background by Army
planners who were more captivated by the new weapons and technology. Even more
worrisome to Army logisticians was the matter of equipping the Reserve Compo-
nent. During the last few years, argued Thompson, "critics of the Army's
equipment distribution policies have charged that we have failed to adequately
support the Reserve Components." 6 To redress this critical oversight,
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Congress allocated dedicated procurements for the Reserve Component beginning

with the 1978 appropriations nill. Then, in 1981, the Vice Chief of Staff
tasked the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, "to investigate
the equipping process and report the equipment status, both current and
projected, for the Total Army, . . . " 7 Particular attention was to be paid

to the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve.

One of the major problems facing the Army's logisticians in this decade,
especially those associated with the Reserve Component, was adapting to the
present logistic distribution system with the Army's modernization effort.
Army logisticians had to meet increased demands on the distribution system by
putting the existing hardware in the right place at the right time. In
addition, the Army, including Sixth US Army, was challenged to balance the
procurement of modernized systems with currently fielded items and to
establish priorities for the distribution of that equipment to claimants in
the Total Army.

Because the Reserve Component made up more than 73 percent of the Army's
combat support and combat service support force, Sixth US Army faced a
difficult task last fiscal year. General Grange, the Sixth US Army Commander,
recognized that the ability of his Reserve forces to deploy and be sustained
was critical to the Total Army's success in any future war. 8 The bulk of
Sixth US Army's Reserve Component units were in later-deploying force
packages. ConsequentLy, their position on the Department of the Army master
priority list was low, preventing them from receiving modernization items
early in the fielding process. Lacking new equipment, these units experienced
equipment compatibility problems during annual training periods with Active
force units. Their ability to conduct individual and unit training dur_ýng
drill assemblies was also severely limited.

The overriding consideration in mapping out distribution plans was
deployability--first to fight was first to be equipped. Thus, Army National
Guard and Reserve units w•thin Sixth US Army that were affiliated with Active
Army units and that could be ordered into combat ahead of other Active or
Reserve Component forces were scheduled to be equipped first. Additionally,
each Army Reserve Command submitted a projected warehouse storage space
requirement when the ,.alk of the equipment was placed on order at t! , close of
FY 81. All Ariy Reserve Command plans included a centralized st~r.e concept
for Go-to-War stocks storage. The requirements for space as well as available
storage facilities were reviewed for adequacy and, where necessary, obtained
for Equipment Concentration Sites (ECS) storage. The Sixth US Army Logistics
chief provided personnel to sit down with the Army Reserve Command staffs to
assist in the refinement of storage requirements, coordinate additional
storage facilities and review potential storage sites. Considerable progress
was made on all fronts, thereby averting a crisis as Go-to-War stocks were
received. Most storage problems for the 89th and 124th Army Reserve Coummands
were resolved or were pending resolution in the immediate future. While
considerable progress was made in obtaining additional storage for the 63d and
96th Army Reserve Commands, several key options (Bell, Stanton) were still
pending. While the crisis was averted, Go-to-War stocks storage remained a
top priority until all problems were resolved. 9
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In 1979, all Army Reserve Commands were ordered to turn in their Direct
Support (DS) Aircraft Maintenance Tool Sets. Since implementation of the
three level maintenance concept, the direct support mission for aviation
maintenance was converted to Aviation Intermediate Maintenance (AVIM).
Accordingly, those direct support tools were requested to be turned in due to
lack of a Direct Support Aviation Intermediate Maintenance or mission at the
Aviation Support Facilities and Aviation Flight Activity. These tools, for
component rebuild and overhaul, and valued at $414,000 per tool kit, were then
inventoried and made ready to be turned in. Such turn-in allowed the Aviation
Support Facilities and the Aviation Flight Activity more time for
organizational maintenance. 1 0

During the same period, the Department of the Army published regulatory
procedures for implementation of a new program for establishing and
maintaining standardized combat Prescribed Load Lists (PLLs) and Authorized
Stockage Lists (ASLs). Designed to improve current stockage lists and to
develop, as far as practicable, standardized stockage lists for war, the new
combat Prescribed Load List and Authorized Stockage List program applied to
the Active Army, the Army National Guard, and the Army Reserve and was
designed to be executed on a phased basis with total implementation dependent
upon funds availability during the period FY 82 to FY 88. Commanders of
Authorized Stockage List direct and general support units continued to stock
the lists under demand supported criteria until the new Army regulations were
published. 11

Under the previous Forces Command U.S. Army Reserve Prescribed Load List
Stockage Program, all load list units having a priority of latest arrival date
(LAD) 1 to 120, were authorized to stock Combat Essential (CE) Prescribed Load
List for mission essential end items on hand. Current Forces Command policy
guidance authorized units having combat essential prescribed load list items
on hand to retain and load list as Combat Prescribed Load List pending
implementation of the Combat Prescribed Load List Program. 1 2 The new
Department of the Army Combat Prescribed Load List/Authorized Stockage List
Program will remain unfunded for the Army Reserve until Fiscal Year 1985.
Army Circular 700-81-2, which provided basic guidance and concepts for
implementation, stated that total implementation was dependent upon funds
availability during the period FY 82 to FY 88.13

Under the Army policy, Mandatory Parts List (MPL) was to be computed for
all mission-essential end items on each table of organization and equipment.
Repair parts selected for inclusion on the mandatory parts list were limited
to combat essential repair parts. Repair parts whose replacements were to be
deferred or whose failure could be corrected by a suitable field expedient,
were omitted from the list, but were to be considered for inclusion in the
supporting Combat Authorized Stockage List. During this period, the Army
published two mandatory parts lists for implementation: Table of Organization
and Equipment 7-047H and 17-037H, Tank Company and Mechanized Infantry
Company. The 8th Battalion, 40th Armor, 63d Army Reserve Command, was
included in this first publication; Sixth US Army instructed the Command to
implement the list based on available funds. 1 4
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Under the previous Forces Command US Army Reserve Prescribed Load List
Stockage program, all Army Reserve Prescribed Load List units having a
priority of D to D+120 were authorized to stock Combat Essential (CE)
Prescribed Load List for mission essential end-items on hand. Current Forces
Command policy guidance instructed all Reserve units having combat essential
load list stockage on hand to retain and maintain them as Combat Prescribed
Load list, pending publication of the Army mandatory parts lists and
availability of funds. There were 128 Sixth US Army units maintaining Combat
Prescribed Load List stockage under the present Forces Command policy
guidance.1 4 The Combat Authorized Stockage List program was under
development during the past fiscal year; commanders of all authoried stockage
list direct and general support units continued to stock under demand
supported criteria until publication of a new Department of the Army
regulation.

1 6

Atmy Regulation 11-14 defined Logistic Readiness as "The state of
preparedness of a unit to carry out its mission with respect to the
availability and operability of materiel required to maintain an operational
capability." For the October 1981 Unit Status reportinig period, 61 percent of
Sixth US Army Reserve units reported equipment on hand equaling their
authorized level of organization (ALO). Ninety percent reported that at least
90 percent of their available equipment was operationally ready.

In accordance with Army Regulation 220-1, each unit must train to the
highest level possible with the resources available. To this end, logistics
comments in the training remarks of the Unit Status Report (DA Form 2715)
identified training equipment problems. This information was brought to the
attention of their respective major Army Reserve Command. The major Army
Reserve Commands were to take appropriate action to insure that their
subordinate units have the wherewithal to adequately train. If the equipment
and materiel train-ng cannot be resolved at this level, then the command would
coordinate with Sixth US Army for resolution. 1 7

A review of the Sixth US Army Logistics Readiness Team workload by the
Civilian Personnel Office determined an additional requirement for an
administrative clerk. In addition, several short-tour officers were requested
for specific tasks. "*owever, due to fund contraints neither administrative
clerk nor short-tour officers were available. As a result, all planned
efforts to reestablish a program of logistics readiness review, doucumentation
and assistance to USASIX National Guard units were discontinued for another
year. The only studies of National Guard state commands currently being
accomplished occurred as a result of requests for information from members of
the Sixth US Army Commind Group when planning trips to Army National Guard
state commands.

A review and analysis of the logistic portion of Sixth US Army Reserve
Unit Status Reports with effective cut-off dates 15 October 1981 and 15 April
1982 was also accomplished during this period. This action involved research
in many different logistic data sources, such as the Continuing Balance System
- Expanded, Materiel Condition Status Report, Materiel Assistance Designated
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Report, DARCOM Logistic Control Activity Requisition Status Reports, WWMCCS
Terminal Report, Unit Modified Tables of Organization and Equipment (MTOE),

and Aircraft Inventory Status and Flying Time Report. With this data, high

priority units' logistics problems were highlighted, available assets
identified for redistribution to full unit shortages, training problems

highlighted and solutions recommended, unit commanders' miscellaneous
logistics problems addressed, and unit document numbers and issue priority
designators validated. Also, unit readiness problems reported by Army Reserve
units were provided to Sixth Army, the Army Readiness and Mobilization

Regions, and major U.S. Army Reserve command staffs for appropriate action. 1 8

In addition, Sixth US Army logistics readiness trends have been
monitored. The logistics readiness trend in the availability of critical
mission essential equipment increased two percent from last year due to new
equipment receipts. The steadily increasing quantity of reportable equipment

on-hand continued to be maintained at the Department of the Army goal of 90
percent operationally ready in nine out of 10 units as of the October 1981
Unit Status Reports. However, this number (nine) dropped to eight and one

half units out of 10 on the April 1982 Unit Status Reports. 1 9 The prime
contributing factors were the requirement from higher headquarters that table
of distribution and allowance units submit Unit Status Reports starting 15

April 1982. This increased the reporting total from 279 Reserve units in
October 1981 to 295 in April 1982. Additionally, 500 items of equipment (to

include vehicles) were returned to US Army Reserve control after extensive use
at the Fort Irwin National Training Center. Some vehicles were in substandard
condition and were being refurbished to technical manual (TM) standards. The
Army Reserve Command was directed to bring this equipment to acceptable

equipment serviceable standards by 31 December 1982.20

The Sixth US Army Logistics Readiness Trend executive letter continued as

a viable tool to summarize logistics trends and problem areas for major US
Army Reserve commanders. This semiannual logistics summary also made

recommendations and reflected the appreciation of the Sixth US Army Commander
for areas of demonstrated improvement. Several commanders expressed their

appreciation for the succinct but total logistics coverage provided by the
letter. 2 1 General Grange acknowledged their importance, "in attaining
maximum improvement in the logistical readiness of Sixth US Army units."
Writing to Maj. Gen. Frederick H. Lawson, Commander, 91st Division (Training),
Grange praised the Division for its improved logistics state, but cautioned

them to pay more attention to logistics planning, an area of major concern.
"Your command's poor showing in logistics planning," commented Grange, was due
in large measure, "to almost 70 percent of your units having outdated,

insufficient or no logistics mobilization plans." Grange suggested that the

91st reemphasize the importance of advanced mobilization planning; failure to
do so, argued Grange, "will certainly reduce your organizations capability to

expand your operation to control and maintain the equipment needed for your

wartime mission."
2 2
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Another readiness report, the Rapid Deployment Force-Army Readiness

Report, became an important but time consuming activity during this period. A

quarterly report with monthly updates, it required substantial coordination
with the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Sixth US Army Readiness and
Mobilization Regions, Mobilization Stations, and the FORSCOM Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics. The Sixth US Army's Logistics Office validated equipment
shortages and located available assets to "earmark" for movement upon
•wbilization. The logistics Office prepared an appendix to the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Operation's letter of instruction and an earmarking letter of
instruction were developed to instruct the Army Readiness and Mobilization
Region Commands and the Mobilization Station personnel in correct Rapid
Deployment Force-Army Readiness Reporting. 2 3

The Unit Status Report logistics standard operating procedures for
reiewers sas developed to provide specialized explanations in the logistics
portion of the report. Major changes included additional unit status
reporting organizations (Table of Distribution and Allowance units, the 91st
and 104th Training Divisions); the exclusion from reporting two additional
communication security lines; and the elimination of the Sixth US Army

requirement to report all unit requisitions for Equipment Readiness Code-A
(ERC-A) shortages.

2 4

The shortage of equipment reported as impacting on unit training was
extracted from the Unit Status Report and provided to the Army Readiness and
Mobilization Regions fo. verification. The verified listing was then
processed through to the Department of the Army requesting approval for

out-of-sequence DA Master Priority List (DAMPL) issues of this important
equipment by, -he US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command in

accordance witn Army Regulation 11-12, Logistics Priorities. 2 5

In the area ot , :-,, Modernization, the Logistics Office accomplished a
number of significant a.tions, among the more important were the development
of funding calculations for the FY 82 Modernization Resource Information
Submission; the identification of ec,'nment to be fielded in Sixth US Army's
Reserve units; requesting Materiel Fielding Plans on all equipment planned for
fielding within S'xth US Arm ; and, accomplishing other Force Modernization
logistic management ... _ns in coordination with the Operations CO"i'ce.
Several problems surfaced, however, during this period in develo' .3 a

detailed Force Modernization Program. For example, there were frequent major
revisions of distribution plans of Force Modernization items to be distributed
to Sixth US Army units. In addition, Materiel Fielding Plane were unavailable
for equipment planned for USASIX units. Distribution plans were also
incomplete and did not list all Force Modernization items planned to be
fielded within Sixth US Army. Finally, plans were not developed to provide
special training to Reserve maintenance support uaits who were to support
Force Modernization items in Active Army units. Sixth US Army was working

towards resolving many of these pressing issues. 2 6

As a part of this effort, US Army Reserve units were notified bi-monthly
on the frequency of changes to their assigned Force Activity Designator
(FAD). Imbalance between this designator, the Date Required to Load (DRL),
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and the Intensive Management Force List (LMFL) were noted and Forces Command
was requested to review and to take appropriate action. 2 7

Semi-annually, Rapid Deployment Forces-Army, Essential Force and Round Out
units were analyzed in detail to highlight and explain any logistics
shortfalls. This data became a part of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations Sixth US Army High Priority Unit Improvement System which was then
briefed to the Sixth US Army Commander. In support of the Rapid Deployment
Force Army Readiness Reporting requirements and in accordance with Forces
Command guidance requiring priority support based on the Intensive Management
Force List, great strides were made to ready these units in the area of

logistics for mobilization. Of 45 line items short in the Sixth US Army Rapid
Deployment Force-Army units, 29 (64 percent) line items were located and
earmarked for transfer to the appropriate unit upon mobilization. 2 8

A separate action was initiated to identify equipment shortages impacting
on training within the Sixth US Army training activities, 5th Brigade, 91st
Division (Training), and 104th Division (Training). The training activities
were assigned the lowest priority available, although they had a very
important mobilization training mission in Army Regulation 11-12, Logistics
Priorities. Sixth US Army headquarters recognized that such lower priority
claimants should not be excluded from the allocation of equipment needed to
maintain minimum readiness standards. Thus, USASIX took action tct garner
special consideration for equipment shortages impacting on training. 2 9

Another system which impacted heavily on Sixth US Army units was the
Continuing Balance System-Expanded (CBS-X). The sole Army system for
maintenance of equipment asset visibility within the command, equipment
management reports from this system were used at Forces Command, Sixth US
Army, and the major US Army Reserve Commands tc make decisions in support of
readiness, redistribution of excess, and other actions involving mobilization
and training support requirements.

The second annual Forces Command Continuing Balance System-Expanded
validation of unit property books (reconciling of property book balances with
system balances), began 7 November ijdi and was completed by 6 June 1982. The
Forces Command FY 82 validation for Sixth US Army was conducted on a cyclical
basis rather than all major US Army Reserve Commands participating
simultaneously. Major Reserve Command system representatives were requested

*, to designate centralized locations within the command's area where Property
Book Officers (PBOs) or their substitutes could be assembled and Continuing
Balance System-Expanded validation actions accomplished with instructions and
assistance given under supervision of Sixth US Army and major Reserve Command
system representatives.

3 0

During the annual validation process, it was apparent that many unit
property, book officers and their representative< were not fully aware of
system manual transaction reporting requirements. The most prevalent problem
was the failure to submit a Continuing Balance System-Expanded Substit'-te
Change Card, Department or the Army Form 4708, when a substitute item aas
received or turned in. The Continuing Balance System-Expanded was required to
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provide visibility on items being carried on the property books as substitutes

for authorized items. Failure to accomplish this manual transaction resulted

in the substitute item being shown on all management reports ds excess. 3 1

It was evident that property book officers playel a major role in
improving and maintaining accuracy in the Continuing Balance System-Expanded
and that their actions had a direct effect upon the readiness condition of
their unit. Department of the Army Circular 710-81-1, 15 May 1981, provided
detailed procedures for this system. Compliance with paragraph 5 of this
circular was mandatory for property book officers. Assistance was requested
from commanders at all levels to impress these officers with the importance of
putting accurate and timely information into the system. 3 2

During this same period, the Forces Command informed the Sixth US Army
that Department of the Army approved a third year of the Decentralized
Automated Service Support System. Totally mobile and operational at
divisional and non-divisional levels, the units that received this

commercially built, off-the-shelf system (Honeywell Series 60, Level 6, Model
47 minicompute.) were the 164th Maintenance Company, and the 889th, the 1010th
and the 1011th Supply and Services Companies. The Decentralized Automated
Service Support System replaced the ACR 500 in all US Army Europe units and
Continental United States Active Component and National Guard outfits. Army
Reserve Commands, to which the aforementioned Sixth US Army elements were
attached, were actively engaged in training personnel to fill requisite
positions and in developing area supply support missions for the systems. The
software for the system provided for the processing of requisitions for
classes of Supply II, III (packages), IV, VII and IX, depending upon the type
of direct support unit. 3 3

The beginning of calendar year 1982 brought to a close a four year period
of Reserve Compone., support to "Brigade Rotation Training" with the transfer
of functions to the Nd-onal Training Center. During the period 1 October
1978 to 31 December 1981, Sixth US Army was tasked by Forces Command to
provide personnel, equipment (approximately 500 pieces) and organizational
maintenance in support of "Brigade Rotation Training."

The Temporary Eqp 1_neit Concentration Site (TECS) at Fort Irwin was
established (1975-76) to provide equipment support for Active Component

rotational combat units. This operation was closed out, effective 1 January
1982. During this closeout phase, the sites supported rotational exercises
while simultaneously turning over the operation to the National Training

Center. This closing was accomplished in a 90 day period under extremely
difficult circumstances in an outstanding manner. Personnel requirements were
filled through a combinition of Active Duty for Training tour personnel,
man-day spaces, temporary civilian hire, and individual/unit annual training.
The bulk of the equipment was obtained from 63d Army Reserve Command units and
augmented by the 124th Reserve Command and 351st Civil Affairs Command. Some
returned vehicles were in substandard condition and were scheduled to be
repaired to technical manual standards. The 63d was directed to bring this

equipment to acceptable serviceable standards by 31 December 1982.34
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Another problem area, highVAy movements, came under close scrutiny during

Mobilization Exercises 78 arl 80, when a need for control of all highway
muvements during a mobilization was identified. The various requirements for

Department of Defense movements that would occur during mobilization
necessitated prior planning and coordination. In December, 1981, Forces
Command submitted a Mobilization Movement Control (MOBCON) concept to
Continental U.S. Army Commanders and the National Guard Bureau for comments
citing the deficiencies in control of highway movements identified in
Mobilization Exercises 78 and 80. This concept established a Mobilization
Movement Control Center (MMCC) ia each state. Each center was respoýasible for
collecting and analyzing mobilization plans for each Reserve Component unit
within its state, together with contingency plans for all Active Component
installations in the state. Following a review and analysis of all
mobilization contingency plans, each center was to then develop a detailed
Master Movement Plan to include proposed routes of march, time phasing, and

priority movements. These master plans were to be coordinated with state
Departments of Tra qpottation and the Federal Highway Administration. Each
center was to be 3taffed by Army National Guard and US Army Reserve gersonnel
on a full-time manning basis at Major or Lieutena t Colonel levels. 3

Sixth US Army recou.Lended that the development of a master mobilization
movement plan would be better suited on a regional basis rather than by

individual states. Thc re-1°inal team would then be able to identify and
resolve the problems for interstate movements. This indorsement recommended
that prior to implementation of the mobilization movement control, Forces

Command host a meeting with the Continental US Armies and National Guard
Bureau personnel to develop a program to meet the needs of 'he Armies and the
Bureau. 3 6 The major shortfall was obtaining the required funding for

implementation of this program. Forces Command requested that the National
Guard Bureau increase in staff from six to 10 state mobilization movement
control venters as a prototype program to gain the needed data to request

additional funding from Department of the Army. A decision was to be made
this November, 1982.37

In the field of mobilization designee training, there was a modest
decrease through the First half of fiscal year 1982. Current shortages
include liaison officE.-s to the Colorado, Montana, Nevada, North and Southý
Dakota, Oregon, New Mexico, and Utah National Guards. Sixth US Army continued
to rely on the Reserve Component Personnel and Administration Center to fill
all designee position shortages as well as using the visits of the Commanding
General, Sixth US Army to publicize these shortages to the various State
Adjutants General. Of the 32 mobilization designee officers assigned to the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, 19 completed their annual training for
this past fiscal year. 3 8

In another area of logistics concern, the Command Logistics Review Team
(CLRT) conducted 277 logistics readiness evaluations of Army Reserve units
during the past fiscal year. In additioi, Sixth US Army conducted a
Consolidated Command Logistics Review Team Conference, 14-16 December 1981,
for all members of the CLRT Office. The conference included a face-to-face
comprehensive, tehnical review of logistics policies and procedures with HQ
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Sixth US Army staff offices. It also reviewed and refined internal team
policies and procedures and enabled the team members (Presidio, Wichita,
Kansas, Fort Lewis, Washington, and Fort Douglas, Utah) to personally review
and update personnel files and discuss career management with the Civilian
Personnel Office managers. 3 9

During January, 1982, the Automated Comma.±d Logistics Review and Analysis
Program was implemented, enabling maximum benefit from data reported by
command logistics review team evaluations through the establishment of an
extensive data collect 4 on, retrieval, and trend analysis system. Under this
system, standard reports could be generated in the following areas: (1)
Weekly status reports of reviews performed and their results; (2) Evaluations
listed by location; (3) Overall performance of major US Army Reserve Commands
compared to Sixth US Army averages; (4) Impact of full-time manning on unit
logistical readiness; (5) Unit/major US Army Reserve Command profiles of
deficiencies; and (6) Profiles of recnlrring deficiencies. 4 0

The Sixth US Army Command Logistics Review Office published a new internal
standard operating procedure on 3 January 1982. The project involved a major
rewrite of the previous procedure and included a further delineation of
procedures, policies and definitions of terms used in the evaluation process.
Standardized terminology was given to each major US army Reserve Command to
facilitate accurate interpretation of evaluations 41

Finally, Company B, 1st Battalion, 162d Infantry, Oregon National Guard,
was selected as having the best Army National Guard field kitchen in all the
continental US Armies in the Philip A. Connellv Awards Program. During the
final phase of the evaluation, conducted by the Department of the Army, the
Sixth US Army u.-it competed with the best of units within First and Fifth US
Armies. This was tale first time a Sixth US Army unit had been selected sinca
the program began in 1978. Selection as a winner by the Army Department in
the Reserve Component Field Kitchen category necessitated dedicated,
enthusiastic professional involvement. 4 2

Fiscal year 1982 saw a lot of changes in Army Logistics, both for the
Active Army as well as the Reserve Component. The implications for the future
were momentous, -nd Sizh US Army's role in implementing these changes was of
major importance. But we have seen only the tip of the iceberg. The
proliferation of modernization systems, the ever-increasing force structure
requirements, and the complex natire of the modern Army continued to pose
enormous logistics challenges, challenges which will consume the full energies
and talents of all Army logisticiLns. "Increases in defense spending coupled
with our extensive modernization process will place tens of thousands of new
systems into the pipeline for logisticians to receive, store, issue, and
repair," wrote General Thompson. "Moreover, our rapidly increasing reliance
on automation support will require us to continually seek enhancements to
management information systems." 4 3 By taking full advantage of all the
benefit . of computer technology, logisticians will be better able to support
the Total Army of the 1980s.
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"All of us who call ourselves logisticians must press on with this busines
5 of equipping and sustaining the total Army," Thompson concluded. "We must

harness all of our energies and talents now so we will be able to meet future
threats to the security of the Nation." 4 4 The Sixth US Army logistics
community contributed immeasurably to equipping and sustaining the force
during the last fiscal year; their efforts and accomplishments went a long way
towards improving logistics for the Total Army. Since the Reserves comprise
more than 70 percznt of the combat support and combat service support
perzonnel of the Army, Sixth US Army's role in improving Army logistics was a
major one.

-i-t
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CPAPTER 5

TRAINING THE TOTAL FORCE

"Only through high training requirements, rigidly enforced, can low casualty

rates be possible. Only well armed and equipped, adequately trained and

efficiently led forces can expect victory in future combat."

Matthew B. Ridgway

General, U.S. Army

General Edward C. Meyer, Army Chief of Staff, in a May, 1982 interview,

discussed the involvement of the National Guard and the Army Reserve in Army

training, commenting that, "working together with US Army Forces Command the

Army wants to insure that National Guard maintenance units that will support
active units in wartime, have the opportunity to train on the more modern

equipment introduced to the active component as part of their maintenance

training in peacetime." The intent, continued Meyer, "is to make the Guard,

Reserves and active component so integrated that if we go to war the voids are

all filled in."I

Because the young officers and enlisted soldiers trained during this decade

will lead the Army in the next century, it behooved Army trainers, wrote

General Glenn K. Otis, Commanding General, US Army Training and Doctrine

Command, "to address the challenges of today, while also being mindful of

tomcrzcw." In responding to these challenges, continued Otis, "the Army

training system for the 1980s and beyond must be guidee by policies that give

us the wherewithni to train effectively and manage resources efficiently The

system must be fie.. ble and responsive to the needs of tne unit commander, who

is and must remain the primary trainer at each echelon of command." Above all,

argued the TRADOC Commander, "It must serve the readiness needs of the unit,

active and reserve components.-3

Otis spoke about "collective training," end the need for a system of

standardized loc-i t rrin---ag areas. "The standardization of all oir local

training facilities," he obsered, "is an important contribution to affectiv

training." Planning and providing training support for mobilizaL•jn remained

one of the Army's most crucial tasks. "Mobilization," he concluded, "will be

supported by training materials designed in building block fashion to allow

ready tailoring for active, reserve and Individual Ready Reserve (IRR)

needs.'"4

One major element in Army reserve unit training was participation in major

exercises. During fiscal year 1982, for example, 178 Army Reserve units
nationwide participated in 11 major exercises, including GALLANT EAGLE '82 and
LOGEX '82; 27 Army Reserve units were part of the 1981 REFORGER exercise in
Europe. Closer to home, Fort Riley, Kansas hosted the 1982 Major Logistical
Control Headquarters (MLCH) Exercise from June-July 1982, under the planning,
guidance and supervision of the 561st Support Group, Omaha, Nebraska, which is
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part of the 89th Army Reserve Command. A training vehicle designed to provide
mission-oriented training for Reserve Component combat service support (CSS)
units in a realistic field environment, the 1982 Logistical Control Exercise

¶ provided support to the III ROTC region advance summer camp and included
individual and unit mission related Army Training and Evaluation Program
training. The planning and implementation of non-ROTC support mission
training was an area of command emphasis throughout the planning phase of the
exercise.

5

Another exercise conducted during this period, the Combined Operations
Logistics Transportation Training (COLTT) '82, incorporated local and line haul
motor transport operations as well as watercraft operations in Northern
California rivers and harbors. Sacramento and Sharpe, Army Depots, Tracy
Defense Depot, Oakland Army Terminal, and the US Naval Supply Center provided
the major areas of operation for the exercise. Field training areas were

available at both Sacramento and Sharpe Army Depots. This exercise involved
the handling and movement of live cargo in support of Defense Department acti-
vities. As such, participating units received realistic and valuable training
not available elsewhere in the Sixth US Army area. 6

GALLANT EAGLE '82, a US Army Readiness Command-directed Joint Readiness
Exercise designed to provide a simulated combat environment, was oriented
toward inf ntry and armored operations and the employment of tactical air.
Strategic mobility and logistics support were also areas of special interest.
Conducted in the semi-desert environment of Fort Irwin, 9 March to 9 April
1982, 54 Sixth US Army units participated, providing medical clearing, heli-
copter ambulance, veterinary services, fire fighting, maintenance, transporta-
tion, field services to include bread baking and shower points, postal,
psychological operations and repair parts support. The 63d US Army Reserve
Command operated a temporary equipment concentration site with over 400 pieces
of equipment in support of Reserve Component units that participated in the
exercise.

7

In a letter to Maj. Gen. Berwyn Fragner, Commander, 63d US Army Reserve
Command, General Grange lauded their participation and noted the excellent
training opportunities presented to Reserve Component units in GALLANT EAGLE
'82, "as they simulate realistic conditions which the units would be required
to perform in actual combat." Its effect on unit recruitment, Grange
continued, "is considered highly positive." 8 GALLANT EAGLE, concluded Grange
in a letter to Maj. Gen. Frank Schober, Jr., Commander, State Military Forces,
California, "was a great opportunity for each part of the Total Army to plan
and work together, . . . It proved, once again, the Total Army is a workable
"team that can effectively perform its mission." 9

Another joint exercise deploying Sixth UW Army units was LOGEX 82, a
TRADOC-directed, Command Post Exercise, which trained participants in command
and staff techniques and procedures as they related to combat support, and
comLat service support units. Conducted at Fort Pickett, Virginia, 15 to 28
August 1982, 10 USASIX units participated. 1 0
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Oversea deployment training (ODT) with Active Component commands occupied

more than 40 Sixth US Army Reserve Component units during the past fiscal year.
Designed to increase Reserve Component readiness by providing optimum partici-
pation of selected Reserve Component units and individuals in overseas
unilateral and joint exercises, this year's training increased unit awareness
of wartime mission requirements by providing realistic training in an oversea
environment to which the unit was projected for early deployment in consonance
with tne CAPSTONE Progzam and the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved operations
plans. Additionally, overseas deployment training enhanced recruitment and
retention o! participating Reserve Component units. 1 1

Annual I.raining of Sixth US Army elements, like the other exercises,

occupied the attention and energy of USASIX planners during this fiscal year.
Preparation for this training occurred at the Annual Training 1983 Site/Date
Conference, 15 to 16 September 1982, held at the Presidio of San Francisco.
It proved to be very productive, thanks to the coordination and cooperation of
the Adjutants General, major U.S. Army Reserve Commands and the Army Readiness
and Mobilization Region representatives; only seven units remained in an
undecided category, the lowest number in Sixth US Army history. Additionally,
the state Ad3utants General and major US Army Reserve Commanders were directed
to provide an iiicial Training Year 1984 Annual Training schedule to Sixth US
Army; USASIX in turn provided a computerized out-year annual training schedule
12 months in advance, thus affording the State Adjutaats General and major US
Army Reserve Commanders the opportunity to revise the annual training plan
prior to implementation, and to reduce the numbers of generated changes. Both
Training Year 1983 and 1984 gere placed in the Forces Comm.hand data bank on 30
September 1982.12

To nuinir"_ze turbulence in annual training scheduiing. site/date changes
were not favoral v considered unless the change nerefitted wigsslon-oriented
training. Annua-i _.ining 82 site/date changes totalled 239. This number
represented a marked re~luction in cha•nges compared to 1981 and earlier
years.1 3 The next conferý-.ice was scheduled for May, 1983.

In addition to exercises and annual zfainirag, Sixth US Army boosted an
Active and Reserve Compor,:<it 1act,,er&hip progs:am, promoting a beneficial
training relation._hil , ooti. Active and Reserve Component units. Nmong the
Active and Reserve Component units incorporated into this p.artne:`Lp during
fiscal year 1982 were the 7tn Special Forces Group, Fort Bragg, _ the 12th
and 19th Special Forces Groups from the California and Utah National Guard. A
change was proposed to reali•gn tne 40th Infantry Division (Mechanized) with
the 4th Infantry Division. Sixth US Army spent the year seeking Forces Command
approval.

1 4

Pia;ng a leading role in support of this concept was the National Training
Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, California. The excellent aininq facilities at
the Center for support of comoined arms training mandated its use for training
tne "Total Force". Primary candidates for rotation to the Center included
Sitn US Army Reserve Component armored and mechanized infantry companies, as
well as Reserve Component comDat service support companies. An extensive study
undertaken during this period called for rotation of 16 Reserve Component units
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per ft sca I yer' ( e tjilt rinlor and e i kit mec iIdt LZ(nd t nt snj), wit n unit
deplo3yingj with iidividuil eq!iapment and weapons, and Ir awIng unit
pre-positioned equipment. Tie two-week perlod focused on iquid through

company-level maneuvers and iive fire events in a dirty battlefield environmaert
with a live opposing force. This force consisted of a Soviet Army on European
battlefield with armor anits firing Tank Table VII. Units were to be nosted
by Active Component battalio.is stationed at the Center, with instructor and

I evaluator support provided corn Active Component resources.' 1

General Grange, USASIX Commanding General, encouraged origade and battalion
commanders to observe Active Component National Training Center exercises and
to become familiar with the facilities at the Center. Unfortunately, Forces
Command decided to pobtpone Reserve Component use of the Center until further
evalaations of Active Component utilization were completed. 1 6

Continuing his concern for effective training, Grange expressed his
disappointment at the lack of combined arms training that was being conducted
during unit Annual Training programs. In a 6 July 1982 letter sent to all
major US Aray Reserve Commanrvs, State Adjutants General, and Army Readiness

and Mobilization Regions, the Sixth US Army Commander stressed the importance
of - veloping training progrAms incorporating combined arms training; "We must
train the same way we iill have to fight." During comoat, Grange continued,
"it is indeed rare that coMbLned arms teams are not inseparably functioning as
teams." TVis kind of training, he argued, must become routine, thus stimu-
lating morale and motivation, and contributing to increased proficiency witil

weapons and tactical concepts. Combined arms, wrote the General, included not
only infantry and armor, but air defense artillery, engineers, and Fire Inte-
grated Support Team (FisTr) elements. In the future, "I expect to see more

units focusing on COrbined arms training during AT."' 7

On 7 April 1982, General Richard E. Cavazos, Commander, US Army Forces
Command, provided his trainiq philosophy and standardized the planning and
exectition of Active and Reserve Component training within Forces Command and
the guidance for the evolvement of Forces Command Regulation 350-I and 350-2.
The next war, wrote Cavazos, "will be a 'come-as-you-are' affair of a violence
and intensity little understood." The basic aim of Forces Command, including
the Reserve Component and National Guard, must be "to accomplish our mission
with minimam loss of life." 1 8

The General's objectives were clear and urgent, argued the USASIX
Commander, in his 26 May 1982 endorsement of the FORSCOM Commander's training
guidelines. The threat, argued Grange, was armor, air, indirect fire, rear
area combat operations and NBC, and ne urged his commanders and trainers to

understand current realistic doctrine in these areas. "Similarly," he
continued, "train in the most realistic !nvironment your troops are capable of
handling and you are capable of providing. We cannot afford to waste scarce
training time. We must plan smart and train hard. Make every training oppor-
tunity the most productive and satisfying your soldiers have ever had." 1 9

To ensure adnerence to these guidelines, USASIX issued Sixth US Army
Pampnlet 21-5, "liow to Train," and Sixth US Army Circular 350-4, "Training
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Management and Evaluations," cornerstones of a long-range program to streamline
and simplify training managdment within Sixth US Army. This rrogram, wrote
General Grange to Brig. Gen. Daniel C. Helix, Commander, 351-t Civil Affairs
Command, was carefully developed "to capitalize on the momentum of BTMS and to
provide an efficient reference with which to sustain BTMS expertise in our
unitst while at the same time reducing dependency on additional workshops or
extensive refresher training." Recent world developments, concluded Grange,
"have renewed our emphasis on military readiness; therefore, its essential that
Swe continue to miaintain effective training among our highest priorities." 2 0

Inspite of this support, there were several issues in Forces Command
Regulation 350-2 that needed to be clarified and resolved such as standardized
physical fitness testing for the Reserve Component, incorporating Standards in
Training Commission (STRAC) results into the new regulation, a strong Forces
Command policy on subcaliber firing for crew served weapons, and standardiza-
tion of Reserve Component training management and policy. Publication was
targeted for January, 1983.21

In the area of tank gunnery training, Sixth US Army continued to identify
Reserve Component tank gunnery shortfalls and to monitor the status of all
functioning facilities. For example, the Fort Hunter-Liggett project (Tank
Table VII, B9 Tank Range), was reinitiated, approved by Forces Command,
forwarded to Department of the Army, where it was coordinated with the National
Guard Bureau, and was then submitted for funding approval. The National
Training Center, Fort Irwin, revamped its Tank Table VII to support Reserve
Component requirements for bothi advance training and individual development
training. The Center also received additional Automatic Tank Target Systems
(AiTTS) sets to help meet Reserve Component tank gunnery requirements. Indian
Springs, Nevada, opened an operational Tank Table VII A and 8, constructed by
the Nevada Army Guard, and used by National Guard units from the state. 2 2

Nonetheless, the pcoblem of adequate facilities for Reserve Component tank
crew gunnery training was of major concern to the Sixth US Army Commander.
Idaho's Gowen Field, one of the primary Reserve Component tank training areas
in the USASIX area, lacked state-of-the-art target pop-up mechanisms, such as
the automatic tank target systems- In a 26 January 1982 letter to Maj. Gen.
Emmett H. Walker, Ji , Director of the Army National Guard, General Grange
lamented their absense and he requested Walker's assistance in secuzring the
necessary stock funds to 1rocure these tank target systems for Guwen Field.
These sets, argued Grange, "would significantly improve Gowen Field's tank
gunnery facilities. "23

For fiscal year 1982, Sixth US Army received $2,562,826 in training
ammunition authorizations to support the Reserve Component: $210,966 was
returned to Headquarters, Forces Command, in April, 1982, reducing Sixth US
Army's authorization to $2,351,860. Based upon final expenditure reports for
the fiscal year, dollar usage by major US Army Reserve Commands of authoriza-
tions remained poor ($1,033,481). Accuracy of the Training Ammunition Manage-
meht' Information System (TAMIS) expenditure reports remained highly suspect
with the most questionable area being the expenditure data sutuaitted by
supporting installations. It was anticipated that fiscal year 1993 would see
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a significant improvement in the Training Ammunition Management Systems

accuracy.
2 4

Fiscal year 1983 authorizations were received late in October 1982. This
was Jue to the fact that in teY 82, the Standards in Training Commission was
established. It was composed of representatives from all the major commands,
Army staif, and different ecnelons in the Army cnain of command. Its mission
was two-fold: (1) to establish levels of full caliber training ammunition
required to attain and sustain specified levels of individual, crew or unit

weapons proficiency relative to readiness levels, both in active and reserve
component, making maximum use of aids, devices, simulators, simulations and
subcaliber firing; and (2) offer these levels as a model making program, budget
and allocation decisions. TVus FY 83 authorizations were not released until
the results of the STRAC were released. Even though FY 83 requirements were
higher, final authorizations released were about the same as FY 82.25

For the same fiscal year, 1982, Additional Training Assemblies (ATA) for
the Army Reserve allocations were 12,701 officers and 20,815 enlisted, a slight
increase over fiscal year 1981. It was anticipated that final fiscal year 1982
expenditures would be 100 percent. In order to improve the effectiveness of

the assemblies, Sixth US Army recommended to the Department of the Army and
the Forces Command that they review the intended use of the assemblies and make

their use less restrictive; ie. allow the assemblies to be used for logistical
and adminstrative purposes. Earliest dissemination of assembly lines of
instruction each fiscal year was to be a prerequisite for proper utilization
and improved planning. It was decided that Sixth US Army needed additional

training assemblies for administrative and logistical support and for
individuals that needed additional assemblies beyond the restriction of 12 per
individual per year (commanders, planners, and workers). 2 5

On 5 May 1982, a working level meeting was conducted at USASIX Headquarters
to review and finalize fiscal year 1983 Sixth US Army requirements for the 75th
Maneuver Area Command (MAC). Attendees included representatives from the Army
Readiness and Mobilization Regions VIII and IX, the 75th Maneuver Area Command,
the 91st Division (Training), and the 1st Maneuver Training Command (MTC), and
HQ, Sixth US Army. Agenda items addressed required support, reduction of

overall exercise costs though augmentation of Maneuver Training Command
personnel in maneuver area command exercises, manning of exercises and early

identification of exercise support shortfalls within anticipated Sixth US Army
fiscal year 1982 funding ($200,000). From this meeting and subsequent
negotiations, the fiscal year 1982 schedule was finalized at 13 exercises to
include two external Army training and evaluation programs, a Corps command
post exercise, a rear area protection exercise, and other exercises. 2 6

For this fiscal year, the 75th Maneuver Areas Command, a Fifth US Army
unit, prepared and conducted 17 Reserve Component exercises for group and
higher level units at a cost of $180,000 in Sixth US Army Annual Duty Training
funds. Two of the largest exercises held in May, 1982 were a medical exercise
entitled "TAMEX" for the 2d Hospital Center and the 124th Army Reserve Command,
as well as a rear area protection exercise entitled CORPS DEFENDER I for the
49th Military Police Brigade. 2 7
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A key ingredient to Reserve Component readiness was the mtximum use of
close-in local trAining area- (LTA). Initiatives taken by Sixth US Army during

Sfical year 1982 to develop these local training areas, complete with combined
Sarms training areas, ranges, maneuver spaces, and impact areas, and which

provided the realistic battlefield conditions required to conduct individual
4ad collective trainin., incladed developing the Parks Reserve Forces Training
SAr (RTA), Dublin, California. In keeping with the Sixth US Army's ccmmit-
ment to "state of 4-he art" facilities at Parks, the US Army Training Support
Center (TSC) assistance teaA visited and developed the following recommenda-
tions tor the continued m6dernization of Parks: (1) Infantry Remote Target
System PXRSTS) Range (316) - standardize and upgrade to i0 lanes, add night-
firing capability, increase target density, and reduce future maintenance
costs, (2) Machine Gun range (7.62 and .50 eal) -- upgrade to Scaled Range
Target System, employ plastic ammunition, and train mounted and dismounted
creows, (3) An•-iTTank/Anti-?ersonne! Range -- Consolidate MS03, M79, LAW, and
VlER,' use'subdliber and training munitions, and provide hard to moving
targets (low coh), t 4) Indirect Fire Range -- consolidate artillery and
entire family of mortars, use SABOT, provide for transition to LITR, and train
crows and FIST, (5) NBC Defense Training - add decontamination site and use
X6P, 4, (6) Common Task Proficiency -- sustainmept training for all common
taýks, mdlti-ýechelon training and OPFOR use of VXgMODS, (7) Video Arcade --
use artillery direct fire trainer, and (8) Weaponeer -- integrate in marks-
maship training.

These recommendations, coupled with existing facilities and ones being
completed now, were designed to develop Parks Rest- ces Training Area into
a modo.! miniature combined arms training area. tt maneuver space and
impact areav- ;rovided realistic and challenuing t--,. -h minimal expendi-;
tures of resourcies.

The Fort Missou..3i"ue Mountain, Montana area was also considered for
additional development •f training facilities to acc.rmmodate both Reserve and
Active Component uhits. The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and
emorandum of understanding are preet Ptly under negotiation between the US

Forest Service and concerned elements of Stxtn US Army. The Commanding General
recently approve& the -ortce•z for the Slue M4ontain development.

The a_ý.,isition of portioas of Rocky Mountain Arsenal (RZA) i- -. d rapidly
during this period. The Real Estate Summary prepared by Omaha D.strict
Engineer has been completed, reviewed by Sixth US Army's Deputy Chief of Staff,
Training, and returned to tnhe USASIX Engineer. The environmental impact
statement may have significant impact upon the development of Rocky Mountain
Arsenal as a local trainig area, and the Training Office has recommended it
be initiated immediately. The Sixth US Army engineer project to purchase 10
acres near Butte, Montana for the 841st 0D Company, 96th ARCOM, to use -as a
local training area was in the site selection phase.

The Oredo'n Army 14ational Guard co3mpleted the development of a Military
apiiiations anw Urbai T-rrain (1400T) facility at-Camp Rilea, Oregon. This -
probj,ct was designed and built for Rese-rve Component personnel at a si~nifi-
cajniiy lowir cost tha~n tte facilities on Active Component installations., It



is presently available for use by Active and Reserve Component units. Areas
being considered for future training facility improvement projects included
Los Alamitos (Southern California) and Camp Bonneville (Washington and

Oregon).
2 8

While there was much improvement in the training area, there were some weak
points and General Grange, in a letter to his two Readiness and Mobilization
Region Commanders, cited one glaring example of inefficient training.
Acknowledging the amount of time and effort spent in the past years in upgrad-
ing tank gunnery training and ranges, Grange also noted that there was little
effort devoted to training anti-tank gunners, specifically TOW gunners. "While
practice tracking does not require a live range," Grange wrote, "such
non-firing practice rapidly becomes dull and unrewarding training for the
gunner." Recognizing this, Grange directed his training people," to seek a
suitable subcaliber device to provide 'hit satisfaction' for row gunners."
Because of the confusion at Army level about the type of devices needed, Grange

promised his support in pushing the acquisition and distribution of whatever
system is approved, so that, as he put it, "oar TOW gunners become as
proficient as their tank counterparts."

2 9

Throughout the fiscal year, Sixth US Army Headquarters emphasized that
Reserve Component units place greater reliance on simulation, subcaliber

devices, and supplementary training techniques to achieve and maintain required
training readiness to meet mobilization needs. The Forces Command designation
of the Continental US Armies as focal points for all training devices actions

within their respective areas of responsibility was expected to improve train-
ing aids and devices availability and control. In a 23 February 1982 letter
to General Shoemaker, the then commander of Forces Command, General Grange

expressed his concern about the inadequacy of existing training technology and
the problems encountered in acquiring new technology for the Reserve Component.
"Training devices, simulators, close in subcaliber ranges, and training
facilities offer the greatest potential to reduce the differential between unit

capabilities and wartime requirements," wrote Grange. "Distribution plans and
initial buys of new training technology too often ignore the needs of the
RC." Planners, Grange continued, "frequently overlook in their development of
Basis of Issue Plans (6OIP) the unique RC environment and the absence of
nearby ranges and training areas." Some Reserve Component .2nits, he argued,
"have access to installations which have the training technology but these
units were the exception." Most Reserve Component units had to content
themselves with what was available at their local training area.

To Further complicate the problem, the Army lacked a mechanism to
identify, coordinate, and procure training technology requirements for all
components. "Technology requirements are being generated through separate
channels--NGB for ARNG; CONUSA for USAR; and FORSCOM for Active Component,"
continued the Sixth US Army Commander. Each agency, Grange noted, "responds
in a vacuum without considering such particulars as joint planning and use,

overall priorities, current availability, and alternate methods of training."
Consequently, Grange appealed for new technology for the Reserve Component and
better training, if the Reserves were to meet there responsibilities in any
future battle. 3 0
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In addition. Forces Command proposed that a Training Aids Simulation Office ,
'Liaison Officer be stationed at each Continental United States Army. During

Stýis fiscal year, Sixth US Ar y requested the training set fire observation
tTFOO) for five location-within Sixth US Army. Approval for three was
received and these were to be located at the 40th ID (Mech), Gowen Field,
Idaho, and Ogallal, Nebraska. Inspite of these systems, General Grange voiced
his concern over `.he paucity of sets for Sixth US Army in a January 4, 1982
lette to the Commander, Forces Command, in which he not only complained about
the absence of any Sixth US Army input in determining how many systems USASIX
Would get, but he also lamented the fact that Reserve Component units were once
again being shunted aside in favor of Active Component units. "As currently
ktogramwed," he wrote, "few Sixth US Army artillery units will be able to use
_ Tsr because of the long distance involved for RC units to travel to tne active
installations. . "Nonetheless, "the need to train RC forward observers
using TSFO is greater in FY 82 than in previous years." Grange then asked for
the !Asue of additional Training Set Fire Observation systems for Reserve
Component use. 3 1  "Sixth US Army," continued Grange, "has 23 battalion
equtivulents of artillery. Those units are already limited to 38 days of
training per year and, therefore, should receive a higher priority on training
devices than Active Component units which can schedule training anytime in a
W0-day year." Going turther, he stated that, "the whole concept that the RC

sdbsist on what is left over after the Active Army is supported must be
reassessed. We cannot give thes- units front line missions and third or fourth
tine support." 3 2

Like unit training, individual training received major attention in Sixth
US Arm y's fiscal year 1982 training program. It was a period of expansion for
programs implemented during previous years. The Warrant Officer Senior Course
(WOSC), for example, began a new cycle; non-commissioned officers education
system programs f instruction consisted of the Primary Non-Commissioned
Officer Course (1hi4C) and Basic Non-Commissioned Officer Course (BNCOC),
Advanced Mon-Commissioned Officer Course (ANCOC), and Senior Non-Commissioned
Officer Course (SNCOC). The Army Training Board's "Method of Learning Course"
(MOL) became firmly established as instructor prerequisite training for all
U. S. Army Reserve School instructors.

The Method of Lea- ing Course received extra attention this pasz year,
especially~instructor and staff participation. The course enhanced _nstruc-
tional support and the quality of training through proper presentation of
programs, of instruction prepared by the service schools. There was a
continuing effort to replace officers techniques military occupational
specialties classes with qualified non-commissioned officer instructors.

Increased emphasis was again placed on duty military occupational specialty
qualifications. Sixth US Aray Regulation 350-8 was published; it provided for
directed military occupational speciality qualifications of US Army Reserve
soldiers through 'the 16 Reserve schools of Sixth US Army. Partially initiated
"in 1962, a shortage of Reserve Personnel, Army monies forced the cancel-
lation of one session of Command and General Staff courses at the University
-of Nevada and one session of the.Military Oqcupational Spe!z-ialty Training



Course. About 300 Command and General Staff Warrant Officer Senior Course
students and 300 Military Occupational Specialty Training Course students were
affected.

3 3

In a related area, General Grange, in a 17 December 1981 letter to General
Otis, Commander, US Army Training and Doctrine Command, voiced his concern that
the same schools conducting basic advanced officer courses and the Command and
General Staff Courses were not properly "emphasizing the unique problems an
active component commander/staff will face when an activated Reserve Component
unit is attached during combat." Grange argued that, "the tactical scenarios
conducted at various professional development courses should include situations
which require st-dents to consider for example, how an armor brigade would
integrate an RC battalion equipped with M48A5 tanks into tactical situations
when the normal scheme of maneuver and logistics package has been developed to
the capabilities of a battalion equipped with M-1 tanks." Tne USASIX
Commander recommended, "incorporating 'How to Actually Do It' into the service
school programs," as an additional step to increase the Army's
preparedness.

3 4

A critical problem facing commanders in the Reserve Component was the
excessive number of personnel who remained unqualified in their duty military
occupational specialty. This problem was often compounded by requirements for
extensive annual duty training at service schools, requirements for sophisti-
cated equipment, lack of qualified instructors, and by the geographic disper-
sion of units in the SiAth US Army area.

The USASIX Commanding General recognized this problem and tasked the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Training, to develop a program to assist
commanders in resolving it. The result was Sixth US Army's Directed Military
Occupational Specialty Program which maximized utilization of existing Army
Reserve Schools during Individual Development Training. With the assistance
of the Automation Management Office, Sixth US Army determined potential
Specialty Class requirements within easy commuting distances of the soldier
population to be served and took the training to the soldier. Major US Army
Reserve Commands received class schedules and student quotas along with a
"by-name" liscing of personael eligible for training. The Adjutants General
likewise were invited to participate through quotas provided to them based on
their submitted requirements. 3 5

This program was expected to reduce materially the carrent overburden of
unqualified personnel in the Reserve Component thereby enhancing unit readi-
ness and deployability postures. The Directed Specialty Program was fielded
under Sirth US Army Regulation 350-8. Initial classes commenced under the
Directed Military Occupational Specialty Program as of 1 October 1981.

The US Army Training Support Center rapidly progressed in its program of
special configuration of military occupational specialty courses. As the
Training and Doctrine Command approves specially configured programs of
instruction, interim specialty courses materials will be replaced. During
fiscal year 1982, the Army Reserve Schools received instructional material
support from the service schools on 78 military occupational specialty courses.
Specially configured course materials were made available for 38 of these
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courses. Most of the specially configured octupational specialty Courses were
divided into individual and annual development training phases with the
individual phase a prerequisite for the annual phase. 3 6

The seventh year of operation of the Sixth US Army Military Occupational
Specialty Training Center, Pirks Reserve Forces Training Area, California, was

completed in Annual Training 82. Sixteen Specialty courses, a Method of
Learning Course (Course Manager Training), and a Faculty L.evelopment Specialist
Course (Master Trainer) were conducted. Specialty classes were scheduled based
on major US Army Reserve Command/The Adjutant (,eneral state requirements. To

increase class attendance quotas wuze asslgnel Lu, ,aca Major US Army Reserve
Command and reservations to each State Adjutant General. One two-week session

was cancelled out of four scheduled due to lack of funds. The Training Center
graduated 721 students during Annual Training 82.37

The Skill Qualification Testing (SQT) Program undereent numerous changes
since its introduction in tne Reserve Component. Throuimo.It these iterations,
Sixth US Armry Headquarters remained committed to an efftctive individual
training program for the Reserve Component of whicn skill jualification test-
ing was an integral part. W•ien properly used, the testing provided not only
an individual training motivation but served also as in excellent diagnostic
training tool for unit commanders.

fn interesting dichotomy developed in the Reserve Component with regard to
skill qualification testing. All too often, commanders emphasized testing to
the exclusion of all else. In eitner case, the end resaites were an impingement
on the unit's ability to perform its wartime/ý:APS-2ONE m..ssion. For tins

reason, Sixth JS Army reviewed i ;s own policy on sail testing and developed
an approach wtiach should place s; ilI qualifrcation -osti:zq in its proper
perspective and . :hance its role in unit mission training.

The thrust of USAS~i's skill qualification testing policy was to eliminate
potential training detractcrs by focusing this training on the unit's wartime/
CAPSTONE missions. In a polLcy ieez published on 8 March 1962, General

Grange established and clarified the uses of Skill Qualification Testing as
supplementary to traininc Rz-serve Component units for their mobilization
missions. Grange di- ct-..!a tnat unit training priorities be dicta-ra. by
collective and individual wartime priority tasks rather thAn by 'I
qualification testing notices or tests. Grange added that while tae level of
performance on the testing was the individual soldier's responsibility, "The

commander and his experter.ced NCOs must provide support for the indiviAdual by
providing Soldiers Manuals, access to TEC programs, and equipment."
Cpntinuing, Grange noted that skill qualification tests were to be conducted
for their value as individual training motivators and diagnostic tools. "Care
must be takern. concluded the Sixth US Army Commander, "to insure that

emphasis in SW does not divert the focus of training from the unit's eartime
mission provided by the CAPSTONS associated higher headquarters." 3 8

Also during this period Sixth US Army conducted two Reserve Component
Noncommissioned Officer Education System Academies during Annual Traininca--82,

at Camp Rilae, Oregon (13-26 June), and at Camp Luis Obispo, California (11-24
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July). The 517 students enrolled in both academies represented a 70 percent
increase over 1981. Camp Rilea training increased from nine squads (Annual
Training 81) to 25 squads (Annual Training 82), an increac of 130 percent.
Because of the enthusiastic aupport of the Oregon and Washington Guard and
Reserves, Camp Rilea was expected to be at maximum traitting capacity for
school year 1983.39

"NCO professionalism must be a vital and ongoing philosphy woven into our
way of doing business, "wrote General Grange in a policy letter to the Army
Readiness and Mobilization Regions, State Adjutants General, and major US Army
Reserve Commands. Subscribing to the dictum, "The NCO is the backbone of the
A~My," Grange directed the Sixth US Army non-commissioned officers, "with their

knowledge and experience," to take charge of the program, "leading the way."
As soldiers, Grange continued, "we are in a deadly serious business, and if it
comes to a fight, we will demand and expect great deeds of our noncommissioned
officers. If we are not to oe disappointed we must ensure that training begins

Additional training programs during che past fiscal year included the Army
Logistics Executive Development Course, which graduated 23 students from the
6220th US Army Reserve SchoLl. at the University of Nevada at Reno. During the
inactive training period of FY 82, Phases I and lilA of the Officer Advanced
Course were taught with 623 students completing these p.ases. Sixth US Army
conducted the annual development course phases (IV-VI) of the Military Intel-
ligence Officer Advanced Course at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, during the period
27 June - 9 July 1982. The 5043d Reserve School, at Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, was the host school with a total of 100 students in attendance (27 in
Phase IV and 73 in Phase VI). 4 1

During the same fiscal year, 836 officers and enlisted personnel attended
service and Army area schools. These courses provided for enlisted career
development, military specialty system qualifications, and refresher-
proficiency courses for officer and enlisted personnel. Eleven Army Reserve
officers were also selected from the Sixth US Army area to attend Senior Ser-
vice Schools during school year 1983 and 1984. These officers were nominated
to attend the Army War College, National War College, and Command and General
Staff College. 4 2 Finally, three Sixth US Army non-commissioned officers
were selected for tne resident. US Army Sergeant Major Ac-ademy and four were
selected for the resident/non-resident course. 4 2

In yet another training area important to the overall strength and effec-
tiveness of the Total Force, Sixth US Army's trainers concentrated their
efforts on increasing the accuracy in the preparation of Foces Command Forms
1-R and enhancing annual training evaluator awareness of duties. In January,
initiatives involving publication and distribution of the new Sixth US Army
Pamphlet 21-5 and Circular 550-4, were completed. This effort marked the
culmination of actions begun last year to provide an effective training
mananemet system in the form of cleax, concise, and easy-to-use training
manuals. Understanding and accepting this guidance was enhanced throughout
the command by completion of training management briefings to all State
Ad jutants General and major US Army Reserve Commands. By year's end, most
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units evaluated were using it adequately. Additionally, Sixth US Army efforts
were directed at stabilizing the system by resisting unwarranted changes. This
stability resulted in improved acceptance and implementation of the Battalion
'Training Management System in the field. 4 3

During fiscal year 1982, Sixth US Army training management evaluators
conducted 352 training evaluations, validating evaluating anits 60 days before
or after Commwand Logistics Review Team inspections and annual training.
Overall, inactive duty training was less effective than annual training,
mainly because of insufficient planning and coordination time. To arrange for
tesouxces 41nd to prepare adequately for training activities, where technical
expertise, mission essential equipment, facilities, and training materials
Swere within a trainer's control, and/or where training was dictated by routine
work flow, training was gener.,tlly found to be effective.

- In evaluating training, USASLX evaluators agreed that most officers and
nA')"commissioned officers within the Sixth US Army area were competent and
W4 inally proficient, although many lacked adequate leadership experience.
Qgtectively, they were ambitious and dedicated to providing challenging and
ameaningful training for their troops. Mobilization training received extra
attention during this period, especiaily CAPSTONE. By creating associations
with Active Component units, Reserve Component units were able to energize
with a strong sense of urgency to get ready for war. Mobilization exercises
were conducted with increasing frequency, and training time was more heavily
concentrated on wartime related tasks.

Officers and non-commissioned officers gradually learned the Battalion
Training Management System. In addition, with the ?Iblication of the Sixth US
Army Pamphlet 21-5, "How to Train," understanding and standardized trainirg
management proce3ures were improved within the command. At the same tim's-, the
Deputy Chief of Staff, Training publ taned Sixth US Army Circular 350-4, which
specified the minimum essential documents necessary for effective unit
training.

Qenerally performance oriented, training within Sixth US Army emphasized
better understanding of trai-ing principles and improved training resources.
Consequpently, "hands n", training became routine in most units. !it spite of
all these improvements, soldier proficiency remained relatively Iti in most
uinits, mainly býecause of time and resource constraints, and because of high

*�personnel turnover. Nonetheless, moral- remained generally high thanks to
meaningful training opportunties being provided.

Equipment shortages hampered training on some particular types of equip-
meat. For example, hospital Medical Unit Self Contained Transportable (MUST)
equjipmnt, certain types of signal equipment, automatic data processing equip-
mont, bakeiputfits, and NBC gear were typically in short supply. Training
amun-tion, aids, and devices were also considered insufficient by most
conandrs' standards. Additiboally, soldiers had little exposure to the new

genertion 4qiymeat whc rivdIn many Active Component units. As a
nstlit, traini•g o otufnities wte ofte limited to what could be easily

Sar ran~ge&. Oa,<, h ony expsure to ltisee resources was at annual training.
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in many units, planning was accomplished during a "dark night" before
drill. Unfortunately, those who attended these meetings were often not paid
for atter•ding. This, of course, affected their willingness to do any more
planning than was absolutely necessary. Constant last minute changes from
higher headquarters also affected the willingness of trainers to prepare
training plans ahead of time. As a result, training was often scheduled on
tasks which were easiest to train (rather than on tasks which were most essen-
tial to readiness), and "hip-pocket" training was presented which was seldom
coordinated and seldom adequately prepared. In many combat service support
units, routine mission support requirements dictated training. As a result,
intensive planning and coordination was not necessary in these units in order
to provide quality training to the troops during inactive duty training.

As a group, company-grade officers and non-commissione officers were not
assigned sufficient tasks and goals to accomplish. Instead, many commanders
relied primarily upon professionalism to get the job done. Usually, this
confidence was warranted; however, in many instances, a lack of sufficient
guidance and support resulted in slack time while supervisors waited to be
told specifically what to do. This condition was also apparent in the general
lack of effective training schedules and in the lack of structure in most
on-the-job training duty military occupational specialty qualification
programs.

Overall, performance was usually not tested as the final phase of training;
therefore, trainees were less motivated to acquire proficiency, and proficiency
assessments were less apt to be accurate. Finally, appearance standards were
not strictly enforced in many units. The primary reason was that commanders
feared that more rigid enforcement would have an adverse effect on soldier
retention.

Overall, assessment of annual training performance with available assets
was rated OUTSTANiDING to EXCELLENT in 71 percent of evaluated units. This
achievement was particularly noteworthy considering 44 percent (36,000
soldiers) of available personnel were new accessions and had been with their
units less than a year. Of the remaining units, 27 percent were rated SATIS-
FACTORY and 2 percent were rated MARGINAL. No units were rated UMSATISFACTORY.
Other accomplishments included a five percent inccease in available strength
(now 84 percent of authorized) and reductions of excused and AWOL status to 1
percent in each category, thus raising the total personnel trained (construc-
tive attendance) to 98 percent of available strength. In addition, annual
training troo attendance with units of assignment was up to 76 percent (an
all-time high). On the other hand, a two percent reduction (78 percent to 76
percent) in overall military occupational specialty qualification occurred due
to an active enlistment of non-prior service personnel. As individuals
complete annual training, specialty qualification status sNrluld improve. 4 4

More units trained harder, for longer periods of time, and under more
realistic conditions than ever before. Soldiers characteristically displayed
high morale and enthusiasm. Most units that were rated OUTSTANDING had a
pofessional staff and fully utilized junior leaders. Thorough planning and
preparation for annual training resulted in effective use of training time and
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realistic performance-oriented training. Those units which were rated high Ln
these areas were able to rapidly and effectively adapt to lat 3 site/da.e
chaanges. Most combat support and combat service support units continued to
perform in an outstanding manner, Realistic training missions provided these
units an opportunity to conduct i.ndependent support operations and to demon-
strate technical proficiency. Organizational maintenance also had an eAcellent
record. Contributing to the expertise was civilian-related employment and a
high percentage of skilled full-time techn4 .cians (particularly in maintenance-
type units).

Overl%, survival on the "dirty battlefield" continued to be the major
weakness due to high personnel turbulence (35 percent). This turbulence
equated to approximately 28,000 fersonnel losses during the past 12 months (as
stated above, (44 percent) 36,000 soldiers had been with their units less than
a year). This turbulence forced many units (particularly maneuver battalion4)
into continuous retraining, contributed to low soldier proficiency in basic
survival skills, and resulted in critically low M40S qualification and expertise
in technical fields. Another major recurring weakness was an absence, lack of
knowledge, and/or use of tactical Standard Operating Procedures. This short-
fall hampered operations at all levels and reduced units' combat effectiveness.
The most notable equipment shortages affecting training were venicles, signal,
NBC, and medical equipreut 4 5

Annual training, wrote General Grange, was, "the most important training
event of the year for Reserve Component units;" as a result, Sixtn US Army
drafted a set of evaluation guidelines and distributed them on 5 May 1982.
Evaluators, wrote Grange, played an important role in training. "Your primary
objective," he continued, "is to advise and assist the unit commander," as
weli as, "identify capability shortfalls which will translate into future unit i
training cbjectives." 4 6 Griange reminded annual training evaluators to base
their reports o. t -- a.iaiity of training being co:.ducted with resources avail-
able at the training si'e. Remember, he contLinued, "the unit commander needs
the benefit of your Acti.ve component experience which is tne primary reason
Active Component personnel are chose'n to be evaluators of Reserve units." In
assessing and reporting the annual training effort, argued Grange, "your
appraisal should identify strengths and weaknesses, t- terms of ARTEP tasks,
which can be used by the '.aim commander to devet.o• his Yearly Training Program
for the following year."47

Turning to more specific items, the Sixth US Army Commanding General
addressed the all-important issue of survival techniques. "The ability to
survive on the dirty battlefield under the 'come-as-you-are' war concept,"
remarked Grange, "was the major shortfall in the majority of units evaluated
during AT-81." He cautioned USASIX evaluators to be, "especially observant of
units' awareness of the rear area threat and hcw well they organize-and protect
troops, their equipment, and their installations." 4 9

To u*nit c-ommanders, Grange ,irged them to consider the "shocking transition"
tha votild occur .otixe soldier who survives tne first 72 ho•irs of battle and
how bout to train te soldier wh• survives. "Don't assume that because yours
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is a combat service unit, you wont be shelled, bombed, or ambushed, "wrote
Grange. "Don't assume that because you're net an RDF-A unit, you'll have
plenty of time to train." 4 9

Beginning with Annual Training 81, assessment of "go-to-war" capability
was eliminated by Force- Coo'and from the training evaluation process. The
Training Office, Sixth , Army, thru the Readiness and Mobilization Regions
made an independent assessment under Army Regulation 220-1 criteria of units'
capabilities to perform their wartime mission. (This assessment was u.ed as
an internal training management tool and was not an entry on the Annual Train-
ing Evaluation Report..) In addition, this assessment indicated a significant
inconsistency existed between this headquarters and Reserve Component
commanders' estimates of time required to become combat ready with available
resources, i.e., personnel and equipment. Among the more significant findinga
this year, assessment of post-mobilization training time required to perform
full modified table of organization and equipment mission under Army Regulation
220-I criteria monitored by training indicated that 57 percent of combat
battalions evaluated were not capable of performing their full modification
table of organization and equipment mission with available assets. Most of
these battalions were organic to the seven major combat commands Major
upgrading of personnel and equipment, and training in excess of seven weeks,
would be required prior to deployment or employment in combat. Of the 17
hospitals evaluated, 12 were not mission capable primarily due to a shortage
of professional personnel and medical equipment. Thirty-five percent of
separate company/detachment-size units were also not mission ready with avail-
able resources.

A review of the Reserve Component indicated that in many cases the Reserve
Component chain of command was not following Army Regulation 220-I criteria in
estimating the training status of its units. For example, Reserve Component
personnel of combat battalions with available strengtns between 50-60 percent
reported a capability to attain fully ready status with six to eight weeks of
post-mobilization training. Equally important, the Sixth US Army assessment
enabled the command to report that combat effectiveness showed a marked
i,•provement compared to the previous year. For example, the percent of units
a•ot able to perform full MTOE missions with available assets dropped by 17
percent for battalions, 10 percent for companies/detachments, and 22 percent
for hospitals. 50

In May, the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff Training, hosted a Training
Management Development Officer (TMDO) Conference; Training Management Develop-Jment Officers, Training Advisors and Reserve Component Training Staff from the
Readiness Region's, Readiness GroLps, State Adjutants General, major US Army
Reserve Commands, and several USASIK staff offices attended. Objectives of
the conference were to discuss the Inactive Duty T2raining Evaluation System,
training management sustainmeat in the Reserve Component, Organizational

:1 Rffectiveness/Training Management Development Officer interface, and Military
Occupational Specialty qualifications, Additionally, update briefings were
presented on training managementg individual traininy, unit training, full time
unit support and TRADOC revisions of Reserve Component Battalion Training
Management System Workshops. A similar conference was being planned for next
year because of the continued success and usefulness of this forum.51
59



In a 10 February 1982 letter to General Shoemaker, General Grange
z reiterated some of his concerns about training for the Army Reserve and

ft tional Guard, focusiwe specifically on the National Traini.Lg Center. The
Center's ýammanderf Grange noted, notified him of two training opportunities
which if'ad)pted, would clearly enhancs the training readiness of the Reserve
Comp6nent. The first, a program for Reserve Component mechanized infantry and
tauk companies to train at the National Training Center during annual training
at the fteqanwy of one each type company per month, included the use of MILSS
at squad and platoon level the first week and the conduct of a company Army
Training and Evaluation Program the aecAi week. The second program involved
a Reserve Component brigade comwinm'r snd his battalion commanders visiting
the Center to observe the free manhe4ter and live fire phases of the Active
Component brigade rotations. It was decided that this group would be tutored
by Brig. Ces. James T. Bramlett at a designated observation post on the
actions of the friendly and imposing forces and would allow themselves an
opportunity to war-game the mcck battle in progress and learn first-hand the
soeed applicatuon of fire and maneuver. "I wholeheartedly endorse the above
two psignals, "continued Grange and," I have solicited FORSCOM's support wite
a ocssage to the former acddtion to encourage my senior Reserve
Componen Ativ Componentomanders to participals a reat pv ron foter."54

The Reserv Component can do much to support the operation of the Centerl
especially during annual training. For example, urangetsuggested the following
areas*. engineers tonstructing ranges, repairing fraining facilities; combat
"service support units perform in ayntenance and other sGpnort functions;
signal units performing communication tasks. The National Training Center,
concluded Grange, "in addition to providing a valuable training experience for
COWtS-based Active Component combat units, is also a freat proving ground for
current tactiral doctrine." As such, he continued, "the IITC plays a yital
ole for enhanling the combat training readiness of units having the

opportunity to b t in toere and provides the medium for fostering the total
One-Army concept.l55

"`-7Mere should be no doubt in any of, our minds," wrote General Grange in an

open letter to his subordinate commanders, "that the training of our soldiers
for combat-is the most vital activity in which we are engaged." He urged his

mnders to be aware of the training pvailabse -to their soldiers so as to
maintaj- *-ad improve the quality of America's ground forces. "14- o:ur efforts
to build towards- a strong total force the training of the Infant_%-Tan plays a
pr-eminent role,"' argued Grange.- "kIt Is-the Infantryman who has t-raditional ly
borne the brunt of e-very challenge to the nation and, in many instances, has
been a t..oldier of the US Army Reserve or National Guard." Therefore, concluded
•i~q,'S h US Army -xm~mandsr, "it is important that our soldiers receive the

•:trinlg ' iswithin our poweirs as toamanders to provide."58 During

fieal year 1982, sixth US Army-.irected most of its efforts towards achieving

k I-
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CHAPTER 6

MOBILIZING THE TOTAL FORCE

As the United States' foreign policy shifted towards a global involvement,
the Army's chief planners recognized the need to expand the force. "I think
an expansion of the force is essential," observed General Edward C. Meyer, Army
chief of staff, "if we are to respond to the total cnallenge we face." The
need for more flexible forces, strategically mobile, well-armed, and doctrin-
ally sound headed the priority list of the Army's zup soldLer as the Army moved
through this era of transition. To meet its new global requirements, the Army
exercised a flexible command and control, and improved its strategic mobility.
During the past fiscal year, 1982, thp Sixth US Army worked to acnieve these
goals, fitting the Reserve Component mire tightly into tne Total Force.

"The Reserve Component provides a substantial part of the total force,"
wrote Lt. Gen. Grange in a Letter to Maj. Gen. Joseph D. Zink, Reserve Force
Policy Board. "Reorganization plans will increase that role in the future."
As the population base shrunk, the Reserve efforts to recruit suitable person-
nel increased proportionately. On the surface, the goal of achieving full
wartime manning in the Reserve Component seemed desirable. In actuality,
argued Grange, this proved counterproductive. In the tables of organization
and equipment design for example, full wartime levels represented optimum
staffing rather than the minimum nmeded for mission accomplishment. The
current standard organization model used in -he Reserves pat officers at the
wartime level and enlisted personnel at 10 percent less than full
authorization. The unit positions which made up this shortfall were a3iost
exclusively at the lowest enlisted grades with entry level skills, e.g.,
drivers, assist,t clerks, cooks. Continuing, Grange observed t.nat getting
people, and more importantly, keeping these positions manned in the Reserve
Component, took a dispioportiuate amount of time and effort whicn detracted
from over-all unit readiness. 1

Sixth US Army experienced its greatest pe-rsonnel shortfalls at these grade
levels and types of positions. An increase to full wartime levels only served
to intensify this pxi..Aera. Many of these positions could oe easily filled by
untrained personnel. Even deployment without fill would not ser-..ly detract
from unit ability to perform required missions. In this regard, Grange
suggested a look at the past; "If today's readiness standards had been applied
to Army units in previous conflicts, most would have to be classified not
ready, and therefore not deployable." 2

Not wishiiug to change either the tables of organization and equipment
design -or unit readiness standards, USASIX planners suggested looking at these
realistically to see if the potential benefit was worth the resources required.
In terms of economy of force, Sixth US Army analysts felt the resources neces-
sa,;y to achieve 100 percent wartime manning in the Reserve Component could be
better employed by putting additional units in tne structure to aatisfy overall
Army shortfalls.
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Some analysts outside USASIX asserted that a high level of equipment fill
equated to personnel stability and retention. This had al-iays been one of the
arguments in support of Reserve Component units being equipped in peacetime at
the wartime level. Sixth US Army experience indicated correlation was
certainly valid for units which had no equipment at all. However, once enough
equipment became available for training, this did not seem to be a significant
factor. In fact, there have been indications that too muCn equipment can be
just as much a deterrent as too little. This was especially true for
equipment-intensive units where almost all available training time was spent
doing routine maintenance, leaving little time for other training activities.
The assertion that Reserve Component units should have a full wartime load of
equipment may or may not be valid on other grounds. However, except as defined
above, USASIX planners felt there was no cause-and-effect relationsilip between
equipment levels and unit recruiting and retention. 3

Under current procedure, all units in the force not specifically identified
by Department of the Army for inactivation were presumed to represent valid
mobilization needs of the Army. Existing units were not no.-Nally considered
as assets in evaluating new force structure needs. This tended to emphasize
maintaining the stkntas quo. Even low priority units now in the force became
disproportionately more ivqpcrtant than new requirements merely because they
were already in baing. However, where the new requirement could not be met
without adverse impact on the present structure, priority of need became para-
mount if the new requirement was of higher priority thar units now in the
force. It had to be satisfied even if it meant reducing, or inactivating lower
priority existing units and using their assets to accommodate the new require-
sent. Conversely, new requirements could not be "forced" into the structure

2' if they adversely affected existing higher priority units. The greater flexi-
bility provided by this concept made the Reservea more responsive to the
mobilization needs of thf Army. 4

Inspite of this responsiveness, the Army Reserve contioued to be plagued
by a high level of personnel turbLlence during fiscal year 1982. Some units
had an annual turnover of 100 percent or more. With v.nly 38 days a year to
train, developing individual skills and team building wititi'i high turnover
units was virtually impossible. The Reserves seldom had many problems getting
and keeping people in its higher-graded positions. Most of its turnover came
from first term enlisted, grades E4 and below. By way of illustration, ISASIX
$tudie6 shoval that as many as 40 percent never got to their unit primarily
I3ecause of training losses, transfers, or adverse avtion. This not only hurt

- the unit but also wasted the recruiting and training resources of the Army. 5

last year, Sixth US Army evaluated unit retention baed an the number of
reenlistments. This was the criteron uacd by the Active Component. In the
B Beserves, it was suggested that the Reserve Component shift its emphasis to
tba- numbear of people who completed tieir first teew of enlistment. Tne
leserves must reduce turbulence to an acceptable level. Recruiting and reten-
tion vereL actually two sides of the same coin-they were so closely relotso as
to be almost inseparable. The key to understanding this problem. is to learn

- moro aboat reserve soldiers; why they chose the Army Reserve in tho first V
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place; what motivates them to stay or leave. Sixth US Army could then better
define the kind of person it ought to be recruiting and how its units could
keep them in the US Army Reserve for one complete term of enlistment.

Finding answers to these questions will only be possible through close-
focus analysis over an extended period by trained personnel. Last year, most
market research and analysis done by, or on behalf, of the Army was dedicated
"to the problems of Active Component recruiting. N~ow that the personnel needs
of the Active Army are being met attention can perhaps be focused on the prob-
iem areas peculiar to Reserve recruiting and retention. Last year, Sixth US
Army worked closely with the Army Research Institute to develop researcb
programs which focused on this question. 6

Upon mobilization, the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) is designed to become

one of the primary sources of personnel fill for both Active and Reserve
Component units. Sixth US Army planners were therefore concerned about the
present practice o. putting individuals into the Ready Reserve who were being
released from military service for cause prior to completing their obligation,
e.g., Trainee Discharge Program (TDP). These people still had a legal obliga-
tion, based on their enlistment contract. However, if they couldn't or
wouldn't, meet the standards for military service in peacetime, they would be
even less able to do so under wartime conditions. In fact, calling up large
numbers of these individuals during initial mobilization, instead of providing
a ready asset, could actually have the opposite effect by clogging the system
with "problem" soldiers. 7

Anocher area of concern last fiscal year was training aids and devices.
ReserIe Copýnent units quite often had only limited aDx1ity to use their

equipment other than during annual training, e.g., tankU, Artielery. Ii was
argued that exce" Lent training could be accomplished througo use of approprne te
training aids and kevices at a savingin n cost and time so critical to the
Reserve Component. Whtue considerable progress was made in material upgrade
of the Army Reserve durinsr the seport period, twaining resources continued to
fall far short of actual reqairemeets. Sixth US Army streagnt h increases
"eqllat 9.3 prcent at midyear and continued to climb. Reserve Component
training needs afflcted the readiness postutre and threatened to jeopardize the
progress achieveu tt , idr. As new tactical systems were integrated into the

Reserve and force structure cnges wer r budet ealign for foren
raining became a critical factor in the equation. Sixth ye Arm, planners

urged a balanced level of resoarce support between equipping and training the
total force If the Army was to meet President Ronald Reagan's objective of
"-immediate readinees. -8

in the all important area of equipment readiness, particularly In high
priority units within Sixth US Army, recent budget enhancements for fenced
equipment for the Reserves helped the situation. Last year, the Reserve
F£orces Policy Board recommended that Reserve Component units be built to full

reTuired, rather-than authorized table of organization and equipment
quantities of equipment, on the theory that personnel and military
occupational specialty qualifications would follow. This was not supportable
in last year's fiscal environlment and the potential backlash to increase
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defense hardware spending. Advocacy of filling Reserve Component units with

"first line" equipment was similarly unrealistic, even if the Army could place
such orders on industry at will. In any event, before the Army implemented
inuch a policy, the first step was to stabilize mobilization requirements. in
the past year, about 39 percent of Sixth US Army priority units changed. 9

The Board advocated that identical, or at least totally interoperable
equipment, should be issued to the Reserve Component units which were desig-
nated to serve with specific Active Component units. Sixth US Army concurred
in this recommendation. However, as new equipment was developed and placed in
service, the previous generation(s) of equipment could not simply be discarded;
the equipment cost too much to acquire. The displaced equipment continued to
be used until it no longer had national defense value. Unfortunately, an
increased number of end items in the Army system caused an increased logistic
tail (tools, repair parts, maintenance requirements, etc.) and an increased
requirement for numbers of people to operate and support multiple generations
of equipment. This was an acknowledged requirement and consumer of resources,
which could ideally be eliminated if one generation of equipment existed in
the entire system. This seemed unlikely because only one generation of equip-
ment equated to stagnation of development and a danger of maintaining an
up-to-date fighting force.

Even if Reserve Component units had l00 percent of authorized wartime
levels of equipment and trained peopl- on hand, two days a month were insuffi-
cient to maintain the equipment in an available, ready-to-use status plus
accomplish required individual and unit training. The Area Maintenance Support
Activities (AMSA/CS) system for maintenance was developed to mitigate the
maintenance workloads; this system had to be greatly expanded, with a commen-
surate increased consumption of resources (primarily funds and personnel).
These increased resource requirements were never addressed. It was argued that
the nation's attitude had to be modified to recognize the existant thre&t, and
to intelligently prepare for mobilization, making available to tae Reserve
Component the increased resources required to implement the Board's
recommendation. 0

In still another area of concern, that of the fiscal year 1982 U.S. AMy
Reserve Troop Action Program (TAP), Sixth US Army voiced its concern ab-3at
stationing units which could not or had not been properly resourced. "The
practice of placing unresourced forces into structure," argxiad USASIX's Opera-
tions Analysts, lent itself, "to a degradation of the entire force and limits
our ability to develop a force capable of accomplishing its mission."'1 1

"In assessing the program, USASIX planners told Forces Command that units
which required major end items of equipment should have this equipment for
operation and training upon activation but not later than one year subsequent
to activation. A Troop Action Program 83 unit which cannot reasonably expect
to receive the required minimum essential equipment (NEE) by fiscal yar 1984
cannot be, expected to attain a reasonable readiness condition within four
years of activation. This was especially true of units heavily dependent on
specialized equipment or equipment on which a majority of training had to b#
conducted.

1 2
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Sixth US Army also suggested to Forces Command that it early-on identify
units to be activated and designate a Selective Reenlistment Incentive Program
enhancement consistent with mobilization and deployment priorities.
Announcement of units designated for this program status should be made prior
to Effective Date (EDATE) to allow the recruiting force maximum advantage to
activation data. Decis•ons on activations should be made at the earliest
possible time. Additional personnel authorization.i and unit changes demand a
realignment of US Army' Recruiting Command rescurces. Any activations should
consider the lead time necessary to hire, schGo1. train, and bring on personnel
in support of increased autliorizationi%. This time period can be up to six
m•.t. Tt is imperative that decisione bL- made at least six months prior to
effective date to allow the Reciaiting Command time to bring on and traini
additional support troop2 as required. 1 3

In relation ro personnel resou.ves in the form cd Pull-Time Manning (FT14)
an Full-Time Unit Support, it was further t ommerded that Department of the
Army civilfan tarhinicians be on board and c-,erating when the unit activated.
In this way, units would be able to start immediately on a program designed to
achieve an early operational readiness capability. Facilities should be made
available for a unit apon its activation. This was eýpecially true when units
were to be located in areas where no other Reserve units existed. The
activation of units with high troop densities and 'ow grade structures, was
detrimental to the Reserve force. Low population density required units of
this type to be placed in several widely disposed locations. This situation
of low population density existed within several of the 15 western United
States. In the future, if units oi this type are required for tne force,
consideration should be given to establishing them as cadre units with reduced
equipment authorizations.

Constdering thIe importance of zL:cloning actions, the provision of adequate
time anti staffing -ot be taken into consideration. The approval of full-time

staffing at the major CS Army Reserve CcmmandS was a step in the right direc-
tioni however, no one person effectively handled the numerous individual
actions which comprised the Jevelt.ýpment of an implementation plan. Therefore,
Sixth US, Army recommended an early approval of the addition of a force struc-
ture sectlon to the major US Army Reserve Comr&ond tables of distribution and
allowances, a xe,.act ,n ;i thle administrative paperwork required to justify
and complete an actio.n, and a longter time period for planni, development and
staffing. 1 4

On the all important issue of mobilization, General Grange, in a 1 March
1982 letter to the new FORSCO-1 Commander, General Richard E. Ca-azos, argued
£or'the development of doctrine in the-establishment, organization and func-
tions of a Seaport of Zmbarkation Coordination Group 'SPOECG). In terms of
facilitating sea deployment in a timely and satisfactory manner# the Coordina-
tion GroUp i'ssion was as critical to deployment by C;ea as the Departure
Airfield Cor.trol Group was to deployment by air. Coordination development of
the Sedpurt of Embarkation ccý-rdination Group. required the combined efforts of
forces Commaid, iPilita2-y Traffic and Mariagament Command, the Training and
Doctrine Command, and possibly the Joint Deployment Agency.- 5
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A second issue, the requirement to provide alternatives for tents to house
mobilizing units at the mobilization stations, needed to be addressed because,
as Grdnge noted, "tents are not available in the quantities we will need."
Even if procured, continued Grange, the storage and maintenance of lhe tons of
canvas needed seemed to prohibit this option. Other alternatives included the
prepositioning of prefab buildings, concrete for concrete slabs, quonset huts
and relocatables or modular dwellings (as used in Korea). The Army should also
retain more World War II temporary structures in a minimum maintenance
status. 16

Thirdly, continued the Sixth US Army Commander, the Army must identify
precisely what equipment training divisions will need to accomplish their
mission and insure that tl-. logistics system can provide it in time and in the
numbers required. For exý.nple, the 91st Division (Trainirng) was required by
modified tables of organization and equipment to have 12,264 1-16's. However,
the actual requirement, based on trainee loads, was 18,700. This left a
shortfall of 6,436 rifles. Without these weapons and other mission essential
equipment (machine guns, DRAGONS, mortars, binoculars, etc), the division could
not properly and adequately operate an Army Training Center capable of produc-
ing the trainee loads required by the Army Program for Individual Training
(ARPRINT). Sixth US Army recommended that the Training and Doctrine Command
review the equipment authorization documents, in conjunction with projected
trainee loads, to determine shortfalls. After shortfalls were identified, the
logistics systems could then be tasked to provide the needed equipment. It
was decided, Grange continued, that mobilization da% was too late to begi to
solve this shortage problem.17

Lack of communication capability at the major US Army Reserve Command level
represented another unresolved mobilization issue, argued the Sixth US Army
Commander. Last fiscal year, the major US Army Reserve Command headquarters
depended solely on the commercial telephone system for communications with
their subordinite units. During emergencies, when the commercial line load
control system was implemented, nonpriority lines were inoperable. The
ability of the Armies and their Army Mobilization and Readiness Regions to pass
classified data to major Reserve Commands rapidly was limited to time-consuming
XAC codes. Headquarters, major Reserve Command's source of telecommunications
from higher headquarters, was normally not colocated with the major command
but at a fixed military facility located away from the headquarters. It was
argued that a solution might be to provide SSB radio or radio teletype service
to the major Reserve Commands and Readiness and Mobilization Regions. Although
it was technically possible to have Reserve Component unit telephones exempted
from line load control, arrangements had to be made with respective telephone
companies. Resolution of this issue would greatly facilitate mobilization. 15

Another issue raised by General Grange, that of responsibility for manage-
ment and control of the total military highway movement requirement during full
mobilization, was vaguely defined and did not consider the impact of Civilian
Crisis Relocation programs. There was no workable plan or collected data for
the management and control of defense highway movement. Federal, State and
Continental US Army Emergency Highway Traffic Regulation Plans (ERTR) were
designed to support natural disasters or an attack upon the United States; they
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were not intended or written to manage full mobilization. This problem
required resolution amoag many agencies. Sixth US Army planners suggested
using the State Area Command Headquarters in planning. The dates contained in
the Mobilization Troop Basis Stationing Plan (t4BSP), wrote General Grange,
were unrealistic. From observation, "we are not convinced that units can load
their required equipment, move to the mobilization stations, and then move to
POE within the present pun] ished schedules." Sixth US Army, Grange continued,
"will look closely at the MTBSP during MOBEX 82 and make the appropriate
recommendations accordingly." 1 9

The last issue addressed oy the Sixth US Army Commander was the integration
of mobilization planning witn contingency planning. "Our MOBEX scenarios
exclude such likely concurrent requirements as land defense or Military Support
to Civil Defense." As a result, concluded Grange, "we have even created
different chains of command, dependent on the contingency. Mobilization has
one chain, civil disturbance operations have another, and civil defense opera-
tions have a third chaen, and operations for Graphic Hand is based on an ad
hoc command structure totally different from any other. "2'1

To keep mobilization requirements at a high level of visibility within
Sixtn US Army, between mobilization exercises, the USASIX Commander in-augurateed
the Sixth US Army Mobilization Exercise (SAMEK-81), a three-day, free play,
no-fault mobilization exercise based upon actions required during the first
three phases of full mobilization, as outlined in the Forces Command Mobiliza-
tion Plan. Conducted from 6-8 November 1961, the exercise included represen-
tatives from both Readiness And Mobilization Regions, tne four Army Reserve
Commands, and the three General Officer Commands. Of 15 National Guard units
invited, only four elected to attend (California, Utah, Nevada, Washington),
with the Nevala National Guard exercising one cuar] anit. Mobilization
stations were also invited, and three (Forts Lewis and Ord, and the Presidio
of San Franciscz..- volunteered to become involved in the Exercise.

Stressing the importance of mobilization planning throughout Sixth US Army,
SAMEX-81 forced commanders, at all levels, to emphasize mobilization prepared-
ness; identified unit level nome stations and mobilization processing short-
comings; exercised command and control and cawmunication systems that supported
mobilization plar-ninq a8- execution among the Lontinental Armies, Readiness
and Mobilization Regionas, major US Army Reserve Commands, and StatE Area
Command Headquarters; evaluated major US Army Reserve Command cal. •lities to
assist Reserve Component units to mobilize at home stations, conduct home

- stationing processing, and prepare for movement to mobilization stations. In
addition, it provided operational training for commanders and staff; tested

S alert notification plans and procedures; and prepared the major US Army Reserve
Commands for participation in MOSEX-83.21

Reserve Component units participating in SAIEX-81 reviewed and updated unit
mobilization files; exercised Unit Alert Plans; prepared updated mobilization
support requirement forms; loaded some vehicles in preparation for Phase IV,
iad conducted maximum home station processing within exeicise time in accor-
dance with Part 3 Reserve Component Unit Commanders Handbook, to Volume III,
FORMDEPS (iDraft).
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Preplanned and free-play messages were introduced to create situations and
problems for members to resolve. Headquarters, Army Readine3s and Mobilization
Region IX, was realigned into a direct-rate-type staff to test its mobilization
organization, and its staff was augmented by personnel from the 91st Military
Training Command. Directorate standard operating procedures were developed
and the mobilization table of distribution and allowance was analyzed in
conjunction with staff training. Finally, it was deterained that a mobiliza-
tion table of distribution and allowance with an emergency operations center
with a 24 hour capability was needed. 2 2 Among the problems encountered were
in tLh areas of communications, dependents, Reserve Center turn-in, emergency
operation experience, emergency road network, dependent identification cards,
mobilization documens, maintenance, coordination, training divisions, readiness
(rroups, alert notificatio-s, medical personnel, exemptions from mobilization,
and unit assistance.

In the communications area, the accomplishment of exercise objectives was
impeded by delays in message handling, even when immediate precedence was used.
The current reliance on commercial telephone service and across-the-counter,
AUTOQ)IN message delivery was inadequate for the control of mobiliLation.
Serious delays occurred in transmitting classified mobilization orders and In
processing the anticipated quantity of adminstrative information because of
the time required to use operations codes or for addressees to travel to their
supporting communications center.

The vulnerability of commercial communications was an added risk which was
offset only slightly by the existence of an unsecurred A14 voice radio net
between the Continental Armies and state area commands. The March, 1981 draft
of the US Army Communication Command (USACC) High Frequency Improvement Plan
provided radioteletype equipment for the state area commands; it did not,
however, provide for communications security devices, nor aid it nave any
provision for Army Reserve command coverage. Expansion to include both state
area commands and Army Reserve command headquarters was imperative. 2 3

Some units were not aware of their local telephone company's plan for
line-load control which prevented their making outgoing calls. Guidance needed
to be issued to alert all units to make the necessary local telephone coordi-
nation. Greater emphasis needed to be placed on preparing dependents for the
possible mobilization of their sponsor. Dependents need to know from whom and
where they will get assistance during post-mobilization. Many of the Reser-
vists' families 4ere poorly prepared for mobilization. Forces Command direc-
tives concerning the tarn-in of Reserve Centers or leased property by the
mobilized Reserve Component unit commander required additional clarification.
Forces Command Mobilization and Deployment Planning System required turning in
custody and security of Reserve Centers to the support installation. Upon
mobilization, State Area Commands may be in a better position to accept custody
and control of Army Reserve Centers. Commanders at all levels needed exercise
experience to fully understand mobilization preparedness requirements. In many
cases, this was the first Emergency Operations Center experience for Reserve
personnel. 24
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In addition, it was determinea that the control movement on the highways

during mobilization needed further clarification, especially when a unit must

cross two or mora States. Most of this coordination should be accomplished

prior to mobilization. Definitive road march data should expand upon a strip
map, to include fuel points, rest stops, check points, meal stops, etc. One
agency should be tasked to coordinate this movement activity. There was some
confusion as to which mobilization documents were to be used during a SAMEX
because of the recent introduction of Army Mobilization anat Operations Planning
System Forces Command Mobilization and Deployment Planning System, and the
Sixth US Army Mobilization Plan (6AMP). This problem was expected to be
resolved when the deployment planning s.scem and the Sigka US Army Mobilizat ion
Plan were finalized. 2 5

Under existing regulations, National Guard and A-my Reserve maintenance
shops were ineffectirs due to loss of technicians mobilized with their 'tnits.
Personnel staffing the Area Mainteaance Support Activity (AMSA)/Mobilization
and Training Equipment Sites (MATES), and California State Military Forces
(CSMS) were required to be rembers of an active Reserve Component unit.
Mobilization of the Reserve Cmponent withdrew qualified personnel from these
activities, sites and spaces. Completing the work required to reduce
maintenance backlogs could not ne accomplished with the drastically reooced
maintenance statff. This problem was identified during MOSEX-80 and is being
resolved by Forces Command and Department of the Arm;. 2 6

Greater emphasis must be placed on coordination between tue State Area
Commands and the major Reserve Commands. During SAMEX-8l, the State Area
Command-, were not sure what requirements would be placed upon them to support
Reserve unit, post-mobilization requirements. The Sixtn US Army ooDiliizatioa
Plan will define these requirements and responsibilities. Orders format in
Forces Command Mosbilization and Deployment Planning Systems for assignment uf
training divisio•n to the Training and Doctrine Command must be revised. The
question was whether c- not training divisions will oe attached to the instal-
lation for administrative matters (promotion, transfer, etc). The Readiness
and Mobilization Regions have minimam capability to assist Reserve Component
units at home station during Phase III. .Maintenance Assistance and Instruction
Teams (MAIT) were unable to assist units at home station. Therefore, major
Reserve Commands azn;d tx Axea Commands must provide home station. processing
assistance if needed. An alert plan must be continually updated :n'_. tei-ted
frequently. A shortage of medical personnel was noted; this app..ed both to
those required to deploy with units, and those who were to administer necessary
immunizations.27

Current regulations were specific as to non-deployable and non-mobilization
personnel assets. Nevertheless, there was a current belief, backed by histor-
ical precedence, that certain personnel would not be mobilized, e.g., postal
workers, policemen, railroad workers, and certain government employees.
Peraonnel requesting delays/exemption from mobilization included split-option
training, initial ADT, college students, R(YPC cadets, medical (temporary),
temporarily out-of state, single parents, pregnant soldiers, and those soldiers
who did not report, therefore, they were classified AWOL.
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During full mobilization Reserve Component units would require assistance
to accomplish legal assistance (wills, power-of-attorney, financial counseling,
etc), and medical examinations and immunizations. 2 8

Finally, in its report on SAMEX-81, USASIX planners argucd that during any
mobilization exercise, greater effort must be exerted to involVe Reserve
Component units in phases IV and V; longer exercises were preferable so
involvement of staff members became more comilete and demanling. Future
mobilization exercises should also involve a maximum number of Reserve Compo-
nent units; controllers and evaluators should be considered for future exer-
cigez to enhance controlled testing of specific areas; and exercises should be
scheduled frequently to ensure that all personnel are prepared and that
mobilization planning becomes institutionalized. An objective ("milestone",
of MO)BEX-83 should include examination and validation of Army Reserve Command
communications requirements; and the armies should minimize use of AUTODIN
messages in future mobilization exercises and rely on telephone and State Area
Command Radio Net, because of the inherent problems with transmission and
recttpt of AUTODIN messages ny major Reserve Commands and some State Area
Commands. Continental Army And major US Army Reserve Command mooilization
extcises should be given greater support, including additional funding by
Forces Command, to ensure that mobilization preparedness is emphasized in the
years when WOE%55 is not conducted. Additional funding for Army National Guard
participation in Continental Army and state exercises needs to Lw addressed by
the Army. 2 9

To standardize mobilization planning, the Sixth US Army published a
Mobilization Plan on 15 August 1982, supplementing tee Forces Command Mobili-
zation Plan and prescriDing the manner in which mobilization planning and
execution would be conducted within the USASIX area. It provided tasking and
guidance to the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions, the State Area
Comminds, major-US Army Reserve Commands, and installations.

In •uly, 1981, the Commander, Forces Command, tasked the Continental United
States Armies to identify missions for the State Area Commands, the Army
Reserve Cop mands, and the General Officer Commands and to identify major US
Army Reserve Commanders to replace deploying major troop unit (MWiJ) Commanders
at installations. In December, 1981, Sixth US Army recommended the new mission
of giving State Area Commands operational control over all Reserve and National
Guard units for-movement control-while moving through the states. 3 0 It
further recommended that the Army Reserve Command move ro mobilization stations
after completion-of their hombstation mobilization mission to organize, plan,
and activate and train COMIPO 4, and total mobilization unitsý. 3 1 This would
"-be the fir-t time Army-Reserve Commands have been assigned a mission after the

O tii�tefraae. Sixth OS Army assigned major US Army Reserve commanders to a
post-mobilization installation command. The 89th US Army Reserve Commander
was scheduled to command Fort Ailey after the departure of the Ist Infantry
Division Commander, the 96th US Army Reserve Commander would command Fort
Carson after-the 4th Infantry Division Commander's deployment. Fort Ord was
to'bd commanded by the 918t Training Division Commander upon the departure of
the 7th Infantry Division Cxomander. The 124th US Army Reserve Commander was
destined to be reassigned to command Fort Lewis upt n the departure of the I
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Corps Commander, while the 63d Army Reserve Commander was tentatively scheduled
to command Camp Roberts upon mobilization. 3 2 All of these decisions allowed
detailed mobilization planning to continutt.

In July 1981, the Commander, Forces Command directed the Armies and the
Regions to conduct a thorough instdllation mwbilizatLon plan review to permit
Forces Command to validate installation mobilization tables of distribution
and allowances. The program was divided into three phases: Phase I wa- a
thorough review of the installation mobilization plan to insure it was .uffi-
ciently detailed to easilyt execute their mobilization missions. This phase
was conducted by a combined Army and Region t3am. Phase I 4as conducted at
Fqrt Ord, Fort Lewis, Fort Carson, Presidio of San Franciso, Gowen Field, and
Camp Roberts, Fort Irdin, and Fort Huachuca. Phase II was a determination of
manpower and equipment necessary to execute the mobilization wission of each
instzllation; Phase II was completed by eac'i instdilation staff. Phase III
waa the validation of those manpower and equipment requirements into an
installation mobilization table of distribution and allowances. The entire
program was completed in September, 1982. The results were detailed m,biliza-
tion plans at the installation level. The tables were a realistic asso.. "ent
of the necessary assets th successfully accomplish mobilization and
deployment.

3 3

In July 1982 the +eputy Chief of Staff Operations published Sixth US Army
Circular 500-2 establishing the USASIX Mobilization/Deployment Improvement
Program (SAMDIP), which identified, resolved, and monitored the resolution of
issu•es which hindered mobili zation and deployment. Issaes unable to be
resolved at CONUSA level were to be submitted to Forctts Command.

On 31 Aiagust 1982, a Letter of Agreement between the Idaho Army National
Guard and Sixth US Army was signed by Maj. Gen. James S. Brov ;s, the Adjutant
General, Idaho, ai. Fa-j. Gen. Robert W, Riscassi, Commander, ARHR VIII, to
establish coordination of mobilization planning and to pro,-vide AFMR VIII
approval authorization for State and state area command mobilization plans for
Gowen Field. In addition it was agreed that Gowen Field would assume
supporting and coordinating installation responsibilities for areas as
designated by Sixth US A&cy through ARRR VIII. On 23 November 1981, Forces
Command approved the "'S&SIX recounendation that Gowen Field become a• separate
'¾ "•nd alone" Forces Command installation upon mobilization ane ¢c rroceed
with planning on that basis. In addition, Forces Command directed Sixth US
ArMy develop an intra-service support agreement which was subsequently changed
to the letter of agreement mentioned in ths above paragraph.

On 17 February 1982, ARMR VIII approved the Gowen Field Mobilization Plan
which established Goven Field as a separate Forces Command- mobilization
station. During the period 2-7 August 1982, Forces Command validated the
mobilization table of distribution and allowances for Gowen Field and identi-
fied specifi9_ support requirements for Gowen Field to accomplish
pre-mobilization installation planning and to perform its-post-mobiliz4tion
mission as a Forces Command iastaliatiion. To satisfy these requirements, Foxt
Lewis became the support installation for Gowen Field and #as tasked to provide
suppqrt to Gowen Field in the areap of automatic data processing, engineering,
legal, oivilian personnel, aod finance. 3 4
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Another .. mportant facet of mobilization that surfaced last year was Nuclear
Biological and Chemical Warfare, with all its ramifications. In June, 1981,
Forces Command officially transferred its Nuclear Chemical Accident Incident
Control (NCAIC) mission responsibility to the US Army Materiel and Readiness
Command. This relieved Forts Carson and Ord of the requirement to maintain,
train, and equip a large Service Response Force (SFR) to respond to accident
control situations. Each installation in Sixtn US Army was now tasked to
respond to a nuclear/chemiaal accident with its existing assets (primarily
fire-fighting, rescue, medical and security) when requested by the National
Military Command Center. Sixth US Army continued to maintain its role as
disaster relief coordinator for military assets within the 15 western states.
The response to a nuclear/chemical accident or incident had, therefore, become
similar to the response required for a natural disaster/eaiergency
situation.

3 5

Forces Command replaced the Command Evaluation (CE) of Reserve Component
Nuclear Capable Units with the Army Readiness Training Evaluation Progre-.
(ARTEP)/Technical Validation Inspection (TVI) system effective September 1922.
Under the new system, headquarters of nuclear capable units will no longer be
evaluated. This left Sixth US Army with a total of 25 units to undergo Army
Readiness Training Evaluation Program/Technical Validation Inspection System
testing by Training Year 1985. The new system featured each unit taking a
nuclear and conventional training program once every three years followed by a
technical validation inspection administered by the Forces Command Inspector
General. Command evaluations were replaced by the Continental Army adminis-
tered technical assistance visits (TAV) d~uring a unit's non-evaluation program
years. Twenty-four out of 25 of the Reserve Component nuclear capable field
artillery units met or exceeded their Forces Command nuclear training objective
under Lhe old evaluation system this training year. One unit was administered
a technical assist :e visit under the new system in September 1982. Host of
the coordination for scheduling of Training Year 1983's programs was completed
in September 1982 by the Field Artillery Coordinators in Army Readiness and
Mobilization Region V1II and IX. Sixth US Army was scheduled to implement the
new evaluation system on approximately one-third of its units in Training Year
1983.36

Continuing improvement in the qualification of Cnemical Operations
Specialist (1OS 54E20) was sought last year. The U.S. Army Chemical School
released a new "KOS qualifying" 54E20 transition course for the nuclear,
biological and chemical non-commissioned officer at company and battalion
level. A special training course was offered to Army Reserve school instruc-
tors in November, 1982, to introduce the program of instruction and quality
appropriate instructors. Plans we:e ongoing to implement this new military
occupational specialty course whch required 136 hours of training configured
in three Z-UTA-4s and an l1-day annual training. Tentatively, two 54E summer
annual training sessions were planned at Parks Rapid Forces Training Area
emphasizing hands-on equipment training, practical exercises and field prob-
lems. Once implemented, this program will enhance qualification levels of this
specialty and, in turn, unit Nuclear, Biological and Chemical defense readiness
posture.l
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Sixth US Army's proposal requesting a change to the Army Reserve Commana

table of distribution and allowances was approved; one chemical staff officer,
04, 74A, was added to the table of distribution and allowances effective

16 January 1983. Chemical Defense Equipment was more closely monitored by
providing technical advice on handling and storage requirements, and by issuing

revised unit stockage levels for conti-.gency and training issues to all major
US Army Reserve Commands. A recommendation was also made to the Major Commands
to transfer unit level storage of chemical decontaminants D.3-2 and STB to
central storage facilities near mobilization stations. 3 8

rurning t. another area indirectly related to mobilization, Sixth US Army,
in an effort Lo improve liaison with thp states for land defense and military

support of civilian defense missions, activated a State Military Support Office
(SMSO) in 1981. One of its many functions was to provide each state within

the USASIX area of responsibility a two-man liaison team consisting of one
colonel and one sergeant iijor. As a matter of routine, support office teams
perf, .-med their liaison functions at their respective state headquarters on a

48-paid drill oasis. General Grange, in a letter to Maj. ;en. Bkerwyn Fragner,

Commander, 63d US Army Reserve Command, personally instructed his military
support liaison personnel to become involved in mobillzati, activities, and

to provide liaison between headquarters and the State Area Commands upon
mobilization.

3 9

During the same period, weather support surfaced as a matter of grave

concern to General Grange, estecially its impact or. Zixth US Army's combat-
readiness. In a 31 March 1932 lette-, to the Commander, Forces Command, the
USASIX Commander discussed tne problem regarding authorization and issuance of
U.S. Army tables of organization and equipment to Air National Guard weather

flights. As i• impacted on weatner support to Army Nat' -onal Guard divisions,

brigades, and armored cavalry regiments, it was, wrotr Grange, vital to combat
readiness. 4 0 Dufi c; 1979, continued Grange, the 100-series US Air Force
Weather Flight Detachmc•ts were realigned CONUS-wide to support the Reserve

Component. Certain tactical equipment was to De provided by the Army to Air
Force weather flights, as directed by the Joint Regulation AR 115-10 and AFR

103-3. To date, continued Grange, the Department of the Army has not
authorized the equipment. Consequently, "weather units, which are only

authorized Air F1 zce -eeoccologist equipment, cannot train with the Army units

they support. " 4 1

Implementation of Combat Electronic Warfare Intelligence (CEWI) in the

Reserve Component did not solve this problem. For example, wrote Grange,
"while current CEWI TOE authorizes equipment for weather flight detachments,

only two weather units in Sixth US Army are affected; the remainder of our

brigades and armored cavalry regiments are not yet scheduled for CEWI support."
Because weather suppo-t was vital to combat readiness, General Grange solicited

Forces Command assistance in meeting this need. 4 2

Another problem area, that of Rear Area Combat Operations (RACO), prompted

a 16 July 1982 letter to Maj. Gen. Jack N. Merritt, Commander, US Army Combine l

Arms, Center. Having observed the Rear Area Combat Operations Command Post
Exercise, Co,:ps Defender I, conducted at Camp Roberts, General Grange wrote
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that his first concern centered on the current proposal to eliminate the Rear
Area Combat Operation Institute, a two-track approach to the rear area protec-
tion problem. As he understood it, "the proposal calIls for RACO functions
being shdred by having the MPs responsible for RACO and the engineers respon-
sible for area damage control." This proposal, argued Grange, needed closer
examination because, the rear area combat operators he observed were, "a
top-notch group of professionals," who were, "thoroughly oriented to the prob-
lem and capable of providing a critical service." He recommended splitting
responsibility. 4 3 Grange's second concern, that of observing Reserve Compo-I nent rear area threat management techniques exercises, prompted him to suggest
sending Active Component personnel to these Reserve Component exercises so that
they might track them and learn some new techniques peculiar to the Reserve
Force. 4 4

Another important sidelight to mobilization, Reserve Component Rapid
Deployment Force-Army (Intensively Managed Force List) Readiness, received
special emphasis in Sixth US Army during the past fiscal year. Established by
Forces Command in 1980 to evaluate the readiness of Reserve Component Rapid
Deployment Forces-Army units, USASIX applied much effort to upgrade the readi-
ness status of its designated units. Progress was limited, however, with 10
out of 12 units, unready, unfilled, illequipped, and untrained to perform their
combat mission within the time required to deploy. The primary reason for
this, wrote General Grange to the Commanding General, Forces Command, was the
lack of authorized resources. "Eight of the non-mission ready units are
presently organized at a low authorized level of organization (MLO)," noted
Grange and, "past cross-leveling and ear marking of men and equipment at 140B
stations and among other units in this region have not significantly improved
the deployability of these units." Grange suggested that Forces Command
upgrade these units' resource priority by raising their authorized levels of
organization. In the meantime, Sixth US Army aggressively undertook actions
to correct these shortfalls, 4 5

Finally, in three other areas peculiar to the Reserve Component, that of
disaster relief, land defense, and military support of civil defense, General
Grange passed on some observations to General Clenn K. Otis, Commander, US Army
Training and Doctrine Command. As a Contic:ental Army Commander, Grange

observed, he was responsible for planning and coordinating the use of Depart-
ment of Defense resources in support of assistance to authority for disaster
relief, land defense, and military support of civil defense. "These functions
are closely related," continued the USASIX Commander, "and have dictated
regular contact with a variety of agencies and activities which are normally
outside the purview of the basic crmbat arms officer." 4 '

Grange admitted the need to establish good relations with civilian
authorities but he questioned the time and energy it took to accomplish these
tasks, especially since, "the cost of our troops and equipment has become so
great and the time available to train for our wartime missions so limited.

" As local government budgets shrink and greater emphasis is given to civil
preparedness, Grange predicted that, "our installation commanders and staffs
will face more frequent contact with state and local civil agencies and such
fedqral acttvqitiea as FEMA." The line drawn between federal, military and
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civil activities, continued Grange," is aecoming indistinct and as our economy
and society become even mort interdependent, an understanding of the military
role in these matters becomes more important." 4 7

As a possible remedy to this situation, the Sixth US Army Commander recom-
mended the establishment, i-i the Army's senior officer and field grade officer
schools, a block of instraction covering the civil-military relationship. He
suggested a curricul=m addressing, among other topics, the zole of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, the methods in which assistance to civil authority
and support to civil defense are provided, and the roles of the Director of
Military Support, Department of the Army, and Rnaiiness Command in domestic
contingency operations. Within five years, concluded Grange, the Army could
have a core of commanders and staff officers in the field familiar with proce-
dures for dealing with civil authority. 4 8

As an essential part of the Total Army, the Army Reserve must be prepared
to mobilize in time of national emergency. While composed of predominantly
support and general service support units, the Reserve Component must be able
to sustain the total 24-division force. In addition, soldiers of the
Individual Ready Reserve are required to be available as replacement and
fillers for active and reserve units and as cadremen for new units. Even the
Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDJTF) was heavily dependent upon the Army
Reserve for a major portion of its transportation, fuel and civil affairs
support.

In addition, the Army Reserve must be prepared to support operations in
Europe on short notice. Approximately one-fifth of Army Reserve units would
be committed within 30 days of mobilization, and some units have deployment
times so short that they would move directly to their ports of embarkation waen
called to active duty. Fifty-seven percent of Army Reserve units were
scheduled to depl:_- between 30 and 60 days after mobilization and virtually
all units would be dep_•oyed within 90 days of mobilizaton. 4 9

With the Total Army thus so dependent on its capabilities, the Army Reserve
must address readiness. Being an important part of this organization, Sixth
US Army emphasized mobilization and combat readiness during the fiscal year
1982, paying parAicý,&'-r attention to readying the Rserves for any eventually.
"We must anticipate the impact of modernization on each unit in tenas of
training, operations, personnel, supply and maintenance," wrote ýneral Grange
in the June, 1982 Commander's Bulletin. Turbulence was to be expected; there-
fore he reminded his commanders to "prepare our units to take the modernization
program in stride and continue to maintain a high state of readiness." Most
of the modernization equipment, continued Grange, "will present real challenges
to the Reserve Component." 5 0

The Total Army Mission, concluded Grange, "is to provide deterrence against
any attack upon U.S. Naticnal interests and, if we are required to fight, to
win." All- he new assets coming into the system ought to, "markedly iutjrove
oar Total Army's ability to provide a viable response to any threat." In
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closng,~ieadmonishea his staff and. sukxordinAte comm~anders to, '~plan weil irV'-
otitcipation of the forthcoming equipwiint so that we experience as little

týbrbc*,2e.ce as possible during this mtodernization period.~5  Fiscal year 1982
-saw Sixcth US Artny addressing the General's conicerns and work:Lnq towards
-madert~izing the Reserve Comapt-nent with energy and determninat ion.
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CHAPTER 7

PROVIDING FOR THS TOTAL FORCE

In addition to its principal duties of organizing, manning, equipping,
training, supporting, and mobilizing the Reserve Component, Sixth US Army
accomplished other, equally important, tasks which served not only to benefit
the Reserves and National Guard but the Total Army. While less visible than
the other missions, these activities went a long way towards achieving General
Meyers's goals for force modernization. In the field of Aviation Management,
for example, Sixth US Army pushed hard for resource management surveys,
aviation safety, flying hour programs, training, standardization, and flight
courses.

In the first area of concern, resource management surveys, USASIX continued
to conduct Aviation Resources Manageme.nt Surveys (ARMS) throughout the Sixth
US Army area. From October 1981 to September 1982, the Aviation Office
evaliated 15 US Army Reserve Pnd 19 Ary National Guard aviation units and five
Army Reserve aviatiin flight facilities. Emphasizing unit capabilities as a
whole, Sixth US Army's evaluations encompassed 200 Reserve and 1,100 National
Guard aviators, and 87 Reserve and 563 National Guard aircraft. In the past,
Aviation Resource Management Surveys were document-oriented rather than
performance-oriented in £ýelAtian to the unit's tactical mission. Reserve
Component surveys integrated tactical scenarios into unit evaluations using
Army Evaluation and Testing Program tasks, aircraft training manual (ATM)
tactical/special mission tasks, and threat considerations. This trend
continued during this past fiscal year; therefore, commanders were instructed
to develop a tactical standard operating procedure covering all facets of the
unit's operation in the field and to practice "on the ground" at every oppor-
tunity. Only with realistic tactical training can commanders evaluate their
total mission capability. 1

In the area of aviation safety, Sixth US Army focused its attention on the
increased vulnerability to aviation mishaps; "Extended flying time, coupled
with the pressures of evaluation and the desire to do well, simply makes us
more suoject to accidents during the critical period." 2 Sixth US Army
reminded commanders of their responsibility to steady ,he training environment
and insure that their soldiers strive for meaningful, realistic training--
training to achieve tht highest possible individual and unit readiness--and do
it safely. "Training goals should oe attainable from the current level of
training and available resources," argued the June, 1982 Command Bulletin.
"Failure to maintain this balance and have practical goals could create an
environment which encourages mishaps to occur, thus causing losses in manpower,
material, and funds; losses which will severely inhibit the ability to accom-
plish our mission." 3 And while the fiscal year 1982 aviation safety record
was an improvement over the previous fiscal year, there was one Class A
aircraft mishap in the Army Reserve. A zero Class A safety record was empha-
sized for this fiscal year.
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The fiscal year 1992 Flying Hour Program for Army Reserve Units, another
aviation area of concern, totalled 15,865 hours (8,889 UH-I 4,281 CH-47, and
2,695 Fixed Wing hours). At mid-year, Department of the Army announced a new
policy limiting flying hours to Deparment of the Army established ceilings by
type aircraft system, followed by a directed reduction of flying hours for all
components for the fiscal year; Sixth US Army's Reserve program was reduced
across the system iy nine percent. Total constrained hours were 14,580, of
which 14,315 hours were flown (1,633 fixed wing, 8,636 OH-I, 4,060 CH-47) for
a 98 percent accomplishment. Total budget allocated to support the constrained
program was $5,289,395. Major US Army Reserve Commands submitted impact
statements to Sixth US Army which resulted in a formal request to Forces
Comand for some relief of the reduction. 4

In the all important area of aviation training, Sixth US Army emphasized
the Aircraft Training Manual program. Additionally, the Aviation Offize
developed a scenario program designed to evaluate unit ability to perform its
combat mission in a variety of environments. Scenarios vere tasK oriented and
integrated aircraft training manuals and Army training and evaluation training
tasks. Additionally, throughout the fiscal year, emphasis focused on imple-
mentation of the manual aviation related NBC and Night Hawk/Night Vision Goggle
training. Unit training programs expanded as new NBC equipment was received.
A comprehensive NBC training program was fielded during this period, with
milestones for implementation. However, lack of equipment and institutional
support for training instructor pilots inhibited progress in many units.
Nonetheless, the Forces Command Aviation Office adopted tnis program command-
wide.

In conjunction with mission scenarios, the Aviatxion Resource Management

Survey team conducted safety surveys designed to evaluate a cross section of

unit personnel safety awareness and training status. Both scenarios and safety
surveys were in cv ijunction with the Aviation Resource Management Survey and
provided valuable feedback to units and higher headquarters concerning unit
readiness. Training concepts, methods, and programs continued to improve dur-
ing this year, and readiness gas sCeadily upgraded. 5

The tiscal year 1982 Standardization Committee Meeting was held 4 and 5
August 1982 at te Presidlo and Royal Inn, San Francisco. The meeting was
attended by all Reserve Component Aviation Officers and Avia&.ion Safety
Officers. Representatives from Forces Command, National Guard iureau, Army
Safety Center, and Directorate of Evaluation and Standardization, Fort Rucker,
Alabama also attended. The keynote speaker was Jere Hickman, Chief of Staff,

Sixth US Army, who challenged each person to bring Sixth US Army aviation
units to a high state of readiness. Noteworthy during this year's meeting was
the high percentage of Sixth US Army issues addressed or forwarded to Depart-
ment of the Army oy Forces Command Standardization Committee. This speaks well
for Sixth US Army Standardization Committee and its member input. 6

On a more practical level, the Army Reserve received three U-21A aircraft
as replacements for tre aged and non-standard aircraft currently in the inven-
tory of the Reserve CONUS wide. Following extensive depot restoration (less
avionics) at Fort Carson, all three aircraft were allocated to Sixth US Army
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und subseqjently assigned to the table of distribution and ailowance aviation

division of the 63d, 96th, and 124th Army Reserve Command. Tkie Office of the
Chief, Army Reserve, requested that these aircraft receive priority for induc-
tion in the Product Improvement Program to install the King Avioknic package. 7

Another aviation program receiving Sixth US Army attention during this
fiscal year was the Individuil Ready Reserve (IRR) Aviation Training Program,
which provideil Reserve aviators realistic combat training on modern equipment
in order to prepare and retain Reserve aviator assets for mobilization. The
US Army Reservet Component Personnel and Administration Center was assigned
responsibility for reimbursable flying hours and corresponding funds, as well

as screening potential Individual Ready Reserve aviator;, coordination with
the supporting Continental Armies, installations and units, and administrative

procedures to place the Reserve aviator on active duty for training. Fiscal
year 1982 saw the start of the Individual Ready Reserve iviator training with
Army Reserve units and aviation flight facilities w!.'hin Sixth US Army. Being
the first full year for the program, 23 aviators were involved (63d, 96th,
124th ARCOMS), flying a total of 297 flight hour.. 8

During the same period, 61 Reserve aviators were entered in aviation
service as compared to 35 who were removed from aviation service. At the end

of the fiscal year, there were a total of 246 Reserve aviators assigned against
244 TOE/PTDA aviator positions. 9

Implementation of the Centralized Aviation Readiness Team (CART) coiccpt
progressed significantly within Sixth US Army. ARMR IX team members were on
the ground and operational. Team members were located at Hamilton AFB,
California, Fort Lewis, Washington and Los Alamitos, California. ARMR VIII

continued to fill vacancies with teams located at Aurora, Colorado, Fort
Douglas, Utah and Fort Riley, Kansas. Support to Reserve Component aviation
units was geographically oriented with specialized resource teams being
tailored to fit units needs.

General Grange, in a 28 April 1982 letter to General Cavazos, spoke of
Sixth US Army's efforts to effectively implement tne Centralized Aviation

Readiness Training team concept as directed by a July 1981 "Shoemaker Sends"
message. "The realignment does eliminate redundancy, conserves spaces and, in
some cases, improves the command and control of the aviation advisor/assistor
effort," commented Grange. Understandably, continued the Sixtn US Army
Commander, "the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions (ARMiRs) are experienc-

ing great difficulty in balancing a functional centralized CART system against
the resultant loss of CART responsiveness to support units, vastly increased
travel requirements, span of control problems for aviation coordinators and
aircraft support for CART team member training." In order to best serve the
CART concept and the advisory assistance effort, Grange sugge-ted giving his
region commanders sufficient flexibility to devise the stationing aad command
and control arrangements most suitable to their geographic areas and types of
units supported. "Such latitude may necessitate reestablishing advisors in
selected units in lieu of fulltime manning (FT1M) personnel," which, Grange

realized, was complicated by the National Guard's involvement in the placement
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of full-time manning positioDns. In no case, te continued, "will arrangements

exceed the total ntmber of spaces each ARMR is currently authorized by the

realignment plan nor will the spirit and intent of the plan be sacrificed." 1 0

In short, Grange wanted Forces Command approval for his Readiness and
Mobilization commanders to task organize aviation advisor/CART resources based
on their assessment of considerations singular to the Sixth US Army geographic
area. Unfortunately, Forces Command pressed for a need to quickly configure
into a pure CART alignment. "Merely slowing the transition to a rigid
standardized assistance structure," argued Grange, "obviates command preroga-
tives ,nd does not resolvn the gut issue of how Lest to facilitate the training
and readiness advisory efforts in regions that vary widely in size, makeup,
and dispersion."- 1

.LIn another area of Sixth US Army responsibility, inspections, both Army

Reserve and Army National Guard received maximum attention during the fiscal
year, 1982. In keeping with a policy established during fiscal year 1979, tae
SiAth US .rrmy Inspector General did not provide overall unit ratings during
inspections in fiscal year 1982. Instead, increased emphasis was placed on
the four functional readiness areas of Personnel and Administration, Supply
and Maintenance, Mobilization and Training, and Command and Staff. Functional
areas were rated satisfactory or unsatisfactory, as opposed to identifying
functional area strengths and weaknesses. General inspections were conducted
with a view towards expanding the Inspector General assistance roll (50 percent
inspection/50 percent assist-ince). Inspections also focused on the identifi-
cation of problems that were beyond the capability of the onit to influeice Jr
correct. These "systemic problems" were referred to the appropriate level of
command for r,solution.)

2

During the -,-ond half of fiscal year 1982, 202 inspections of National
M Guard units were conlucted in Arizona, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,

Utah and Wyoming. Also, 92 inspections of Reserve units in the 91st Division
(Training), 96th Army Reserve Command and 351st Civil Affairs Command were
performed. Active Army inspections incladed Arml Readiness Mobilization Region
VIII, three US Army Readiness Groups and three EOD Detachments. Areas most
frequently rated unsatisfactry were: (i) security of arms, ammunition and
explosives, (2) pey:x.onnel qualifications, (3) actual strength, ýq, atten-
dance at training, ET, RST/SUTA, (5) NBC readiness, (6) addit~i-',- training
assemblies, and (7) supply records and procedures. During the first nalf of
the year, 25 follow-up actions were processed. Principal problem areas
addressed during the period included: disability pay and allowances, incapa-
citation pay for personnel in jump status, training ammunition management in
the Guare. cost of living allowances for Active Component full-time unit
support peersonnel, personnel attrition rate computation for reserve component
units, and dependent eligibility enrollment system (DEERS) for full-time unit
support personnel. 1 3

During the first hilf of the fiscal year, 269 requests for assistance or
complaints were processed. r'uring the same pe.iod seven inquiries were
initiated, and two special inspections were conducted. Additionally, the
office rLovided a seminar on investigative and assistance policy and procedures
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to Inspector Generals in the 89th Army Reserve Comtatd and Kansas and Nebraska
Army National Guard. The majority of Sixth US Army service members' requests
for assistance dealt with delays in receipt of pay and allowances. Principal
problems addressed by inquiries of special inspections during tne first half
of the year included inefficient use of full-time personnel, invuluntary
transfer to the individual ready reserve without proper authority, entitlements
to continuation of pay status ("Incap Pay"), support of dependents of Active
Army personnel by their sponsors, the Army's system of absence without leave
reporting, and the Sixth US Army program for contrant training of medical
specialists.

1 4

In 1981, a need was recognized for expediting delivery of final Inspector
General Inspection Reports to inspected units. Processing typically took in
excess of two or sometimes three or more months for a final repotL to r'ach
the inspected unit. Since no written record was left with tne unit when the
inspection team departed, the effectiveness of the inspection was substantial-4y
diminished by not providing more immediate feedback. A means was needed to
shorten processing time without compromising the quality of reports, increasinq
office staffing or adding to the present administrative burden. It was decided
the introduction of remote terminals would solve the problem while at the same
time offering many other advantages.

To date, the use of remote terminals has proven to be eminently successful.
Report processing time has decreased sharply (37 days versus 66 in early FY
82). In large part, the decrease in processing time was due to the ability to
transmit a draft report back to Sixth US Army the same day as tne inspection,
instead of one week later as was the case in the past using the postal system.
With each inspection team doing likewise, a uniform workload was placed on Word
Processing, thereby avoiding work load "peaks and valleys" which were so often
the rule in the past. Because draft reports were now "typed" instead of being
hand written and because Word Processing daily received a uniform number of
reports to process, the quality of original drafts prepared by Word Processing
had improved. Likewise, the remote terminal system necessitated an edit prior
to sending the report, thus improving the draft submission and ultimately the
final report issued by Sixth US Army's Inspector General.

In the past, inspectors continually wrestled with reports of units
inspected weeks or even months previously. Now, inspectors finish all their
reports during the week between inspection periods, thus freeing them to
concentrate on upcoming inspections.

System reliability proved very high, and during the past fiscal year,
software was created to produce original draft reports directly from inspector
inputs, freeing Word Processing to concentrate on edit and production of the
final report. In addition, a means was be provided to record in computer
memory all the deficiencies found so management reports could be prepared based
upon an easily accessible and comprehensive data base. 1 5

Reports of corrective action taken resulting from Sixth US Army Annual
General Inspections (AGI) were no longer required from company-size units.
Common subordinate unit deficiencies were included in the parent battalion-
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level unit report and were addressed by that unit. Appropriate instructions
for reporting corrective actions were also included in battalion level Annual

General Inspection reports.

Thb new reporting procedures increased staff involvement in monitoring and
assisting subordinate units in correcting deficiencies. Also, it reduced
administrative workload on company-level commanders. Because of the need for
increascA coordination, the suspense fox reports of cbrrective action was
extended to 120 days. Commanders have been encouraged to support the spirit
of "the new procedures and insure staffs get invo] ved and not increase reporting
requirements by imposing needless administrative reports on subordinate units.
Separate reports will continue to be provided to all company-size units and
separate detachments 1 6

In accordance with a Chief of Staff directive, a special itspection was
conducted in June 1982 of the 91C Clinical Specialist Civilian Contract Train-
ing Program in Sixth -US Army. This inspection was initiated because of the
numerous complaints and requests for assistance received by the Sixth I'S Army
Inspector General Investigations and Asistance Office. The 91C Clinical
Specialist Civilian Contract Training Program, a one-year fully funded educa-
tional program conducted at nearby civilian colleges, brought pp'rticipants on
active duty'and gave them full pay and allowance during the sehool period. In

addition, the Army paid tuition costs, books, uniforms, etc- The Forces
Command started the program in May 1976 with a request to Sixth US Army to

identify Reserve units to participate, civilian institutions to be used, and
other preliminary data needed to initiate the program throughout Forces
Command. The Inspectoi General special investigation identified 13 issues
requiring resolution. Eight recommendations, the principle one being the
publication of a comprehensive Letter of Instruction, were made on 17 June
1982. As of I N•ovember 1982, the command was still awaiting publication of an
Letter of Instructon covering the 91C program. 1 7

The US Army Forces Command Fiscal Year 1984-98 Plus Backlog Reserve plan
for military Army construction was published in March 1982. It contained
$44,820, 000 construction requirements for Sixth US Army. During the reporting
period, construction was completed at three Army Reserve facilities (Appendix),
continued at twc and ,tar1ted at seven new locations. Design was completed on
four projects, continued on three, and started on 17 new projectý. Congress
appropriated funds to construct eight projects. The Command's V•inor Military
Construction, Army Reserve (SCAR) program for fiscal year 1982 consisted of
five projects. Three projects were subsequently added to the program; the
total current working estimate for the year was $781,000. All were funded and

construction was underway on seven of the eight projects. "-instruction in
three projects was completed (Appendix). Sixteen projects w,.re approved for
design. Tlie Command's Minor Military Construction Army Reserve program for
the next fiscal year consisted of five project- eligible for funding with a
current working estimate of $577,000.
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I the area of Real Estate, during this period, 15 new leases and seven
lease renewals were cosummated; 13 leases were terminated. The new increase
in rental cost was $198,128. Twenty-six outgrants were consummated. Special
Real Estate Actions completed consisted of the use of the Palace of Fine Arts
for the Say 7iea Commanders Concert, and demolition of three buildings at Parks
Reserve Forces Training area. Other related actions are shown in the
Appendix. I

In three separate actions, General Grange requested additions to the Dodge
City and Garden City, Kansas, armories tor use by the Army Reserve units,
acquisition of a part of Rocky Mountain Arsenal, and improvement of the
facilities for the Reserve elements of the 91st Division at Chico, California.
On 11 February, 1982, Grange wrote Maj. Gen. Ralph T. Tice, The Adjutant
General for Kansas, soliciting his assistance in permitting construction of
additions to the Dodge City and Garden City armories. "It is my contention,"
argued Grange, "that an addition to the Garden City and Dodge City armories
would be beneficial to the overall Army's training and readiness." Therefore,
he asked General Tice to intercede with the Kansas state authorities in getting
their approval to expand existing buildings. 1 9

On 31 March 1982, Grange sent a message to the Commander, US Army Material
Development and Readiness Command, soliciting his assistance in identifying
and retaining a 7 section parcel of land at Rocky Mountain Arsenal to be used
as a local training area in the Denver area to support training of Reserve
Component units. "It is my contention," wrote Grange, "that the continued
development of local training areas is essential to the Army's overall training
ana readiness posture." 2 0

Finally, in a 17 May 1982 letter to Congressman Gene Crappie of California,
the Sixth US Army Commander requested his assistance in improving the training

facilities of the 91st Division at Chico California. Grange asked Chappie to
intercede with the California State Military Force to get them to agree to
share their Redding armory with the Army Reserve units. "We believe there is

sufficient room in the building to accommmodate all of the units, despite the
apparent reluctance of the California State Military Forces to willingly share
the structure." Grange then promised to correct any deficiencies identified
by the Military Force commander. 2 1 Action was still pending.

Another area of Sixth US Army responsibility, the Staff Judge Advocate,
contributed its own share of training and readiness during this fiscal year,

providing,bastg qualification training in KOS 710 (Legal Clerk) and 719 (Court
liporter) at Parks Paserve Forces Training Area for enlisted members of the

AyReserve JiAdge 14vocate General's Service Organizations (JAGSO), other
Reserve Troo r graj Unit soldiers, Aray Raio•tal Guard personnel, an active

Avt'y sol4irar fru VotHu~aO*hca# and -two reservitts, from units in~ HAvaii, using
falities of the 6237th MS Army Reserve Schoolt Thirty--ine individuals

N-- -iteid the _tt(7Wo-eek _cot'r4e, 'afd at the ond of the fiscal year, qualification
ii these militAry occupational spscialty groups was at approximately 90 percent

Sall A&e ate mer*3al Servie 'Organioatin units authorized those
specialties. The second warrant officer and non-comissioned officer develop-

skent and refresher course was conducted a i the Presidio on 11-23 July and was
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attended by 23 persons, seven of whom were National Guard soldiers. In Marcn
and April, 1982, the 81st International Law Detachment deployed to Korea to
participate in a large joint service field training exercise "Team Spirit 82."
During the period 11-25 September, the 86th International Law Detachment was
sent to Germany for "Reforger 82."22

Staff visits to each of the 26 re .erve functional Judge Advocate General's
Command detachments were completed during fiscal year 1982, including units in
Arizona, New Mexi.-o, Washington, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, California, Kansas,
and Nebraska. The Staff Sergeant Major of the Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate General, Sixth US Army, expanded his assistance visits substantialli
during this period, providing assistance to legal clerks in Reserve and
National Guard units.

Judge Advocate General Service Organization units averaged a fill of 118
percent enlisted strength and 103 of authorized officer positions throughout
the year (103 enlisted assigned for 87 authorize-], and 129 officers assigned
of 1,4 authorized). Enlisted malitary occupational specialty qualification 3.n
Judge Advocate General Service Organization units was approximately 90 percent.
These units were capable of assuming their mobilization missions with no addi-
tional training, except for a number of court reporters, w.ho, due to unit
equipment shortages, would need considerable practical work to incre. , their
proficiency in court -eporting skills. 2 3

In the medical field, the Sixth US Army Continuing Health Education (CHE)
P'rogram authorizing Army Reserve Medical Depaitment personnel to attend
civilian and military sponsored meetings oil an Active Duty for Training basis
and/or in lieu of annual tLaining, continued to be an attractive recruiting
and retentiz incenti•v. Physician partic~pation increased from 56 percent i.n
1979 when the pr-2gram was initiated to 87 percent this past fiscal year.
Correspondingly, jhysician strength increased fro.n 33 percent in 1979 to 62
percent today. Early zoordination with Army Reserve Commands for medical
personnel in support of training sites in fiscal year 1982 resulted in all
requirements being met. All taskings were accomplished by members performing
in an annual training status, thereby eliminating the need for the expenditure
of Active Duty for Training man-day spaces to support this requirement. 2 4

In June 1982, a Medical Logistic Management Officer (67K) wa3 assigned to
the Staff Medical Advisor's Office. In May, Forces Command pro'.' ,ed Sixth US
Army with the March 1982 Fifth US Army Special Inspection - Medical Activities.
This inspection uncovered several major problems which appeared to be systemic
to Reserve Component units. The logistics officer undertook actions to
correct these major deficiencies identified within the report related to
logistics. Visits were made to all Installation Medical Supply Activities
(INSA) within the Sixth US Army to obtain visibility with Reserve medical
requisitions. These activities provided the unit's customer's daily transac-
tion registers which allowed the Sixth US Army Medical Advisor to monitor
medical supplies being ordered and issued to Reserve Component units. Medical
information letters for logistics were prepared detailing potential problems
that might affect Reserve Component readines and corrective actions that should
be taken by these unit-s to resolve these potential problem areas. 2 5
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The Sixth US Army Chaplain had a busy schedule daring toe same period.
Although Sixth US Army continued to lead the Continental Armies in the percen-
tage of fill against authorized chaplain positions, retirements and transfers,
from Reserve Component to active duty status impacted negatively. The percen-
tage of Reserve chaplains assigned against authorizations dropped from 92.7
percent at the end of the 2d Quarter, FY 82 to 87.7 percent; Army National
Guard units went from 87.7 percent to 86.4 percent. In both cases, the number
of personnel assigned was within the range of + or - 5 percent from 90 percent
of the authorized strength, the Sixth US Army Chaplain objective. Upon full
mobilization, the Army will ne 1,000 chaplains short. To strenghten
accessioning, Department of the Army and Forces Command implemented training
programs which involve every chaplain in the process. During the reporting
period, the Army approved a request from this Headquarters to assign long-tour
Reserve Component chaplains as Assistant Army Readiness and Mobilization Region
Chaplains; the action was staffed at Forces Command. Another request from this
Headquarters involving chaplain coverage for military patients in civilian
hospitals during mobilization was also approv-d by tne Army Department. No
provisions had been made for chaplain coverage in the Civilian-Military
Contingency Hospital System which called for Armed Forces Medical Centers
contracting 50,000 beds in civilian hospitals upon moDilization. Sixth US Army
proposed that retired colonel chaplains be recalled to active duty to provide
coverage at hospitals contracted Dy Army Medical Centers. 2 6

A meeting was called by the Sixth US Army Chaplain in April to plan and
coordinate all staff visits oy the Si-th US Army Chaplain Staff, the Army
Readiness and Mobilization Rpgion Cnaplains, and the full-time California
National Guard Chaplain at annual training sites. This planning meeting made
it possible for a knowledgeable, full-time chaplain to visit all annnal train-
ing sites with Reserve Component chaplains. Tae Sixth US Army Chaplain met
his goal of staff visits which calls for visiting major mobilization stations
and major US Army Reserve Commands annually and all state Adjutants General
over a two-year period. 2 7

The 24th annual Sixth US Army Chaplain Training School 4as held at the
Anaheim Marriott Hotel, Anaheim, California, 18-21 Januazy 1982. The theme,
"An Exciting Ministry in Changing Times," enabled the instructors to present a
wide range of relevant issues. The faculty included four general officers:
Ch (Maj. Gen.) Kermit Johnson, Chief of Chaplains; MG Berwyn Fragner, 63d
AECOM Commander; MG Anthony Polumbo, 40tn Inf Div (M), California National
Guard; and Ch (Brig. Gen.) 0. Dean Nelson, Assistant Chief of Chaplains for
Mobilization Management. The banquet address was given oy Dr. Julian Nava,

- until recently the ambassador to Mexico.

The school was under the direction of the Sixth 0S Army Staff Chaplain, Ch
(COL) James E. Shaw. Chaplain Shaw was assisted by Ch (LTC) A. t4arius
Christensen, Sixth US Army Deputy Staff Chaplain, Ch (LTC) Donald C. Warren,
ARIR IX Chaplain; Ch (LTC) Douglas H. Sowards, ARMR VIII Chaplain; and SG.'
Robert J. Everett. The objective of the school was to renew commitments and
to encourage continued service to the reserves. A total of 258 attended this
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school: 136 Chaplains, 52 Spouses, and 20 Chaeal Activities Specialists. From
available records this was the largest attendance since the change in USASIX's
mission in 1973.28

The Sixth US Army Chaplain served as an instructor and resource person at
the National Guard Chaplain Trrainipg Schools in liew Mexico, Forta Dakota, South
Dakota, Wyoming, Idaho, and at ramp Roberts, California. A Senior Chaplain
Training Conference an. Worksho'p, held at the Presidio, 28-30 September 1982,
determined the shape and location of decentralized chaplain mobilizatio.n exer-
cises for FY 84. The Army Chaplain recommended a mobil.zation field training
exercise to be held at Forta Riley, Carson, Lewis, and Ord. All major US Army
Reserve Commands and nine state National Guards were represented. The
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington National Guards lied
no representation. cn (LTC) Harvey b. Schaffer, Deputy 1CPAC Chaplain, gave
an excellent briefing, SGM Robert J. !.verett, Army Chaplain Office Sergeant
Major, conducted a trainln4 school for the Nebraska National Guard and 89th
Army Reserve Co'x and Chapel Acti-ities Specialists in Lin.-oln, Nebraska in

April 1982. SGM Josepn Norman, Asristanr Sergeant Major. conducted a two-week
MOS 71MI prodteing couse at Camp Parks, in July 1982. Of the 15 students
attendina, ;3 graduated. Sl No--man attended a task selection board for the
purpose of rewriting the 71M p3rtion of Army Regulation 611-201 at Fort
Monmoutn, Naw Jersey, May 193q2. 2 9

Physical security, another mission of Sixth U8 Army, occupied the time of
the Provost Marshall's Office for this period, and included such activities as
planning, organizing, ana executing the 1982 Armed Forces Day Parade, the 41st

Military Police Anniversary Ball, assorted physical securiLy staff visits, and
attendance at conferences at Forces Co-mmand anp3 Fort McClellan, A!abaca. The
Sixtn US Army Physical Se-:urity program revealed :Laprovement in the area of
physical sevuiit. of arms nd ammuitition; additionally, uaits placed more
emphasis on admina: _rative control and accountability of weapons, including
key control. Ar. important part of the staff visits conducted by the Sixth US
Army Provost Marshall Offiue included providing techrical assistance to
commanders and other key Reserve Component personnel who were indirectly
involved in the security of weapnns, ammui:ition, vehicles, aircraft, and main-
tenance areas. More than 20 Reserve Commancs aere visited during this-
period.

3 0

From 1 October 1981 thru 30 June 1982, six Public Affairs Dezachments
within Sixth US Army participated in major Army exercises. These units
provided extensive Public Affairs juppcrt by produ-ing newspapers, video taping

soldiers in the field, recording interviews for radio, and setting up media
days. All these activities proved to be highly effective.

As the CAPSTONE relationship continued to expand and grow, Public Affairs
Detachments played an ever increasing role with their counterparts on active
duty. As of 30 June 1ti82, nine detachments had a formal Forces Command IR

evaluation. Two of the detachments, the 116th from Bismarck, North Dakota and
the 107th PAD from Cheyenne, Wyoming, participated at Team Spirit 82 in Korea;
both units were rated as outstanding. They wrcte feature stories, operated a
photo lab for the combined services in the exercise, video taped items ot Army
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wide interest, and demonstrated their overall professional expertise in a field

environment. This experience proved to the commanders that upon mobilization,
Public Affairs Detachments could fulfill their missions.

The 122d Public Affairs Detachment, Army National Guard from the Jtate of
Washington took first place this year in category D, magazine format newspapers
with this year's Keith L. Ware/Paul D. Savamck Awards. Tne Evergreen was
selected by nationally recognized 3ournalists for first place due to several

significant features: Impruved format and layout design, eye grabbing photos
and well written stories. The publication continued to excel.

Emphasis from the Public Affairs Office at Sixth US Army on soldier skills
proved effective in the field. Commanders of Public Affairs Detachments had
their organizations in full field gear. The protective mask, weapons and food
bearing equipment found their way out of lockers at nome stations into
utilization by members of the detachments during annual training. Army Train-

ing and Evaluation Programs were administered by the 1st Maneuver Training
Command in ARMR VIII and the 91st Maneuver Training Command from ARMR IX.

Lack of audio/visual equipment continued to plague the detachments. Plans
continued, however, at the Forces Command and Department of the Army levels to
update the modified table of organization and equipment and develop a sound
doctrine which defined the role of a detachment under both peacetime and war-
time conditions. As determined by detachment commanders, military occupational
specialty qualification continued at an average of 90 percent. Most detach-
ments had individuals who had acquired experience in Public Affairs thru
Defense Information Schools, civilian colleges and universities and practical
expertise from working daily in the news media.

Due to the positive and interesting nature of public affairs, most detach-
merts were at 100 percent or better of their authorized strength. The first

nine months of the 1982 Training Year offered many opportunities and cnallenges
to P•blic Affairs Detachments. The biggest challenge was ro reach full
mobilization readiness. The opportunity was there to excel while at home
station during Inactive Duty Training and at annual training. Public Affairs
Detachments proved capable of meeting this challenge. 3 1

At Sixth US Army Headquarters, during this period, the Sixth US Army Band
gave 258 performances, including 122 before civilian audiences, for a total of
more than 340,000 people. During the same period, the Band toured Juneau and
Sitka, Alaska, performed in San Francisco at events tonoring the President of
Italy and Qjeen Beatrix and Prince Claus of the Netherlands. Other band
concerts included a Salute to the Medal of Honor, Independence Day Celebra-
tions, the Philip A. Connelly food service awards ceremony in Reno, Nevada, as
well as regular monthly concerts at the Schwartz-Letterman Theatre, the
Presidio of San Francisco.32

Wering this same period, the terms of seven Civifl~an Aides to the
Secretary of the Army expired: Mrs. 1Iargaret O'Brien Thorsen, Southern
California; Mr. William E. McDonnell, Northern California; Dr. William J.
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KepRler, Jr., Idaho; Harry Wald, Nevada; Oscar Mahlon Love, Jr., New Mexico;
Harr R. Arneson, North Dakota; and Dr. Margaret E. Chisholm, Washingtots.
Three Aides were reappointed: Mrs. Mnrg'ret O'Brien Thorsen, Dr. William J.
Keppler, Jr. (appointed as Sixth US Army %ide), and Harry Wald. There were
six new appointments: Joseph Coors, Colorado; Father Robert P. Hkiupp,
Nebraska; Gerald S. Epstein, New Mexico; Harold Schafer, North Dakota; Arthur
A. Riedel, Oregon, and Lloyd E. Haight, Idaho. Two positions continued to
remain vacant during this period: Northern California and Washington. The
Annual Sixth US Army Civilian Aides Conference was held at tne Presidio of San
Francisco on 8-10 November 198z. Ten Sixth US Army Civilian Aides attended,
in addition to tae Civilian kide for Alaska. 3 3

During this period, Sixtn US Army's Public Affairs Office continued to
work with the Northern Cal.fornia Chairman for Employer Support of the Guard
and Reserve (ESGR) Communications Committee, and with the State Chairman.
Mailing lists were considerably expanded, Committee memaefship - though in a
state of flux - gradually solidifiedf and mass mailings sent to tne Chambers
of Commerce in California, to employers in large organizations and
corporations, to organizations from throughout the United States thaving
conventions in the San Franc- sco Bay Area, and to the Committee members
themselves.

All was not smooth, however, as General Gre.nge pointed out in two
18 January 1982 letters to Ma]. Gen. Edward C. Binder, The Adjutant General,
State of Nebraska, and Mr. Dick E. Ellis, Executive Director, National
Committee for Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve. 'he largest employer
Support of the Guard and Reserk-e problem existing in the Sixth US Army area
was the United States Postal Service. And while the Postmaster General may
have signaled ais support for the program, many mii3-level and first-line
supervisors have not. To facilitate solutions to these problems in tue
future, Grange ce!. ies~ded the appointment of a general officer, "to contact
the local Postmaster L olved as soon as the problem surfaces in an attempt to
resolve the matter before it escalates to formal proceedings." kllis was
asked, "to assist in efforts to eduaate mid-level managers and first-line
sulpervisors of the Postal Service with their responsibilities and obligations
under the law regarding Gu.ard and Reserve participation." 3 4

Fiscal year 1982 was a productive year for many Sixth US Arm- s,.aff offices
in the areas of aviation, security, medical affairs, inspections, 4aw, moral-?
and moral development, construction, and public relations. And while these
missions may have lacked the glamour of the more visible functions, such as
logistics and operations, tnese important responsibilities played their part
in ensuring not only the continuity of Sixth US Army's mission and responsi-
bility but also in ensuring the readiness of tne Reserve Component in the

fifteen western states.
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CHAPTER 8

The Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions:
ARMR VIII and IX

In the Sixth US Army area there were two Army Readiness and Mobilization
Regions; ARMR VIII, with headquarters in Denver, Colorado, and ARMR IX, located
on the Presidio of San Francisco. The Commander of ARMR IX was also the Deputy
Commanding General of Sixth US Army. The Sixth US Army exercised its command
over a large part of the United States, its 15 western and southwestern
states, performing two distinct functions, command-and-control and training
assistance. The ARMRs provided the major portion of the on-the-ground training
assistance to Army Reserve and Army National Guard units.

ARMR Viii's geographic area of responsibility consisted of Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, North Dakota, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, South Dakota, Nebraska and
Kansas, with Readiness Groups in Fort Douglas, Utah; Denver, Colorado; and Fort
Riley, Kansas. ARMR IX's areas included Washington, California, Oregon, Nevada
and Arizona with Readiness Groups located at Fort Lewis, Washington; Presidio
of San Francisco, California; and Los Angeles, California. The ARMRs were
assisted in their training efforts by Maneuver Training Commands; ARMR VIII by
the 1st MTC in Denver, Colorado; and ARMR IX by the 91st HTC in Camp Parks,
California.

The mission of the Commanders, Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions VIII
and IX consisted of acting as the deputies to the Sixth US Army Commander for
training and readiness of Reserve Component units within their regions and
assisting the Sixth US Army Commander in the exercise of Reserve Component
responsibilities. The Commanders of the AlURs coordinated and supervised

S~Reserve Component training, and in the performance of their mission worked
particularly closely with the Deputy Chief of Staff, Training, evaluating
training and the readiness status of Reserve Component units on a continual
basis, and assisting them to establish and sustain unit and individual readi-
ness. The Readiness Regions monitored the use of Readiness Reports as a tool
for training and readiness management. In order to carry out their function
to assist the Reserve Lmponent commanders, the Regions helped to secure
training facilities, training areas, transportation, and other training assis-
tance, giving priority to early deploying units.'

In addition to the mission areas outlined above, ARMR VIII and AtMR IX
provided mobilization planning advice and assistance to Reserve Component units
to insure understanding and compliance with appropriate plans and directives.
The complex issue of mobilization continued as a particular concern during
fiscal year 1982.

In more detail, the organization and specific missions of AUMR VIII and
ARMR IX were both similar, with minor variations in practice. Tho major
difference was that the Comuanding General of AIMR XU became the DeputyComander, Sixth US Army.
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The specific responsibilities of the Commanders, ARMR VIII and IX were to
command all elements assigned to their ARMRs; assist Reserve Component units
in establishing, achieving, and sustaining individual and unit readiness; and
to coordinate Reserve Component training. The Commanders were also responsible
for establishing liaison with State AG and MUSARC commanders, and coordinating
and implementing CAPSTONE and forces readiness programs.

In the AlWRs, their Readiness Divisions supervised training and readiness
of Reserve Component units; chaired exercise planning conferences; assisted
Reserve Component units to obtain training facilities, training areas, and
transportation; and maintained the readiness status data of all Reserve Compo-
nent units in the region. The division determined the composition of func-
tional teams and coordinated their assistance visits to Reserve Component
units. It monitored thf training and readiness status of Minimum Essential

¾ Force/Risk Reduction Focce units and assisted in annual training site and date
scheduling. It also supervised the functioning and use of the implementation
of the Battalion Training Mlanagement System; coordinated training, as
appropriate, with other ARMRs; monitored all training evaluations submitted by
Active Component evaluators; and assisted Reserve Component units in the

N implementation of Skill Qualification Testing.

The Mobilization Division provided mobilization planning advice and assis-
tance to Reserve Component units, which included state area commands and Army
Reserve commands headquarters. nhey reviewed and approved designated Active
"Component installation and Reserve Component unit mobilization plans; assisted
in the coordination and implementation of CAPSTONE and all force readiness
programs; and monitored force structure actions and made recommendations. The
divisions maintained readiness mobilization data and participated in mobiliza-
tion exercises. The AMR's Services Divisions provided adminstrative support
and personnel maiz -ement services for the headquarters.

The Senior Army Advisors, another important adjunct of the regions, managed
the Army Advisor Program to Reserve Component units and assisted the units to
request readiness teams. The advisors also assisted Reserve Component units
to secure training facilities, training areas, transportation, and other
training support; supervised Reserve Component training and assisted readiness
coordinators to evaluate unit readiness; and served as principal contacts
between the Active Component, State Adjutants General, and the major Reserve
Commands. The Reserve Component Advisors advised the Commanders of the ARMRs
on matters pertaining to the Reserve Component and provided a point of contact
between the Chief, National Guard Bureau; Chief, Army Reserve; and ARMR
elements.

The Readiness Groups were established as subordinate elements of the A0lR,
and were on the same command level as the senior advisor. Each group consisted
of a chief, administrative and clerical assistants, branch team, special pur-
pose teams staffed with officers of several brarches, Maintenan.e Assistance
and Instruction Teams, and administrative teams. The groups provided branch
and functional team assistance; assisted in establishing and achieving
appropriate training level objectivess assisted in achieving and sustaining
Individual and unit readiness; evaluated readiness status of units on a
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continual basis; reported reasons and recommended action for units that could
not attain premobilization training objectives; assisted in securing training

facilities, transportation and other training assistance; provided guidance
and assistance in ammunition forecasting; directed, supervised, and adminis-

tered maintenance assistance and instruction ttam programs; employed adminis-

trative specialists to provide advice, assistance, and instruction as
necessary; maintained liaison and conducted visits to senior National Guard

mnd Army Reserve commands

in coordination with unit advisors, they provided branch and functional
L- teams to assist Guard and Reserve units within the Readiness Groups area of

responsibility or as directed by the ARMR. The group also tailored mobile
assistance teams from branch, maintenance assistance and instruction teams,

administrative teams, and other resources to meet specific =ussion require-
ments. When necessary, additional resources were requested through ARMR
readiness cooxdinators.

Branch teams consisted of officers and enlisted men assigned to teams,
organized by branch to assist in the training of Guard and Reserve units of
like branch within the Readiness Group's geographical boundary. Personnel
were assigned to branch teams on a ratio of approximately one branch
specialist per Readiness Group battalion-equivalent located within the
Readiness Group geographical area. Accordingly, the personnel of these branch
teams provided the skills the readiness coordinator required to accomplish his
mission. These teams provided the experience that permitted the readiness
coordinator to deal with mixed units.

On a more specific level, Army Readiness and Mobilization Region VIII
performed many of the same missions as its parent organization, Sixth US Army,

but on a much reduced scale. Overall training and unit performance, for
example, showed marked improvement during Training Year 1982. Annual training
evaluations confirmed units strengtn, but concurrently developed the need for
continued emphasis on NBC, communications, and individual soldiers skills.
Major training exercises conducted during this past fiscal year and overseas

deployment during Annual Training remained outstanding training vehicles, which
expandel with overall training profiles. Emphasis continued to be focused on
training to the Army Training and Evaluation Program and the Soldier Manual,
with particular emphasis applied to improved planning and conduct of Inactive
Duty Training. 2

In the personnel area, the onl", major change was the retirement of Maj.
Gen. Richard A. Bresnahan, Commander, Army Readiness and Mobilization Region
VIII, on 31 January 1982, and the assumption of command by Maj. Gen. Robert W.
RisCassi on 12 February 1982. In general, personnel strength remained at

approximately 100 percent during this fiscal year. There was, however, a 40
percent personnel turbulence caused by normal reassignments; fortunately, this

did not hinder operations and assistance to the Reserve Component. The quality
of key personnel improved markedly during this period as the percentage of
Senior Service School and Command and General Staff College graduates assigned

increased. Full-time manning (active component personnel) strength during the
year stayed fixed at 95 percent. 3
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in the field of aviation, ARMR VIII reorganized aviation personnel to
provide better aasistance to Reserve Component aviation units. They created
an aviation advisor for each company size aviation unit; i.e., the air cavalry
troops in Montana and Idaho, the attack helicopter units in Utah and Colorado,
the medical company in Nebraska, and the Crane and Chinook companies in Kansas.
They also placed an officer and enlisted aviation advisor with each Army
Reserve Command (the Chinook company advisor is also the advisor for the 89th
ARCOM). One fulltime manning Captain was placed with the 190th TC Company in
the 89th ARCZO. ARMR VIII's Centralized Aviation Resource Training Team was
moved to Denver, and consisted of 3 officers, 1 warrant officer, and 2
enlisted personnel, and provided for day-to-day assistance for major aviation
units as well as providing a centralized aviation readiness training team to
respond to region-wide needs. 4

In the area of training, Annual Training, 1982, showed marked improvement
over the previous training year, with more than 512 units being evaluated (See
appendix for statistics.) In one of the major annual training events of the
past training year, GALLANT EAGLE, ARMR VIII had 30 units participating at Fort
Irwin. While a great deal of mission essential training was experienced by
the Reserve Component units during the exercises, there were some weak areas
identified which stemmed largely from last minute logistical planning. For
example, in some cases Active Compoaent evaluators were not identified until
late, while some were not properly briefed. In addition, there was some degree
of confusion with the Reserve Component units being unsure of which units they
were supporting - at least in the early stages of the exercise. And there were
some units which were under utilized, such as the transportation corps and the
Heavy Equipment Transporter Company, who were not allowed to operate their
equipment on California highways.:),

On the positive side, medical and quartermaster units received meaningful,
real world missiona.. Of special note, the 717th Medical Detachment, Helicopter
Ambulance unit from New Mexico, performed extremely well in providing air
evacuation for personnel of the 82d Airborne Division who were injured during
a parachute assault. 6

Two public affairs detachments, the 116th (ND) and 197th (WY),
participated in T_&AM XPIRIT in Korea, 6 March - 3 April, 1982. Both
detachments had excellent training opportunities with "hands on" public
affairs activities with the Korean preps, other U.S. Armed Forces public
affairs units, and Active Army personnel. During the same period, two
ordnance companies, the 115th Maintenance Company and the 3631st Maintenance
Company (New Mexico National Guard), supported the National Training Center
during their annual training this fiscal year. Being the first Reserve
Component unit to provide maintenance support to the Center, the 115th
experieuced some difficulties in getting a full workload for all military
occupational specialties. The potential for future training of maintenance
units, however, is excellent as use of assigned equipment is increased and
component repair lines are expanded. 7
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ARMR VIII completed its initial mission of conducting Battalion Training

Management System workshops in December, 19$l, which caused it to reevaluate
and redefine its training management office functions in the region to, (1)
train ARMR personnel Battalion Training Management System principles and
techniques; (2) training Reserve Component course managers in units and
schools; (3) assist Reserve Component commanders in conducting tailored
Battalion Training Management System training; (4) monitor management system
presentations for quality control, and (5) assist Reserve Component leaders in
planning training and developing training documents.

In order to achieve Battalion Training Management System sustainment, there
must be command emphasis. Reserve Component commanders have the responsibility
for the sustainment process, assisted as required by region personnel. One of
the major shortcomings discovered by the ARMR personnel was that many Active
Component personnel assigned to the region either had not had this training or
did not understand it adequately. In the first case, the ARMR required all
advisors, coordinators, and group personnel to attend the appropriate workshop
soon after assignment to the Region. In the second case, to sustain it, the
ARMR developed a four-hour refresher seminar for all Region officers in the
headquarters. Sixth US Army's evaluation greatly enhanced sustainment by
evaluating how the training system was implemented in the unit and it reminded
commanders of the need to sustain the system. The ARMR encouraged continued
use of the evaluation system. 8

The 561st Support Group, under the comnand and control of the 89th Army
Reserve Command, conducted the Sixth US Army directed Major Logistics Control
Headquarters at Fort Riley, Kansas, from 6 June to 18 July 1982. Outstanding
logistical support was provided to the III ROTC Region, Ist Infantry Division
and Fort Riley. The logistics support period was expanded from four weeks in
Training Year 1981 to six weeks in Training Year 1982. Results of the Training
82 indicated outstanding logistics support and procedures proficiency. How-
ever, additional tactical training and rear area protection training was indi-
cated. Therefore, Major Logistics Control Headquarters 83 directed by Sixth
US Army, was again scheduled for six weeks (4 June to 16 July 1983) at Fort
Riley. The 162d Support Group, 96th Army Reserve Command, was selected as the
control headquarters, under the operational control of the 89th. It was
designed to incorporate, in addition to normal logistics support, increased
field training exercises for major logistics control headquarters participants
and rear area protection training during all three increments. 9

Combined Logistics Transportation Training 82 was another valuable training
exercise for ARNR VIII units. During the exercise, the 139th Transportation
Battalion from the South Dakota National Guard, operating under the control of
the 319th Transportation Group (Army Reserve), provided command and control
for the 740th Transportation Company (Medium Truck), also the South Dakota
National Guard, and a California US Army Reserve unit, the 729th T.ansportation
Company (Medium Truck). The battalion and subordinate units were involved in
movement of Defense Department cargo by land in the San Francisco Bay and West
Coast areas. The exercise consisted of ureal world" missions performed between
fixed facilities such as Sbarpe Army Depot, Sacramento Army Depot, Rough and
Ready Island, Fort Lewis, Reno, and others. 1 0
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Although the majority of units in ARMR VIII had some small local areas in
which some unit training could be conducted, many had restrictions which
hampered realistic, collective training. Many areas were privately owned and
did not permit fizing of either live or blank ammunition nor the use of tracked
vehicles. Similar restrictions applied on some state owned property. In ARMR
VIII, there were 25 areas which would accommodate maneuver or weapons firing
and in some instances both. This did not include M31 sub-cal field artillery
ranges. However, within the total of 25, only 11 were co2pletely adequate and
some of these had restrictions on weapons systems which could be fired. All
artillery units in ARMR VIII reported adequate areas in which to conduct M31
sub-caliber firing except two batteries; one in South Dakota and one in Idaho.
Negotiations were underway to obtain the requisite ranges for these two
batteries. The cavalry units in Idaho and Montana used Gowen Field and Lime-
stone Hills for sub-caliber and service ammunition firing. Limestone Hills,
Montana had restrictions on main tank gun firing but Montana undertook steps
to correct this problem. The tank battalions in Nebraska and Kansas used Forts
Carson and Riley for service firing; sub-caliber courses could be fired at both
these posts and at the Hastings, Nebraska training area. Machine gun firing
with ball ammunition presented a serious problem in North and South Dakota.
Camp Grafton accommodated the M-60 machine gun on a 25 meter range, but no
facility existed in South Dakota. The caliber 50 machine gun could not be
fired in these states. Most other states had adequate range facilities but
travel time to the ranges often times precluded inactive duty training firing.

Some of the training problems eventually could be overcome with the intro-
duction of plastic ammunition. Unfortunately, this resource was not then
available. Tactical proficiency was hampered by limited training areas
throughout AR4R VIII. Although some training areas offered impressive acreage,
many had environmental restrictions. Again, travel time to adequate areas
generally preclud'-c- realistic tactical training except at annual training.
Helicopter aerial gunnery was conducted at Fort Carson, Colorado, Camp
Guernsey, Wyoming, the Lakeside Aerial Gunnery Range, Utah, and to a limited
extent at Limestone Hills, Montana, and Gowen Field, Idaho. There were small
arms ranges adequate to accommodate V416 and pistol firing. In spite of the
limited areas and many restrictions, it was important to note that many units
did an exceptional job with very limited resources. Although a long term
problem, units must bjin thinking about training areas and the problems
associated with the receipt of new weapons systems. Acquisition of new areas

Sis a long term process and thought should be undertaken now to determine
needs. (See appendix for some improvement initiatives.) 1 1

Of equal importance with training, mobilization occupied a considerable
portion of ARMR VIII's time during this past fiscal year. On 22 February 1982,
ARMR VIII published and distributed the ARMR VIII Mobilization Plan, OPLAN
1-82, which prescribed the manner in which ARMR VIII would conduct
pre-mobilization planning and post-mobilization execution. Additionally, it
provided taskings and guidance to its subordinate commands, mobilization
stations, and Reserve Component headquarters. On 31 August 1982, ARMR VIII
conducted its first Mobilization Planning Conference. 1 2
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early in fiscal year 1982, the Region re-examined its approach to impraving
internal operations and determined that, as in most office environments, the
primary staff function was to process information in order to perform the
Region mission. Consequently, all forms of information processing (voice,
data, image and text) occuring within the staff were reviewed within the
context of office automation and recent technological innovations. It was
determined that immediate payoff could be obtained by expanding word (text)
processing to all administrative personnel, by incorporating automated file
processing to eliminate manual sorting and collating of recurring information,
by capturing budget information electronically during the typing process, and
subsequently applying automated mathematical functions to produce simple
management reports of internal budget management; and lastly, by incorporating
telecommunications to network the systems with automatic data processing
resources to perform data processing and with other automated systems such as
the officer requisition system developed by the US Army Military Personnel
Center. Word processing and telecommunications were also requested for Readi-
ness Group Denver. Approval was granted by Forces Command in September, 1982
and the system will be operational next fiscal year.

The Army is now on the brink of the greatest modernization effort since
World War II. ARtR VIII developed a series of briefings and discussion meet-
ings in order to bring leaders within the Region up to date on all significant
developments which will affect the Army through the end of this century. In
June, a round table discussion was held at FAMC Zý all of the Senior Army
Advisors and Readiness Group Chiefs. In September, a conference of all the
Adjutants General and Army Reserve Command Commanders was held. In November,
the Region Headquarters is planning two more force modernization conferences,
one for all of the State and Reserve Command Plans, Operations and Training
Officers and the other for all Sergeants Major within the Region. Finally, in
December of this year, the Headquarters will host it's Annual Winter Conference
for the senior executives within the Region. All of these c'nferences will
focus upon Force Modernization, specifically developments in Airland Battle
Doctrine and changes vithin the training arena that impact on Reserve Component
units. Major discussion topics in all of the previously mentioned conferences
were Airland Battle, Concept Based Requirement System, Army 86 Studies, New
Equipment, the US Regimental System, Army Training 1990, Platoon Test, Battle
Drills, Situational Training Exercises, Mulipurpose Ranges, and Simulations/
Substitutions and Miniturizations. Of all the complex systemic issues facing
the Army in the 1980's, Force Modernization is the most vital. It transcends
all that we do; it must be accomplished in conjunction with other missions.
Military leaders must have a commitment and an awareness of their own
efficiency on molding and shaping this future.14

Army Readiness and Mobilization Region IX, located at the Presidio of San
Francisco, with Maj. Gen. Kenneth E. Dohleman commanding, had its new table of
distribution and allowances approved by Forces Command and Department of the
Army on 28 January 1982. Authorized officers and enlisted were reduced by
three and five respectively, while warrant officers were increased by two.
The actual strength as of 31 March 1982 was 97 percent of authorization (see
appendix for statistics.) While the Officer Distribution Plan continued to
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support the ARHR at 95 percent of authorized, the grade substitute of 42
Captains for LTC and Major significantly decreased the experience level and
technical expertise within the ARMRI Full-time manning increased by 21
personnel *15

In the area of reorganization, effective March, 1982, there was a reduction
of 34 E-8 positions to 9-7, the downgrade of the Sergeant Major positions in
the Readiness Groups, the downgrade of the Headquarters, Executive Officer
position to LTC, the deletion of the requirement for a Mobilization Brig. Gen.
position, and the addition of Chemical Branch Assistance T eams in each Group
and a Chemical Readiness Coordinator at the Headquarters.16

Finally, under operations, Reserve Component Aviation Advisors were
realigned by Forces Command on 1 October 1982; centralized Aviation Readiness
Training became a reality. ARMR IX developed three teams, one stationed at
each Readiness Group, to effectively cover the vast geographical dispersion of
units.

Maintenance personnel from the Signal Intelligence Electronic Warfare team
developed an airborne jammer for the 519th ASA Company (USAR). The system is
mounted in a UH-lH helicopter and functions as a training vehicle for elec-
tronic operators and combat radio operators. ARMR IX has coordinated procure-
ment action to obtain commercial equipment (Bearcat Scanners) for Reserve
Component Military Intelligence Units. This procurement gave the Reserve
Component units the capability to perform radio intercept and radio monitoring
missions, satisfy Army Training and Evaluation Program objectives, and provide
training support to combat units. Coordination was effected with the U.S. Navy
Security Groun, Treasure Island, for use of their Sensitive Compartmented
Information Facilities (SCIF). Indications were that they would provide live
intercept trainxnq to Reserve Component Army personnel. The action was pending
formal approval by Sixth US Army and Forces Command. 1 7

During the first week of November 1981, ARMR IX participated in the Sixth
US Army Mobilization Exercise (SAMEX). During this exercise, ARMR IX, (1)
tested the ABMR's assumption of operational control over mobilization station
major US Army Reserve Command and state area commands, (2) determined what
additional comuunica- on was required between headquarters, (3) clarified
Continental Army and Readiness and Mobilization Regions interfac-e, .4)
determined liaison requirements amongst various headquarters, (5) determined
mobilization station support requirements for the Mobilization Assistance
Teams, (6) developed standard operating procedures for headquarters staff
elements, and (7) evaluated the transition of ARMR IX headquarters into a
mobilization posture.

The major thrust of ARMR IX mobilization planning during 1982 was the
development of mobilization plans and the tables of distribution and allowances
for six installations (Forts Lewis, Ord, Irwin, Huachuca, Camp Roberts and the
Presidio of San Franci-.co). The Mobilization Division was also actively
involved in the review of major US Army Reserve Commands and state area
commands plans. All plans were updated annually. 18
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The ARMR IX Mobilization Division hosted a series of workshops during
fiscal year 1982 with widespread participation that included the Adjutants

General, MUSARCs, mobilization stations and Headquarters Sixth US Army. The
workshops were conducted on 4 May 1982 - with state area commands, major US
Army Reserve Commands, mobilization stations, and Headquarters, Sixth US Army
with emphasis on the Sixth US Army and ARMR IX mobilization plans; on 3 August
1982 - with readiness Groups and Mobilization Stations on the Mobilization
Assistance Team role in Reserve Component unit validation at mobilization

stations; and, on 17 September 1982 - with the 91st Maneuver Training Command
on their post mobilization role to include mobilization assistance team
mission.

These workshops resulted in improved major US Army Reserve and state area
command mobilization plans and their tie-in with the mobilization station.
They also provided better use of ARMR IX's three Readiness Groups and the 91st
Maneuver Training Command in the mobilization planning and execution
process. 1 9

During August and September, 1982, the Mobilization Division conducted an
indepth analysis of Forces Command's and Sixth US Army's PROUD SABER/MOSEX 83
directives to determine ARMR IX's missions. ARMR IX initial planning would,
(1) test all elements of ARMR IX mobilization table of distribution and
allowances headquarters staff, (2) test the mobilization assistance team
concept at each Mobilization Station, (3) evaluate select Reseve Component
units from alert to deployment, and (4) validate state area and major reserve
commands, mobilization stations and ARMR plans. Headquarters ARMR IX published
a letter of instruction in September 1982 outlining the missions which the
Mobilization Stations, major Reserve Commands, state area commands, mobiliza-
tion assistance teams, Readiness Group, 91st Maneuver Training Command and
Headquarters, ARMR IX staff were to accomplish during PROUD SABER/MOLEX 83.
PROUD SABER/MOBEX 83 is to be held from 15 October through 5 November .L982. 2 0

Like Sixth US Army, the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions VIII and
IX emphasized training, mobilization, force modernization, and readiness during
fiscal year 1982. Much was accomplished but much remained undone. Given the
proper incentives and encouragement, both Regicns should continue to perform
their missions in ways that will reflect admiraly on themselves and Sixth US
Army.
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APPENDIX

TLe Sixth United States Army is one of ti-ree Continental United States
Armies under the United States Army Forces Command. It is an extension in the
command cnain from Headquarters, Forces Command to two Army Readiness and
Mobilization Regions and all Army Reserve elements in the western United
States. The commander, Sixth United States Army, supervises the training and
monitors the readiness of the Army National Guard units within the Army area.

MISSION

Lt. Gen. David E. Grange, Jr., Commanding General since 1 August 1981,
exercised command during this period. Five deputy chiefs of staff managed the
general staff elements of tht_ Army--Personnel and Administration, Operations,
Training, Logistics, and Resource Management--while nine other chiefs managed
some of the special staff elements. In addition to the major and minor
offices, the command group included a Secretary of the General Staff, a
Protocol Office, an Organizational Effectiveness Office, Reserve Component

4 Advisors, and an Advance Planning Group. Finally, there were two Army Readi-
ness and Mobilization Regions, VIII and IX.

The Sixth US Army commander operated under the supervision of the comman-
der, FORSCOM, who issued directives, policies, planning, and pcogram guidance,
approved programs, priorities, resource allocations, and other matters of
command direction. The Army was autho ".zed direct communication with other
major Army commands and with heads of DA staff and field operating agencies on
matters of mutual interest. The Sixth US Army Commander was assigned five
principal FORSCO14 missions--to command the US Army Reserves, assure readiness
in the Reserve Component. supervise training of the Army National Guard,
provide area representation and liaison, and area emergency plans and
operations.

More specifically, the Sixth US Army commander directed all assigned US
Army Reserve tables of organization and equipment and tables of distribution
and allowance troop program units and reinforced training units to include
supervision of recruiting, organization, stationing, training, and arranging
for administrative and logistical support of assigned units. He also exercised
command over Reserve training divisions and i•eserve schools.

The commander supervised the training of non unit Reserve personnel, except
for mobilization designees not assigned to Sixth US Army, when ordered to
active duty for training for annual training with, or otherwise attached to US
Army Reserve and Army National Guard units within USASIX's assigned geographic
area. He commanded the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions (including
requisitioning for and the distribution of military personnel and employment
and utilization of civilian technicians.)
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As training supervisor of the Army National Guard, the Commanding General,
Sixth US Arm,* scheduled and supervised the training of the Guard and coordi-
nated with installation commanders of the Active Component support required
for the training of the units involved (excluding aIr defense on-size units).
The Sixth US Army commander also determh4ned t'he effectiveness of National Guard
units to perform mobilization missions and he conducted annual general inspec-
tions and training inspections of Guard unitb.

During the past fiscal year, the commander planned for the execution of
C0NUSA defense to include joint operations, for combined defense with civilian
authorities, for the execution 'f NSC post-attack information collection,
pre-attack and post-attack measures, and for tha continuity of operations.
Additionally, he planned for the axecution of mobilization, of Reserve Compo-
nent units as directed, and the coordinated mobilization pla.as by Reserve
Component units located in the Sixth Army area. He ensured that coordination
of mobilization plans betweer. Reserve Component units and their mobilization

stations (installations) were accomplished.

The commanding yaeýeral supervised and planned support required to accom-
plish geographic oriented activities, Reserve Component-'s participation in the
Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic program, and as directed, support
required for other Federal agencies. He coordinated and maintained as liaison
with State Govetaors and other high government officials, Civilian Aides to
the Secretary of the Army, and State Adjutants General, and he coordinated
when required, Reserve Component oriented public information activities
and community relations iit the Sixth US Army area.

.Faiily. the c(Anander maintained liaison with state and regional lawenforcement agencies wLthir. the Sixth US Army area, and he provided detailed
technical evaluations cf Reserve unit maintenance programs; conditions of

material; supply - d food service operations for commanders and staff elements
in "ssesssing the adeqLacy of logistics support and the logistics readiness Uf
USAh units through the Command Logistics Evaluation Team (COLET).

OIWANIZATION

Sixth (IS Arm 's -mm,-nd was essentially composed of 15 weste"n states. It
commanded the US Army Reserve (USAR) "inits with training supervi is of the
Army Nati'nal Guard (AWNG) within these 15 western states. As a consequence
of this division, Sixth US Army had two distinct chains of command that were
in reality the two separate functions reflected in organization terms. Firr.t,
the USAR units responded to the major United States Army Reserve Command
(MUSARCs) for command and control purposes, but at the same time they were
receiving on-the-ground training assietance from the Army Readiness and
Mobilization Regions and the ARMRs Readiness Groups. The MI4SARCs were staffed
by reservists and a cadre of civxlian technicians and Active Army advia.rs.
They were to be the intermediate levels of command in the event of
mpbilization to carry on most of the normal command and control functions.
However, due to their limited training time and the broad base of uit.s they
commanded, they were assisted in many of their training and evaluation
responsibilities by other parts of the Sixth US Army organization. USASIA
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Headquarters provided direct training to the Reserve Component units; the

Readiness and Mobilizations and Readiness Groups, staffed by Active Army and
some civilian personnel, provided assistance training. They were responsible
for translating the "One-Army" concept into reality. Without their expertiae,
as well as that of the other Active Component experts brought in on temporary
additional duty, it is difficult to imagine the Reserve Component units main-
taining any semblance of military occupational specialty qualification.
Although National Guard units received extensive training aids and supervision
from Sixth US Army, they were under different chains of command in peacetime.
If, however, a national emergency required their mobilization, they would be
under the command of the Sixth US Army Commanding General.

Headquarters, Sixth US Army

The Command Group, general staff, special staff, and the ARMRs, made up
the Headquarters, Sixth US Army. Although technically an extension of the
Headquarters, the ARNRs were physically separated from the headquarters and
each had its own commander. The Command Group consisted of the Commanding
General, the Deputy Comman4ing General (who also served as Commander, AR14R IX),
the Chief of Staff, the Assistant Chief of Staff, the Secretary of the General
Staff, The Advance Planning Group, Reserve Component Advisors, Protocol and
the Organizational Effectiveness Office; the Deputy Chiefs of Staff for
Resource Management, Logistics, Operations, Training, and Personnel and
Administration composed the general staff. The special staff was made up of
the Office of Strength Improvement, Chaplain, Engineer, Provost Marshal, Staff
Medical Advisor, Aviation Office, Inspector General, Public Affairs Office,
Staff Judge Advocate and Automation Management Office.

Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions

The two Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions, previously mentioned, are
ARMR VIII, located in Aurora, Colorado and ARUR IX, located on the Presidio of
San Francisco with Headquarters, Sixth US Army. Their primary responsibilities
were the training and readiness of the Reserve Component units in their
geographic areas. The activities and responsibilities of each ARMR were
described in Chapter 8.

Major United States Army Reserve Commands

The major United States Army Reserve Commands were the next level of
command below the Commanding General of Sixth US Army. The MUSARCs func-
tioned, on the one hand, as distinct Army Reserve headquarters but, on the
other, served, de facto, as a part of the chain of command. This close rela-
tionship between two segments of the Total Army was effective, and became more
so as the year progressed. The staff of :he Sixth US Army worked closely and
well with their counterparts on the MUSARC level.
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The Command Group

The Chief of Staff and the Assistant Chief of Staff

The Chief of Staff directed and coordinated the headquarters staff. The
Assistant Chief of Staff acted as the Chief of Staff in the latter's absence
and otherwise assisted the Chief of Staff as directed. He also reviewed
selected staff actions for the Chief and recommended courses of action; coor-
dinated and directed staff actioq in matters of an interdisciplinary nature;
monitored Sixth US Army- staff pc edures and administration; proposed changes
as.appropriate; and was the infornal point of contact for ARMR VIII and
Presidio of San Francisco sraff.

The Advisors: ARNG and USAR

A thorough knowledge of the issues and pronounced problems in the Reserve
Components was required for Sixth US Army's Command Group. Therefore, it
possessed two Advisors, the Army dational Guard Advisor and the US Army Reserve
Advisor. The Guard Advisor advised the USASIX Commander concerning all matters
pertaining to Army National Guard structure, performances, and special charac-
teristics. He also established and maintained personal liaison with the 15
State Adjutants General and their principal staff members in the Sixth US Army
area. As the most knowledgeable individual on Guard issues, he provided
information concerning the Army National Guard to the USASIX staff and assisted
the Commander and his staff in resolving National Guard issues and problems.
The Advisor also represented the Commander at Guard association meetings and
accompanied him on staff and training visits.

The duties of the US Army Reserve Advisor were similar in nature to the
National Guard Advisor. The Reserve Advisor also advised the Commander on all
Army Reserve matters, assisted the staff in developing policy and directives
related to the Army Reserve, and monitored staff relationships with Reserve
Commands and recommended changes, as appropriate. He maintained liaison with
the Chief, Army Reserve and other Army Reserve Advisors to the Department of
the Army, Forces Command, Training and Doctrine Command, and CONUSAs. The
Advisor also conducted periodic visits to Reserve Commanders and staff,
represented the Commander at Reserve military association meetings, and accom-
panied the Commander on staff and training visits.

INTERNAL SIXTH US ARMY ORGANILATION

The Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel and Administration (DCSPA) was
responsible for the personnel management of Reserve and Active Military and
civilian personnel within Sixth US Army; for safety; morale; equal opportunity;
and personnel accounting and administration for the Headquarters, for ARIERs
VIII and IX, and for Sixth US Army Reserve troop program units. The office
also had responsibility for and representation on various boards throughout
the year. In addition, the office took on the responsibilities of the Office
of Strength Improvement, which included formulating Sixth US Army policies,
programs, and procedures designed to improve Reserve Component strength. The
office also advised the Sixth US Army Commander on strength matters pertaining
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to the major US Army Reserve Commands, General Officer Commands, and Army
National Guard Commands in the USASIX Area. It developed programs designed to
increase enlisted and officer strength and directed and sonitored the execution
of other agencies and commands involved in improving the strength of units
within Sixth US Army. This Office also assisted in the procurement of medical
personnel through coordination with local staff elements of the Army Medical
Department personnel.

The DeMUty Chief of Staff, Operations (DCSOPS) supervised Reserve Component
mobilization preparedness and exercises, developed and maintained mobilization
plans, general war plans and supporting plans for CONUS land defense contin-
gencies. The office coordinated preparation of contingency and war plans with
other military services, and it developed and maintained supporting plans for
military assistance to civil authorities in domestic emergencies, natural
disasters and civil defense. It supervised crisis action team augmentation
and operated and maintained an Emergency Operation Center responsive on a
24-hour basis. It coordinated military assistance to civil authorities and
other federal agencies in natural disaters, initiated, supervised, and moni-
tored Sixth US Army military support during domestic emergencies, crisis
situations, and exercises, and coordiaated electronics-communications matters.
It also recommended the organization and stationing of Reserva units and coor-
dinated this stationing with State Adjutants General, and it reviewed t.'e Sixth
US Army Military Construction Army Reserve (MCAR) 10 year program priority list
and developed priorities for proposed construction. It implemented direct
stationing and force structure actions pertaining to Sixth US Army, and recom-
mended clhnges, modifications, and deletions to the Army Reserve troop ba-is
and Army Reserve unit authorization documents. Finally, it published guidance
on Army Reserve Troop Action Program documentation, established Full-Time
Manning (FTM) positions far the Reserve and provided market analysis in support
of stationing dec4sions for Army Reserve units. The office also managed the
Sixth US Army Histocical Program, Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical training
and evaluation of Reserve and National Guard units, and intelligence and
security activities. The office advised and assisted the major US Army Reserve
Commanders on strength improvement programs, managed day-to-day functioning of
the Sixth US Army Strength Improvement Programs, and developed and administered
USASIX reenlistment operations and programs.

The Deputy Chief of Staff, Training (DCST), was responsible foz ýeserve
Component, individual and unit training and evaluation of Inacti • Duty Train-
ing and Annual Training of the Reserve Components, as stated in bixth US Army
Regulation 10-2. The fashion in which the Training office carried out its
tasks was influenced by the readiness and abilities of the Reserve Component.
It evaluated all inactive duty training and training management of Reserve
Component units, developed inactive duty training evaluation policies and
procedures, and supervised the Sixth US Army inactive duty training evaluation
program. It developed and promulgated Sixth US Army unit training policies
and exercised staff supervision over established policies and programs. It
also managed the Annual Training program of the Reserve Component units as
well as monitoring programs of the Active Component Training Assembly (ATA)
program for the Reserves. Finally, it controlled input and monitored
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attendance at all service schools of Reserve personnel and recommended and
promulgated policy governing the establishment, supervision and operations of
Reserve schools.

The Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, provided logistic support for the
operational readiness of Reserve Component units and monitored Army Reserve
logistical support and the logistics readiness programs. Specifically, the
Logistics Office reviewed all plans involving Sixch US Army mission responsi-
bility and developed and provided appropriatt logistice.t input to contingency,
emergency, mobilization, operational, general war, and joint service plans.
It prepared detailed analysis reports reflecting the logistics readiness status
of each reporting major US Army Reserve and Army National Guard Command, and
it took remedial action to correct logistics readiness deficiencies within the
Reserves. Finally, its Command Logistics Review Team Office established,
maintained, and conducted CLRT and CLRTX Programs, within the guidance of Army
Regulation 11-14 as supplemented by Forces Command, in order to determine the
logistical readiness of Army organizations, and it provided in-depth
assistance to Army Reserve individuals who were responsible for accomplishing
specific logistics functions and tasks.

The Deputy, Chief of Staff, Resource Management (DCSRM) controlled the
budget, analyzed and reviewed requirements, and reallocated or shifted
resources. An important but less visible sector of the office analyzed and
forecast needs for the coming fiscal year by providing budget estimates and
assessing what had been accomplished, and how efficiently, through review and
analysis. In assessing priorities and forecasting needs, the DCSRM worked with
all staff offices within Headquarters, Sixth US Army, the installations in the
USASIX area, and subordinate commands. The uniqueness of the Resource Manage-
ment function was that it actually controlled the resources with which other
staff officers met their sponsibilities.

The Office of the Inspector General (OSI) was responsible for inquiring
into and reporting on matters pertaining to the accomplishment of missions,
discipline, efficiency, and morale of the Reserve Component units stationed in
the Sixth US Army area and the Active Component personnel assigned to the
CONUSA. The office also protected the rights of individual members and the
best interests of the Army. More specifically, it conducted general and
special inspections of both Reserve and National Guard (and occasionally Active
Component) units, and conducted special studies as needed.

The special staff responsibilities of the Staff Medical Advisor (SMA) were
medical service matters. The Medical Advisor supervised major US Army Reserve
Command medical activities; advised on Reserve Component medical training;
medical unit annual training; annual training site medical support; medical
unit stationing and readiness; medical contingency and mobilization support
plans; medical personnel recruiting, retention, and management matLers. The
Staff Medical Advisor also advised the Reserve Components on health care
entitlement and medical logistics; be monitored and coordinated civil support
programs; and be maintained liaison with regional health authorities and
medical commands.
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The staff responsibility of the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) covered civil
and military legal matters. The Judge Advocate coordinated and supervised the
training and use of Reserve judge advocate officers and detachments, furnishing
legal advice and assistance. The Staff Judge Advocate reviewed contingency
and emergency plans for legal ramifications, determined legal sufficiency of
investigative reports, and recommended appropriate action. The Staff Judge
Advocate maintained liaison with the civilian legal profession and accepted
service of legal process on behalf of the Commander, Sixth US Army.

The Engineer Office had special staff responsibilities to advise on
engineer matters; real estate management and facilities use; management of
Military Construction, Army Reserve, (MCAR) and Military Minor Construction,
Army Reserve (WICAR) Programs; the management of environmental and energy
conservation programs, and to monitor and provide technical advice and assis-
tance to State Reserve Forces Facilities Boards. The office also represented
the Commander as Field Representative of the Secretary of the Army for imple-
mentation of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and it provided a mili-
tary liaison officer to the National Park Service.

The Aviation Office had the special staff responsibility of Army aviation
management. The responsibility entailed a number of functions. The office
managed the Sixth US Army Aviation Master Program; supervised And inspected
the training of Reserve and Active Component aviators and aviation units;
established and supervised the Sixth US Army Flight Standardization Program;
supervised the aviation accident pre-;ention program; and managed the Sixth US
Army Flying Hour Program. It also advised and coordinated the requirements
for stationing, activating, inactivating, and organizing Sixth US Army aviation
units; determined the use and availability of aircraft; approved local flying
rules and local flying areas; coordinated mutual support plans for Active and
Reserve Component aviation units; processed flight status requests for Reserve
aviators and Actii. Component nonaviation crew members and noncrew members.I The division also processed senior and master aviator designation requests for
Reserve and Active Component aviators and executed actions for Reserve Compo-
nent unit and facility/activity, axd aviation awards.

The special staff responsibility of the Chaplain (CH) was religious
activity. The C,•apl 'n dietermined chaplain requirements; assisted recruiting,
appointing, and assigning chaplains and enlisted assistaits. The Chaplain
attended seminars and civilian church conferences; visited church organizations
to publicize the chaplain program; maintained professional files on chaplains
and enlisted assistants; and supervised chaplain training and conducted train-
ing conferences. He also advised on religious, morale, and moral matters, and
maintained liaison with various church organizations.

The special staff responsibilities of Provo4* Marshal (PM) were military
police and physical security activities. The Provost Marshal provided staff
advice on all functions of military police activities to include discipline,
law and order, crime prevention, civil disturbances, and civil disaster opera-
tions. The Provost Marshal also supervised the Physical Security Program with
primary emphasis on weapons, ammunition, vehicles, and aircraft. He also
monitored and made recommendations concerninq training, equipping, mobilizing,
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and stationing Reserve Component Military Police units, and established and
maintained liaison with local, county, state, and federal law enforcement and
"security agencies as weli as maintaining a working relationship with the
installation Provost Marshal on criminal matters affecting the command.

The Automation Management Office (AMO) had the special staff responsibility
of managing the automation resources of the Sixth US Army. The A40 was tasked
to promulgate automation directives and policies; develope coordinated and
executed plans for the Command's Automation Management Program; operate the
Command's Automated Data Processing Equipment and manage the Continental Army
Management Information System; served as a bridge between staff elements and
various supporting NISOs; advised concepts; assisted the Deputy Chief of
Staff, Training in the supervision of Automated Data Processing training tor
Reserve Component personnel; and supervised the World-Wide Military Command
and Control Entry System (WES) terminal operations.

The Public Affairs Office (PAO) supervised all external and internal
information activities, as well as all public information actions. It main-
tained liaison with the news media, operated a press center for various
projects, set up news conferences, prepared news releases, and informed the
Sixth US Army Commander of pertinent news items. Additionally, the office
managed the Sixth US Army's command information program, published command
information materials, monitored Reserve Component publications for compliance
with Army and Forces Command information policies and provided public affairs
support to the USASIX recruiting and retention program. It developed, revised,
and evaluated public affairs annexes to Sixth US Army plans and provided
personnel, budget, and management support to the office. 'inally, it evaluated
and assisted 20 Reserve Component Public Affairs Detachments (PADs) and seven
major US Army Reserve Command Public Affairs Offices.

The special staff responsibilities of the Office of Strength Improvement
(OSI) were to formulate Sixth US Army policies, programs and procedures
designed to improve Reserve Component strength. The office advised the Sixth
US Army Commander on strength matters pertaining to the Reserves, major US Army
Reserve Commands, General Officer Commands, and Army National Guard Commands
in the Sixth US Army area. It developed programs designed to increase enlisted
and officer strength and directed and monitored the execution of such programs
at subordinate levels, and cooperated with other agencies and commands involved
in improving strength of units within Sixth US Army.

MAJOR REORGANIZATIONS

The major organizational change within Sixth US Army occurred on 30
September 1982 when the Office of Strength Improvement (OSI) was deactivated
as a special office under the Chief of Staff. On 1 October 1982, the office
was transferred to the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel and
Administration. 1 Another significant development was the establishment of
the Advanced Planning Group on 3 August 1983 by the Sixth US Army Chief of
Staff. Its purpose, wrote Brig. Gen. Jere L. Hickman, Sixth US Army Chief of
Staff, was "to examine long-range problems or trends that will affect the
manner in whic' Sixth US Army will conduct its business in the future, and to
develop long-range programs that will help provide direction in accomplishing
future missions." 2
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On 8 March 1982, the Organizational Effectiveness Office was transferred
from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource Management, to the
Command Group. Under the direct supervision of the "ssistantw Chief of Staff,
this change was made in order to more effectively manage organizational effec-
tiveness resources for several projects being implemented by the Chief of
Staff. 3 Finally, on 1 February 1982, the Sixth US Army Protocol Office was
placed under the direct supervision of the Assistant Chief of Staff. This
change in supervisory authority, -.&om the Secretary of the General Staff to
the Assistant Chief of Staff, as well as the addition of one officer and two
enlisted personnel to the Protocol Office, was a result of the increased
emphasis on protocol services desired by the commander. 4

MAJOR PESSONNEL CHANGES

During the reporting period, the Sixth US Army Chief of Staff, Brig. Gen.
Robert S. Young, retired from the service and was replaced by Brig. Gen. Jere
L. Hickman. A retirement dinner and ceremony was held for General Young on 19
and 20 January 1982, respectively; both were presided over by the Sixth US Army
Commander, Lt. Gen. David E. Grange, Jr. General Hickman assumed the duties
of Chief of Staff on 1 February 1982 and was given an Honors Ceremony on
11 February.

5

The Assistant Chief of Staff, Colonel Richard J. Blake retired and departed
the command on 30 November 1981. On 6 January 1982, Colonel Joseph A. Villa
assumed the position of Assistant Chief of Staff. 6

PERSONNEL STATISTICF,

HRDUWARTERS STRENGTH

Sixth Army authorized strength for fiscal year 1982 was as follows:

OFFICERS WARRANT OFFICER ENLISTED

132 2 80

The Officer Distribution Plan for the headquarters was 91 for commissioned
officers and two for warrant officers. This translates into the headquarters
being supported at 76 percent of authorized strength. The aesigned strength
at the headquarters at the end of the fiscal year was as follows:

OFFICERS WARRANT OFFICER ENLISTED

121 2 787

Figure 17: Personnel Streagth

APPOINMENT OF CCUMISSIONED AND WARRANT OFFICERS. There were 739 cases
procesesed leading to the appointment of 74 commissioned officers and 77
warrant officers. Out of the 739, 141 have been disapproved with 447 pending.
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COMM13STMID OFFICERS APPOINTED

Unit Vacancies Concurrent Active D!Ity Control Group

40 7 27

WARRANT OFFICERS APPOINTED

Unit Vacancies Concurrent Activf r Duty Control Group

34 41 2

Figure 1S: Officer Strength

ThLre were 76 commissioned officers and 6 warrant officers who applied for
recall to active d&ty. Twenty-two were disapproved; 60 were still pGndin5.
The applications for appointment with concurrent active duty were extre4wly
t•me-consuming- The Forces Command was requested to h&ve this function trans-
ferred to khe US Army Yeserve Personnel and Administration Center. Due to the
many telephone calls requesting information an instru.tiens pamphlet. was
scheduled to be developed. Hopefully this will answer sone of the questions
from the applicants, allow them to better fill out the f.rms and instruction
pamphlet, and alleviate some of the backlog in the appointment section. 8

SELECTIVE RE2TENTION BOARDS. A statistical summary of the Sixth US Army Selec-
tive Retention Boards for Calendar Year 1982 were as follows:

Considered Retained Removed from TPU

Colonels 116 104 12
Lientenant Colonels 107 96 11

Majors 31 30 1
Captains 2 2 0
CV4 24 22 2
CW3 16 12 4
CW2 13 13 0
wOl I 1 0
TOTAL 310 280

Figure 19; Selective Retention Board

Secmrtl officers ta-At were removed from Troop Program Units positxona by
the Selective Retention Board and transferred to che Army Reserve Control
Group were being reaoaigned back to Sixth US Army Troop Program Unit's without
the approval of this headquarters. Therefore, Sixth US Army implemented a
policy to ersure that officers who have been removed by a Selecti%'. Retentio"n
Board under Chapter 9. Army Regulation 140-10 in this CONUSMA or any i.ther
COtM3A 4ill not be assigned t.- this command withomut the approval of this
headquarters.
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Summary of other Board actions was as follows:

Initiated Finalized

Physical Fitness Boards 2 1
Elimination Boards 5 2
Conscientious Objector

Figure 20: Selective Retention Boards

SIXTH US ARMY NATTONAL GUAJR) STRENGTH

MONTH ENDING: 30 September 1982

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH ASSIGNED STRENGTH PERCENT NET

STATE OFF NO EP AGO OFF WO EP AGG ____CHANGE

AZ 339 180 4606 5125 406 149 4054 4609 89.9 +46

CA 1670 465 19104 21239 1558 423 15541 17522 82.4 +230

CO 308 98 2953 3359 349 99 2839 3287 97.8 -1

i1 232 00 2627 2959 235 89 2397 2721 91.9 -7

KS 518 13S 6627 77L3 465 130 5308 5903 81.0 +39

MT 208 84 2422 2714 217 73 2374 2664 98.1 +18

14D 190 72 2469 2731 221 65 3171 3457 126.5 -42

S329 111 4258 4698 345 99 4019 4463 94.9 +36

NH 27T 66 3494 3835 303 65 3746 4114 107.2 -21

NV 121 44 1002 1167 130 43 903 1076 92.2 +4

OR 524 111 6938 7573 477 116 6635 7228 95.4 +24

SD 285 73 3472 3830 318 77 3793 4188 109.3 +4

UT 565 158 4376 5099 537 145 4005 4687 91.9 +26

WA 45G 146 5327 5921 415 138 4749 5302 89.5 +78

WY 153 43 1582 1778 15'i 50 1505 1712 96.2 +22

TOTAL 616"7 -1889 71257 79513 613•3 1761 65039 72933 91.9 +456

Figure 21: Sixth US Army ARWG 5trength, FY82
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SIXTH US ARMY ARNG STRENGTH

1MONTH ENDING: 30 September 1981

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH ASSIGNED STRENGTH PERCZNT NET
STATE OFF WO EP AGG OFF WO EP AGG I, CHANGE

AZ 322 143 4316 4781 410 146 3785 4349 90.9 +185
CA 1660 456 19200 21316 1572 410 14287 16269 76.3 +217
CO 306 97 2886 3289 337 94 2769 3200 97.3 +26
ID 232 99 2603 2934 225 94 2367 2686 91.5 +105
KS 501 135 6648 7292 460 129 4965 5554 76.2 +54
XT 208 84 2422 2714 208 73 2126 2407 88.6 +74
ND 181 65 2347 2593 203 57 3128 3388 130.6 +35
NE 333 101 4192 4626 327 102 3779 4208 91.0 -25
NN 276 62 3350 3688 278 60 3535 3873 105.0 -14
NV 121 45 1013 119% 117 44 903 1064 88.7 +10
OR 508 105 5627 7240 432 110 5894 6436 88.9 +356
SD 283 72 3463 3818 301 75 3576 3952 103.5 +15
UT 561 158 4355 5074 499 1.:6 3674 4309 84.9 +41
WA 450 146 5319 59."5 400 138 4389 4927 83.2 +54
WY 154 44 1598 1795 159 50 1509 1718 95.7 +24
TOTAIL G104 1312 70359 78275 5936 1718 60696 68340 87.3 +1157

Figure 22: Sixth US Army ARNG Strength, FY81

Conferences/Exe rcises

The Sixth U6 Army Mobilization Exercise:

The Sixth U3 Aý.w- YMoýilization Exercise (S.AbEX-81) was initiated by the
Sixth US hrmy Commander following Mobilization Exercise 80 (MOBEX-80) as a
means of keeping mobilization requirements at a high level of visibility within
Sixth US iArty betveen mobilization exercises. The general concept of SAMEX
was to conduct a three-day, free play, no-fault mobilization exercise based
upon actions required during the first three phases of FULL mobilization, a3
outlined in the kozcct Command Mobilization Plan.

SAMEX-81 was conducted during the period 6-8 Novembar 1981. Tk)e Sixth US
Army Commander directed both readiness regions and the fo'r Army Reserve
Commands to participate i:. the Ex:Braise. Furthermore, he required the ARCOs
to exercise at least t*N. of their subordinate units. The other three General
Officer Commands were invited to participate and elected to do so. All 15
States were invited to exercise their state area command stations durig
SAMEX-81 and four (CA, NV, UT, and WA) elected to do so, with the Nevada
Army National GuarS exercising one guard unit. Mobilization stations were
invited to participate and three (Fort Lewis, Fort Ord, and Presidio of San
Francisco) vlunteered to become involved in the Exercise. Due to the concept
of SAWEX, requirements for the mobilization statiois input was 2inimal.
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Headquarters, Sixth US Army, Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions, major

US Army Commands, and participating State Area Commands were operational during
6-8 November 1981. Playing Reserve Component units exercised during MUTA-4 on

7-8 November 1981.

SAMEX-83's overall objective was to emphasize mobilization planning
throughout Sixth US Army. Specific objectives included: (a) ensuring that
commanders at all levels emphasize mobilization preparedness, (b) identifing
unct level home station, mobilization processing shortfalls, (c) exercising

command and control and communication systems that support mobilization plan-
ning and execution among CONLJSA/ARMR/MUSARC and STARC, (d) evaluating major
US Army Reserve Command capabilities to assist Reserve Component units to
mobilize at home station, conduct home station processing, and prepare for
movement of a mobilization station, (e) providing operational training for
commanders and staff, (f) testing alert notification plans and procedures,
and (g) better preparing major US Army Reserve Commands for participation in
MOBEX-83.

Reserve Component units participating in SAMEX-81 reviewed and updated unit
mobilization files, exercised unit alert plans, prepared updated mobilization
support requirements forms, conducted maximum home station processing within
exercise time in accordance with Part 3 - RC Unit Commanders Handbook, to Vol
III, FORMDEPS (Draft), selected units and loaded some of their vehicles in

preparation for Phase IV, and with individuals from selected 124th US Army
Reserve Command units, traveled to Fort Lewis, Washington the monday following
the exercise to receive briefings by Fort Lewis personnel.

Sixth US Army Headquarters initiated SAMEX-81 by issuance of the alert
order for all participants. Subordinate headquarters notified their personnel
when the alert was received from Sixth US Army. Preplanned and free-play
messages were iatroduced to create situations and problems for staff members
to resolve. ARMR IX headquarters was realigned into a directorate-type staff
to test its mobilization organization. Readiness Region IX staff was augmented
by personnel from the 91st Maneuver Training Command. Directorate operating
procedures were developed and the mobilization tables of distribution and
allowances were analyzed in conjunction with staff training. Requirements for
further refinement of intra-staff relationships were studied. Organization of
an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) affirmed the need for a mobilization table
of distribution and allowances with an Emergency Operations Center with a
24-hour capability.

1 2

Maj. Gen. Richard A. Bresnahan, Commanding General, Army Readiness and
Mobilization Region VIII, opened the ARMR VIII Winter Conference, 7-8 January
1982, by noting that command interest, at senior levels, in the readiness and
training of the Reserve Components continued to be demonstrated through the
initiation of new programs designed to upgrade overall readiness. This was
perhaps best manifested in the new full-time unit support program. "Overall,

those active duty personnel assigned to this program in the ARMR VIII area of
responsibility," Bresnahan continued, "are good people." Two years ago,
declared Bresnahan, "strength improvement had top priority because of low
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strength in RC units." As strength improved, training assumed a priority
status. However, "mobilization preparedness is now the priority issue and
continaed emphasis is needed at all levels of command to expand and improve
mobilization planning." Bear in mind, he continued, "that the strength and
training issues are not fully resolved and must continue to receive the
appropriate emphasis. We still need additional pers.connel at the crew/foxhole
level and of course they need to be trained. So- although mobilization plan-
ning currently is being emphasized, we must maintain a proper oalance in terms
of obtaining and training new personnel." 1 3

Trai:ing in rhe Reserve Compmen': _mprouvd in .'981 primarily as a resalt.
of the introduction and use of the Battalion Training Management System as the
management tool. The Reserves understood the system but, as with any new
program, it must be sustained in order to remain effective. The new ARMR VIII
82 issues were, (1) increased emphasis on upgrading the intensive management
force list (IMFL) units, (2) RDF-A units must be given special attention by

all advisory personnel, (3W monitor closely the d2.stribucion of the limited
assets available and insure high priority units have preceaence, (4) know all
units' mobilization posture (where, when, how, etc), (5) stay up-to-date on
all CAPSTONE changes, (6) upgrade the NCO Development programs, (7) insure
full-time manning personnel understand the importance of the program, (8)
disregard the Army Times story relating to the realignment of the USAR advisory
program, and (9) equipment and equipment shortages in the Reserve Component
was a major problem impacting on training and readiness. Shortages and the
status of requests for shortages must be fully understood. 1 4

In addressing the Conference, General Grange spoke of rne problems to be
faced durina 1,.e Ejihties, citing sw-h issues as the turhulence which would be
created by neat organizations wilicn were to be intioduced into force structure,
new equipment cc, `-9 -n which would generate traartc. as it was incorporated into
the Force, and new }r is and references which outlined new equipment and
organizations. Other i-s:es addressed were the usefolness of a light infantry
unit in meeting the threat; traininq and mobilization, and rear area
security.15

CONUSA COMMANDERS' CONFERcNCF. Representing I-eneral Grange, Maj. Gen. Dohleman
attended, along witn 2ommanders of the other Continental Arm'_5- the Forces
Command Chief of Stzff, and General Cavazos. During tnis mee:ir -vazos told
how he had observed several under-strength Reserve Component unit.; during
annual training and the training in progress was not as effective as it should
have veen because the unit commander h, i not taken into account his under-
strength situation. In some instances, continued Cavazos, sergeants "were
standing around" becau3e they had no soldiers to train. Zeroing out squads,

platoons and companies on a permanent basis was no answer, oecause most units
have a pretty fair complement of officers and non-commissioned officers. In
under-strength units, argued Cavazos, there ought to be quite a bit of what he
called "cadre training" -- cross training by rotating non-commissioned officers
into different leadersnip positions, tactical exercises without troops,
leadership development, etc. Forming composite units for certain tactical
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training, for example MILES, was desirable. The Commanding General Forces

Command had not seen very many good ideas on how to train under-strength
Reserve Component units, but be believed that the CONUSAs could develop some
if they worked at it. Forces Commaiid pr-*mined to draft some guidance on this
subject and send it to the CONUSAs for comment. The CONUSA Commanders

requested that the Forces Command guidance be pretty general so as not to
overly centralize the direction or to give the impre=E.ion that the guidance
was a receipt which must be followed rigidly-I

All participants ageed that too many Re:4erve Component units stand-down
for the middle weekend of annual training and that this degrades the effec-

tiveness of field training. It was one part of the larger issue of making best
use of time during annual training. As an aside, the FORSCOM Commander
commented that there were too many Reserve Component companies training
separately during annual training -- i.e. a smoke generator company training
alone on one side of an installation with a tank battalion training alone and
simulating a "dirty battlefield" on the other side of the same installation.
All agreed that the Readiness Regions need to work harder on getting the
Reserve Component units to train together. All agreed that Reserve Component

units should be urged to move to the field early during annual training, stay
in the field continuously until training objectives were achieved, then return
to garrison for maintenance, equipment turn-in, administrative matters and
time-off. Forces Command promised guidance on this subject. 1 7

General Cavazos was intent on changing the FORSCOM Form 1-R because he
believed that it didn't "drive" Reserve Component Commanders and annual train-
ing evaluators to the CAPSTONE missions as the foundation for training and to
the Army Training and Evaluation Program for tasks, conditions, and standards.
lHe believed, as the FORSCOM Inspector General reported in the results of the
special inspection of readiness groups, that there was more attention given to
AGIs, CLRTs and similar "graded exercises" than there was to good training.
His own experience as an annual training Evaluator, along with what he had been

told by others, persuaded him that the Form 1-R was essentially completed dur-
ing the first week of training so that the Site Chief Evaluator could have it
in final form to present to the Reserve Component Commander and to forward to
the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions promptly at the end of training.

Cavazos wanted a form that would show what the Reserve Component unit "needs
to do" (CAPSTONE mission and ARTEP tasks) and measure how well it did it by
Army Training and Evaluation Program conditions and standards. 1 8 .

All agreed with the thrust of the FORSCOM Commander's remarks but cautioned
that the purpose of the Form I-R must remain diagnostic rather than evaluative.
There was also agreement that the Form 1-R should focus on pre-mobilization
training requirements. (Pre-mobilization and post-mobilization training
requirements tend to run together in the FORSCOM staff information paper).
There was also agreement that if the Form I-R was to be filled out at or near
the end of annual training, the Chief Evaluator and a few others would have to
remain a day or two extra and this would require more funds. General Cavazos
accepted this point and remarked that the requirement should be identified and
HQ FORSCOM should "go after" the required resources. He asked the Fifth Army
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Commander to draft a revised Form 1-R in coordination with the other CONUSAs
and to forward it four or five weeks hence to FORSCOM so that he might discuss
it with the CONUSA Commanders. 1 9

The FORSCOM Commander recently extended to 1 April 1983 the deadline for
notifying incumbent supervisory staff administrative assistants that their
positions were to be abolished. The idea was to leave them in place for a few
months on continuity after the Full-Time Unit Support Assistant Deputy MUSARC
Commander comes aboard, and to allow the Army more time to transfer incumbent
assistants to another Army Civilian Employee position. (The number to be
reassigned may be faily small, since most incumbent assistants are retirement
eligible.) The First US Army Commander favored issuing the reduction in force
notice by 1 October 1982. Fifth and Sixth US Armies favored the I April 1983
deadline. Cavazos affirmed the 1 April 1983 date but commented that the
Assistant Deputy major US Army Reserve Commander would be in charge of all
full-time unit support personnel in the major Reserve Command while the advisor
remained on the job. No advisors should remain in units having full-time unit
support members who were formerly advisors (this means that any existing
Reserve Advisor who must remain in place until reassigned on an attrition
basis, and for whom there was no full-time unit support authorization, must be
given some kind of assignment rather than remain in an advisory capacity).
FORSCOM intended to allow commanders reasonable flexibility in applying the
full-time unit support model. 2 0

General Cavazos next voiced his concern about the effectiveness of the US
Army Reserve schools. For example, he noted how the school commandants rather
than the Continental US Armies and the Army Readiness and Mobilization Regions,
were determining what courses would be taught and where. rThe schools ought
to provide --he training capability," he argued, "but the CONUSAs and ARMRs
should establish priorities and assign tasks to assure that courses taught met
National Guard au, R-eserve requirements or, if all requirements could not be
met, that the most imp-irtant training was done first." In order to achieve
this, National Guard and Reserve training requirements must go to the CONUSA
or ARMR rather than directly from *,e Reserve Component commander to the
Reserve School commandant. "When training requirements go directly from the

Reserve Component unit commander to the Army .eserve school commandant,"
Cavazos noted "t'.e c '-, •ant gets into the marketing business because he wants
to conduct the courses which his people can do well and which wi-l ]eep them
busy." This approach did not necessarily coincide with meeting L..e training
requirements. The FORSCOM Commander admired the Fifth US Army's STARS system
and he recommended that First and Sixth US Armies examine it to see if it might
provide .ietter management G'ver their schools than was then exercised. 2 1

The linkage between Reserve Personnel, Army funding and the ability of
Reserve Component commanders to send students to Reserve schools, in other than
inactive duty or annual training status, was recognized. "Schools must do a
better job of forecasting RPA funding requirements for this purpose, "continued
Cavazos and to exercise centralized control over priorities when there were
funding shortfalls. The FORoCOM Commander believed that many Re-=rve School
instructors remained in those assignments too long. "Instructors should be
rotated in and out of reserve units so they know the practical aspects of what
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they are teaching." Noting Fifth US Army's success in getting a couple of

states to fund National Guard Officers as Reserve School instructors, Cavazos
asked the CONUSAs "to work this" on a state-by-state basis while FORSCOM

explore with NGB how to get this on a better funding basis." In addition, he
told the CONUSA commanders to "work another three months" on improving Reserve
school management, after which he promised to again examine the matter to see
whether something further needed to be done at the FORSCOM level. 2 2

General Dohleman expressed concern about the long-term adverse impact of
extensive officer down-grading attendant to the conversion of Active Component
Reservist advisors to Reserve full-time unit support. For instance, 15 of 31
Active Component field grade officer advisor positions with Reserve units in
ARMR IX were to be converted to full-time unit support Captains. "Captains
will lack the experience and credibility to be very useful in their FTUS role,"
argued Dohleman, "and the resultant long-term degradation in the quality of
Active Component support for the USAR is worrisome." The FORSCOM Commander
acknowledged the problem, but remarked that the grade limitations of DOPMA were
impacting field grade authorLzations across the board. He cited, for example,
the pending action to change the S-3 authorization of modified table of
organization and equipment battalions from major to captain. The Fifth US Army
Commander pointed out that none of the down-grading was being applied to Guard
advisors and this obvious disparity vis-a-vis the Reserve, aggravated the
situation about which Dohleman spoke. General Cavazos was unaware that officer
down-grades were being applied to Active Component positions supporting the
Reserves but not the Guard. He directed his Chief of Staff to look into the
matter and see what could be done to bring better equity to the way in which
the officer down-grades were being applied to Active Component positions
supporting the Reserve Component 2 3

FUNDING FOR SIXTH US ARMY ($000)

FY 81 FY 82
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE, ARMY RESERVE (OMAR) $75,309.6 $100,573.5

Command (HQ, 6A, ARMR, RG) (12,166.2) (14,076.2)

Mission (MUSARC) (45,241.6)* (65,687.2)

Base Operations (Coordinating Installations) (17,902.0) (20,810.1)

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE, ARMY (OMA) $ 154.4 $ 157.5

Public Affairs (HQ 6A) (114.7) (104.0)

Support to Other Nations (35.0) (46.7)

.012 Funds (4.7) (3.6)
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4 4-

FORSCOM Supported Travel (0.0) (3.2)

RESERVE PERSONiNEL, ARMY (RPA) $36,570.9 $42,006.0

Total $112,034.9 $142,737.024

*Includes $19.2k mission funds at Fort Huachuca

Figure 23: Funding

RESOURCES

Resource requirements for the Army Reserve in fiscal year 1982 for supplies
and equipment were funded at $12,294,100. This figure did not include funding
for contractual services. No specific requirement within the total funded
requirement was identified in funding guidance at the beginning of the fiscal
year. However, as the year progressed, FORSCOM provided additional funding in
the form of supplements to meet Go-To-War Stock requirements. The chart below
shows the status of FY 82 funds for the purchase of supplies and equipment at
the end of a half year of operation, 31 March 1982:

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

ANNUAL FUNDING CUMULATIVE % OF

MUSARC PROGRA1M OBLIGATION APP

63d $8,230,800 $4,543,100 55
89th 5,737,900 1,644,200 29
91st 389,300 248,500 64
96th 6,159,000 2,533,800 41
104th 303,700 100,500 33
124th 7,588,700 3,904,000 51
351st 1,280,60;j 200,400 16

Totals t29,690,000 $13,174,500 44

Figure 24: Supplies and Equipment

During the first half of the fiscal year, funding for supplies and
equipment increased by $17,395,900. n"e increase was prompted by House
Appropriations Committee mark-up of funds to support the Go-To-War posture of
Army Reserve units. Increased funding was now available for chemical defense
equipment (CDE), CTA, and other supplies needed to bring all RDF-A and C to
C+15 units to required levels and all later deploying units to authorized
levels, i.e., Go-To-War stocks. 2 5
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RPA FUNDS STATUS

Program and Actual Obligations:

Percent
Program Actual Execution

School Training $31,296,900 $31,258,500 100

Special Training 4,593,300 4,593,300 100

Annual Training 6,160,000 6,154,200 100

Totals $42,050,200 $42,006,000 100 26

Figure 25: RPA Funds Status

4CAR Projects Completed FY 82

DATE LOCATION DESCRIPTION COST

Dec 81 Los Alamitos, CA New OMS/AMSA/ECS $3,396,000

Feb 82 Ft Carson, CO New OMS/AMSA/ECS $965,000

Aug 82 Ft Ord, CA New 150M Ctr/OMS/AMSA $1,229,000

Figure 26: MCAR Projects Completed FY82

Minor MCAR Projects Completed FY 82

DATE LOCATION DESCRIPTION COST

29 Oct 81 Fresno, CA AMSA/OKS $145,811

10 Aug 82 Portland, OR Electrical distribution $8,461
(Sears Hall) service

17 Aug 82 Ft Carson, CO Construct new arms $107,038
vaalt

Figure 27: Minor MCAR Projects Completed FY82
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Completed Real Estate Actions FY 82

DATE LOCATION DESC RIPT ION COST

1 Oct 81 Hutchinson, KS Renewal of permit (Inlease) with na
Kansas State Industrial Reformatory
USAR use of firing range (1 year)

14 Oct 81 Santa Cruz, CA Renewal of lease (Outgrant) Santa na
Cruz High School District use of
USAR Center (1 year)

19 Oct 81 Mead, NE New lease (Outgrant) for grazing $22,500
purposes (2-1/2 years)

31 Oct 81 Hamilton AFB, CA Terminate permit (Outgrant) US Public na
Health Service use of Bldg 515

31 Oct 81 Sunnyvale, CA Terminate lease (Ingrant) $49,500

1 Nov 81 Sunnyvale, CA New lease (Ingrant) USAR Center $116,153
(5 years)

3 Nov 81 Topeka, KS Renewal of MOU (Ingrant) use of na
AFRC

2 Dec 81 San Francisco, CA New permit (Ingrant) 6A Band use na
of Paiace of Fine Arts (2 days)

3 Dec 81 Corvallis, OR New permit (Outgrant) Dupt of na
Trans (FAA) use of Engineer Room
(5 years)

7 Dec 81 Rio Vista. CA Renýwal of permit (Outgrant) US na
Coast Guiard (5 years)

22 Dec 81 Presn,, C' Terminate lease (Inlease) Elm $22,284
Streel AMSA

17 Dec 81 Parks RFTA, CA Renewal of permit (Outgrant) Dept na
of Justice use of Bldg 692 (5 years)

30 Dec 81 Santa Maria, CA Terminate lease (Inlease) with City na
of Santa Maria

31 Dec 81 Syracuse, NE Terminate lease (Inleass) for USAR $5,100
Center
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DATE LOCATION DESCRIPT ION COST

1 Jan 82 Syracuse, NE New lease (I::l-ase) for USAR Cntr $6,300
(5 years)

3 Jan 82 Silverton, ID Terminate lease (Inlease) for $2,400
dining facility

8 Jan 82 Vancouver Bks, WA New ISSA (Outgrant) AFEES use of na
space (indef)

15 Jan 82 Santa Maria, CA New lease (Inlease) for USAR $5,400
Center (3 years)

30 Jan 82 Helena, MT Renewal of lease (Inlease) for $20,520

office space (5 years)

25 Jan 82 Vancouver Bks, WA Terminate lease (Outgrant) na

3 Feb 82 Longvipi, CA New permit (Outgrant) US Coast Guard na
(5 years)

3 Feb 82 Parks RFTA, CA Renewal of lease (Outyrant) na
Livermore Recreation District use

of Bldg 880 (3 years)

3 Feb 82 Modesto, CA Terminate permit (Outgrant) Civil na
A, r Patrol

9 Feb 82 Oaklaild, CA New lease (Outgrant) ASI imports na
use of Engineer Road (7 years)

11 Feb 82 Aurora, CO Terminate lease (Inlease) for $36,000
USAR Center

11 Feb 82 Aurora, CO New lease (Inlease) for USAR Center $94,716
(5 years)

1 Mar 82 Spokane, WA iiew lease (Inlease) for storage $15,000
space (5 years)

1 Mai. 82 Logan, UT Terminate lease (Inlease) na

11 Mar 82 Trentwood, WA Renewal of lease (Outgrant) $100
Spokane Industrial use of .05AC
land (5 years)
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DATE LOCATION DESCRIPTION COST

22 Mar 82 Longview, WA New permit (Outgrant) CAP use of na
space (5 years)

31 Mar 82 Lewistown, MT Renew lease (Inlease) addition of $24,084
2,500 SP for heating shop

1 Apr 82 Hayden Lake, ID Renewal of license (Outgrant) na
Veterans of Foreign Wars use of
USAR Center (5 years)

1 Apr 82 Sunnyside, WA Terminate lease (Ingrant) $6,480

1 Apr 82 Sunnyside, WA New lease (Ingrant) USAR Center $10,800
(5 years)

1 Apr 82 Ft Lewis, WA New permit (Ingrant) storage space na
for go-to-war stocks (indef)

6 Apr 82 Parks RPTA, CA New license (Outgrant) East Bay na
Radio Controller's use of land
(I year)

16 Apr 82 West Los Angeles, Renewal of license (Outgrant) US na
CA Coast Guard Auxillary use of USAR

Center (5 years)

19 Apr 82 Wallace, ID Renewal of lease (Ingrant) USAR $3,000
Center (5 years)

26 Apr 82 Parks RP2A. CA New permit (Outgrant) Dept of na
Justice use of Bldg 320 (5 years)

29 Apr 82 Parks RFTA, CA Demolition, Bldgs 831, 832, 833 na

14 May 82 Bell CA New permit (Ingrant) storage space $28,000
for go-to-war stocks (1 year)

16 May 82 Parks RFTA, CA Renewal of easement (Outgrant) na
Dublin-San Ramon Sewage District
use of sewage treatment facility
(50 years)

14 May 82 Santa Fe, NM New permit (Outgrant) Dept of Air na
Force (2 years)
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DATE LOCATION DESCRI!YIDN COST

18 May 82 Idaho Falls, ID New permit (Outgrant) Dept of Navy na
use of space for mobile dental
clinics (5 years)

18 May 82 Ogden, UT New easement (Outgrant) Right-of- na
way for road (indef)

18 May 82 Vancouver Bks, WA New permit (Outgraut) Military na
entrance processixig station use of

l3Ldg 9•7 .3 years)

18 May 82 Wallace, ID Terminate lea~e (Ingrant) $15,120

19 May 82 Wallace, ID New lease (Ing•-ant) USAR CentLur $24,300
(5 years)

21 May 82 Long Beach, CA Terminate lease (Ingrant) $3,000

24 May 82 Helena, MT Renewal of license (Outgrant) MT na
ARIG use of USAX Center (5 years)

26 May 82 Seatcle, WA New permit (Ingrant) with Dept of na
Navy (3 years)

26 May 82 Bakeisfield, C. New permit (Outgrant) Defense na
Mapping Agency use of space for
trailer (9 months)

11 Jun 82 Las Vegas, NV New ISSA (Outgrant) Marines use of nd
USAR center l5 years)

22 Jun 82 Boulder, CO New parmit (Outgcart) DIS use of na
parking c-rea. (5 years)

28 Jvn 82 Portland, OR Renewal of permit with Portland na
International

" 2& Jun 82 Scott 'ity' KS Terminate lease (Ingrant) $4,800

29 Jun 82 Scott City, KS New lease (Ingr;.nt) USAR Center $6,300
* -(5 years)

30 Jun 82 Osawatomie, KS Terminate lease (Ingrant) $12,500

2 Jul 82 Osawatoxie, KS New lease (Ingrant) USAR Center $16,500
(3 years)
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DATE LOCATION DESCRIPTION C09T

2 Jul 82 Baxter Springs, KS New lease (Ingrant) USAR renter $21,500
(3 years)

19 Jal 82 Redding, CA Renewal of license (Ingrant) $1,48(
(I year)

27 Jul 32 Medford, OR New perrmit (Outgrant) Dept of Ai;: na
For-,e - Civil Air Patrol use of
US?.H Center (3 years)

26 Aug 82 Vancouver Sks, WA Renewal of lease (Outgrant) Clarke- na
Skamania County use of space

20 Sep 82 Norton. KS Terminate lease (I-ngrant; $7,952

21 Sep 82 Norton, KS New lease (Ingrant) USAR Center $9,600
(3 years)

Figure 28: ComplC ted Real Satate Actions FY 82
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SUMARY OF LEASE COSTS

FY 82

LOCATION ANNUAL LEASE INCREASE DECREASE

S7  Bell $28,000 $28,00

Fresno 22,284 - 22,284

Long Beach 3,000 - 3,000

Santa Maria 5,400 5,400 -

Suanyvale (New) 116,153 66,653

(Old) 49,500

P CO
Aurora 3 New) 94,716 58,716

(Old) 36,000

ID

Silverton 2,400 - 2,400

Wallaze (New) 24,300 9,180
(old) 15,120

KS
Baxter Springi 21,6UO 21,600

Norton (Xiew) 9,600 1,648

(Old; 7,952
Osawatomie (New) 16 500 4,000

(Old) 12,500

Scott City (New) 6,300 1,500
(Old) 4,800

MT
Helena (New) 20,520 4,195

(Old) 16,425
Lewisto'n (New) 24,084 4,500

(Ola) 19,594

NE
Syracuse (New) 6,300 1,209

%Old) 5,100

WA

Spokane 15,000 15,000

Sunnyside (NOw' 10,800 4,320
(Old) 6,480 27

Total increase

Fiju--e 29: Suimary of Lease Costs, FY 82
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FULL-TIME SUPPOT TDA

1. RESOURCES OF UIC W4DXAA:

OFF SL TOTAL ANSC

12 122 134 51999231200
9 166 175 51999231300

(21) (288) (309)

REDISTRIBUTION:

UIC UNIT DESIGNATION OFF ENL TOTAL AMSC
W3E1AA USAR TCH GP, 63d AEOM 3 39 42 51999231200
W3E4AA US.LR TECH GP, 96th ARCOM 2 40 42 51999231200
W3E5AA USAR TECH GP, 124th ARCOM 5 10 15 51999231200
W337AA USAR TECH GP, 89th ARCO04 2 33 35 51999231200
W3XLAA AJ141R VIII 4 74 78 51999231300
W3XLAA ARMX IX 5 90 95 51999231300

(21) (286) (307)

2. REDESIGHATION OF USAR TECHNICIAN GROUPS:

FROM TO
W3E-AA USAR TECH GP, 63d ARO 63d ARCOM, VULL-TIME SUPPORT
W3E2AA USAR TECH GP, 91st DIV (TNG) 91st DIV (TNG), FULL-fIME SUPPORT
W383AA USAR TECH GP, L04th DIV (TNC) 104th DIV (TNG), FULL-TIME SUPPORT
W3E4AA USAR TECH GP, 96th ACOM 96th ARCOWr, FULL-TIME SUPPORT
W3ESAh USAR TECH GP, 124ta, ARCUM 124th ACOM, FU=L-TIME SUPPORT
W396AA JSA.R TECH GP, 351st CA COMD 351st CA COND, FULL-TIME SUPPORT
W337AA USAR TECH GP, Fs9th ARCOM 89th ARCOM, FULL-TIME SUPPORT

3. TRANSFER OF MILITAYY ANT) CIVILIAN ADVISOR PERSONNEL:

FR14 OFF ENL 'TOT ZV TO AMSC
W3XLAA AnaR VIII 18 9 27 2 W3E4AA USAR TECH Gil, 96th ARCOM 5199923300
W3XLAA ARMR Vi11 9 6 Is 1 W337AA USAR TECH GP, 89th ARCON 5199923300

-7' .15) (42? (3)

W3XMAA ARMN IX 11 6 17 1 W33IAA USAR TECH GP, 63d ARCOM 5199923300
W3XMAA ARMR IX 7 2 9 1 W;B2AA USAR T.ZCH G?, 91st DIV(TNG) 5199923200
U3XMAA ARMR IX 2 2 4 W3X3AA USAR TECH GP, 104tbDIV(TNG) 5199923300
W3XMAA ARMR IX 14 9 23 1 W335AA USAR TECH GP, 124th ARCOM 5199923300
W3XNAA ARIMR IX 3 1 4 1 W336hh USAR TECH GP, 351st CA COMD 5199923300

S(37) (20) ý57) 1.4)

Total 64 35 99 728

*Two (2) Enl positions were returned to dGB (Virgin Islands) per FORSCOH guidance.
Loss will be reflected on the next TDA update.

Figure 30: Full-Time Support TDA
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PERFORPMANCE PACKAGE SUBMISSIONS - VY 82

# OF # or # OF LATE
KUSA1RC UNMITS PACKAG~ES PACKAGES LATE

63d ARCOtI 97 1164 104 8.9
89th ARCO 103 1236 105 8.5
91st Division 72 864 63 7.3
"96th ARCOU 91 1092 94 8.6
104th DiVision 102 1224 11G 9.0
l24th &RCOM 87 1044 59 5.7
351st CA Cmd 44 528 40 7.6

Totals 596 7152 575 8.0 29

Figure 31: Performance Package Submissions - FY 82
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS/TRAINING

The Strength Improvement Awards Program was implemented on 1 October 1981.
The awards were presented to the major US Army Reserve Commands on a quarterly
and annual basis in the following five catagories:

a. First-Term Reenlistment - for the higher percentage of eligible career
soldiers who reenlist.

b. Career Reenlistment - for the highest percentage of eligible career
soldiers who reenlist.

c. Retention - the lowest percentage of Individual Ready Reserve losses.

d. Referral - the highest percentage of people who are referred and who
enlist in the Army Reserve.

e. Strength increase - major US Army Reserve Command with the highest
percentage of strength increase.

FIRST QUARTER SECOND QUARTER THIRD QUARTER

First Term Reenlistment 351st CA Cmd 104th Div 104th Div

Carr'r Reenlistment 104th Div 351st CA Cmd 104th Div

Retention 104th Div 89th ARCOM 89th ARCOM

Strength Increase 351st CA Cmd 91st Div 351st CA Cmd

Figure 33: Strength Improvement Awards Program

The Commander's Cup, which was given for the best overall performance, was
awarded to the 104th Division (Training). 3 1

Local Training Areas Improvement Initiatives.

.3outh Dakota and Idaho negotiated for land to establish M31 field artillery
sub-caliber ranges for B-1-147 Field Artillery and Howitzer Battery 2-116
Armored Cavalry Regiment. In Idaho, at Gowen Field, the National Guard Bureau
provided the Idaho National Guard $500,000 to assist in the construction of a
center lane of a multi-purpose range complex, consisting of 45 infantry pop-up
targets, 22 infantry moving targets, 20 automatic tank target systems, and
four automatic tank target system moving targets.

At the Townsend/Limestone Hills local training area, Montana, there were
several improvements, including a tank rarge upgrade for tank tables VII A and
B, construction of a moving tank target, a range control tower, and a forward
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observation bunker. At Waco Training Site, Montana, negotiations were
undertaken to obtain a proposed local training area which was to be called the
Waco Local Training Area, located 35 miles east of Billings, to accommodate
armored cavalry training needs. This area offered considerable training
potential for approximately 5,500 Reserve and Active Component personnel
located within two hours road march from Rocky Mountain Arsenal. 3 2

In North Dakota, at Camp Grafton, a 50 meter baffle range for small arms
and machine guns was under construction, as well as a 50 caliber machine gun
range at Campbell Range Area, which is southeast of Grafton. An in Colorado,
at Camp George West, a 25 point 50 meter baffle range was under construction
during this period. While at R Mountain Arsenal, negotiations were
started for development of a local training area, with a tentative completion
date of 1983.33
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ARMR VIII PARTICIPATION

GALLANT EAGLE 82

13 Mar -27 Mar 82

HQ UNIT HOME STATION

89 ARCOM 326 ASG Kansas City, KS
89 ARCOM 809 S&S Bn Fremont, NE
89 ARCOM 1013 S&S Co N Platte, NE
89 ARCOM 842 QM Co (POL) Kansas City, KS
89 ARCOM 821 TC Bn Topeka, KS
89 ARCOM 172 TC Co (1st Inc) * Omaha, NE
89 ARCOM 487 Engr Det (FF) Washington, KS
KS ARNG 287 CS Bn Norton, KS
SD ARNG 730 Med Det (CLR) Winner, SD
SD ARNG 1085 Med Det (Hel Arab) Rapid City, SD
96 ARCOM 419 TC Co (POL) Salt Lake City, UT

27 Mar - 10 Apr 82

351 CA Cmd 24 PSYOPS Co Denver, CO
CO ARNG 220 MP Co Cp George West, CO
NM ARNG 720 TC Co (HET) Las Vegas, NM
89 ARCOM 172 TC Co (2d Inc) Omaha, NE
89 ARCOM 821 TC Bn Topeka, KS
89 ARCOM 425 TC Ctr Manhattan, KS
89 ARCOM 342 TC Det Manhattan, KS
89 ARCOM 531 TC Det Manhattan, KS
96 ARCOM 190 TC Det Olathe, KS
96 ARCOM 406 Med Hosp Aurora, CO
89 ARCOM 162 Med Bn Lincoln, NE
89 ARCOM 447 Med Co (CLR) Grand Forks, ND

l 89 ARCOM 971 Med Co (CLR) Wichita, KS
89 ARCOM 469 Ned Co (Gr Amb) Wichita, KS
96 ARCOM 907 Med Dee (Dental) Albuquerque, NM
NM ARNG 717 Med Det (Hel Amb) Santa Fe, NM
NM ARNG 744 Med Det (Disp) Albuquerque, NM
96 ARCOM 449 QM Co (POL) Ft Douglas, UT
89 ARCOM 1011 CS Co (DS) Pittsburg, KS
ID ARNG 145 S&S Bn Caldwell, ID 3 4

* 1 Week early - 1 week late - Long haul of 89 ARCOM units equipment

Figure 34; ARMR VIII Participation GALLANT EAGLE 82
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SAFETY

COMMAND ACCIDENT RATES:

During the period of this report (1 October 1981 through. 30 September 1982),

emphasis remained on accident prevention and the command safety program. The

command suffered two work or military operations related fatalities. Eleven
civilians suffered reportable accidents against a total of 3,226,728 manhours
worked; 15 military suffered reportable accidents against a total of 7,129,136
manhours of duty; and there were three reportable military vehicle accidents
against a total of 3,008,285 miles driven. 3 5
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IM
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A

AAA .......................... Army Audit Agency
AC ........................... Active Component
AD ........................... Active Duty
ADMC ......................... Assistant Deputy Major US Army Reserve Commander
ADP .......................... Automatic Data Processing
ADT .......................... Active Duty for Training
AEC .......................... Area Equipment Compounds
AESRS ........................ Army Equipment Status Reporting System
AFB .......................... Air Force Base
AFRC ......................... Armed Forces Reserve Center
AFTTRM ....................... Additional Full-Time Training Readiness Manning
AG ........................... Adjutant General
AGGR ......................... Aggregate
AGI .......................... Annual General Inspection
AGR .......................... Active Guard-Reserve
AIRP ......................... Annual Internal Review Program
ALO .......................... Authorized Level of Organization
ALSE ......................... Aviation Life Support Equipment
AMEED ........................ Army Medical Department
AMO .......................... Automation Management Office
AMS .......................... Army Management System
AMSA ......................... Area Maintenance Support Activities
ANCOC ........................ Advanced NCO Course
ANG .......................... Air National Guard
AR ........................... Army Regulation
ARCOM ........................ United States Army Reserve Command
ARFPC ........................ Army Reserve Forces Policy Committee
ARMR ......................... Army Readiness and Mobilization Region
ARMS ......................... Annual Resource Management Surveys

ARNG ......................... Army Naticnal Guard
ARPRINT ...................... Army Program for Individual Training
ARR .......................... krmy Readiness Region
ARSCA III .................... Aviation Requirements for the Combat Structure

of the Army III
ART .......................... Army Reserve Technician
ARTEP ........................ Army Training and EvaluAtion Program
ARTTC ........................ Army Reserve Technician Training Center
ASGD ......................... Assigned
ASL .......................... Authorized Stockage List
AST .......................... Administrative Supply Technician
AT ........................... Annual Training
ATA .......................... Additional Training Assembly
ATB .......................... Army Training Board
ATC .......................... Army Training Center
ATE .......................... Annual Training Evaluation
ATM ......................... Aircraft Training Manual
ATP .......................... Alternate Training Program
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ATTS ......................... Automatic Tank Target Sytem
AUSA ......................... Association of the United States Army
AUTH ......................... Authorized
AUVS ......................... Automated Unit Vacancy System
AVIM ......................... Aviation

B

BASOPS ....................... Base Operations
BDMR ......................... Basic Data Mandatory Removal
BER .......................... Budget Execution Review
BI ........................... Backgroun Investigation
BOIP ......................... Basis of Issue Plan
BT ........................... Basic Training
BTMS ........................ Battalion Training Management System

C

CA ........................... Combat Arms

CAC .......................... Civilian Advisory Committee

CAMIS ....................... Continental Army Management Information System
CAR ......................... Chief Army Reserve
CART ......................... Centralized Aviation Readiness Team
CASA ........................ Civilian Aide to the Secretary of the Army
CBE .......................... Command Budget Estimate
CBR ......................... Chemical, Biological and Radiological

CBS-X ....................... Continuing Balance System - Expanded
CCF ......................... US Army Central Personnel Security Clearance

Facility
CDE ......................... Chemical Defense Equipment
CE ........................... Command Evaluation
C-E ......................... Communications-Electronics
CEWI ......................... Combat Elhctronic Warfare Intelligence
CFC .......................... Combined Federal Campaign
CG ........................... Commanding General
CGS ......................... Command and General Staff
CHE ......................... Contý.auing Health Educat•)n
CI .......................... Counterintelligence Inspections
CLRT ......................... Command Logistics Review Team
CLRTX ........................ Command Logistics Review Expanded
CMIS ........................ Command Management Information System
COB ......................... Command Operating Budget
COL .......................... Colonel
COLET ........................ Command Logistic Evaluation Team
COLTT ....................... Combined Operations Logistics Transportation

Training

COMSEC ....................... Communications Security
CONARC ....................... Continental US Army Command
CONUSA ....................... Continental United States Army (the numbered

Armies in the Continental United States)
CPO .......................... Civilian Personnel Office
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CPX .......................... Command Post Exercise
CS ........................... Chief of Staff Combat Suport
CSC .......................... Computer Systems Command

CSMS ........... I ............ California State Military Forces
CSS ......................... Combat Service Support

D

DA ............................ Department of the Army
DAMPL ........................ DA Master Priority List
DARCOM ........................ US Army Development and Material Command
DARNG ........................ Director Army National Guard
DAS3 ........................ Decentralized Automated Service Support System
DCSLOG ...................... Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics
DCSOPS ...................... Deputy Cnief of Staff Operations
DCSPA ........................ Deputy Chief of Staff Personnel and Administration
DISRM ........................ Deputy Chief of Staff Resource Management
DCST ......................... Deputy Chief of Staff Training
DCI...S ...................... Demonstration CAMIS Validation System
DEERS ........................ Dependent Eligibility Enrollment Sytem
DESCOM ........................ Depot Systems Command
DMOS ......................... Duty Military Occupational Specialty
DOD .......................... Department of Defense
DPL .......................... Direct Private Line
DRC .......................... District Recruiting Command
DRL .......................... Date Required to Load
DS ............................ Direct Support
DSS .......................... Defense Strategy Seminar

E

9CS .......................... Equipment Concentration Sites
EDATE ........................ Effective Date
EEMI ......................... Economies, Efficiencies and Management.. Improvement
EEO .......................... Equal Employment Opportunity
EHTR ......................... Emergency Highway Traffic Regulation Plan
EIS .......................... Environmental Impact Statement
EM ........................... Enlisted Man
EMS .......................... Emergency Medical Supervisor
EOC ........................... Emergency Operations Center
EOH .......................... Equipment of Hand
EPMS ......................... Enlisted Personnel Management System
ERC-. ........................ Equipment Readiness Code A
ES ........................... End Strength
ESGR ......................... Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve
ETS .......................... Expiration Term of Service
EW ........................... Electronic Warfare
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F

FACTS ........................ Facility, Asset, Cataloguing and Tracking System
FAD .......................... Force Activity Designator
FA.C ......................... Fitzsimmons Army Medical Center
FDAA ......................... Federal Disaster Assistance Administration
FEMA ......................... Federal Emergency Management Agency
FHMA ......................... Family Emergency Management Agency
FIST ......................... Fire Integrated Supptort Team
FONAC ........................ Flag Officers Nuclear Accident Course
FORSCOM ...................... United States Army Forces Comamand

FTM .......................... Full-Time Manning Program
FTUS ......................... Full-Time Unit Support
FTX .......................... Field Training Exercise
FY ........................... Fiscal Year

G

GAO .......................... General Accounting Office
GOCOM ........................ 'eneral Officer Command
GSA .......................... General Services Administration
GWP .......................... General War Plan

H

HF ............................ High Frequency
HDD .......................... Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
HQDA ......................... Headquarters, L-epartment of tne Army
HUMINT ....................... Human Source Irtelligence

I

I&S ........................... Intelligence and Security
IDAPR ........................ Indivi.iual Activity Performance Reports
IDT ........................... Inactive Duty Training
IG ............................ Inspector General
IKFL ................. ..... Intensive Management Force List
IMSA ......................... Installation Medical Supply Activities
IPR .......................... In-process Review
IR ............................ Internal Review
IRA .......................... Intelligence Related ActiviLies
IRETS ........................ Infantry Remote Target System
IRR .......................... Individual Ready Reserve
ITASC ........................ Interim Theater ADP Service Center
ITS ........................... Individual Training Plans

J

JA ........................... Judge Advocate
JAGC ......................... Judge Advocate General's Corps
JAGSO ........................ Judge Advocate General's Service Organization
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JCS........................... Joint Chiefs of Staff
JOPFOR ....................... Joint Operations Force
JRX .......................... Joint Readiness Exercise

`JX .......................... Joint Training Exercise
JUMPS-RC ..................... Joint Uniform Military Pay System - Reserve

Components

[ K
SKMARS ........................ Key Member Action Retention Seminars

L

A.D .......................... Latest Arrival Date
LCA .................. .......... Logistics Control Agency
LD ............................. :,rid Defense
LOAA .......................... Letter of Agreement
LJGEX ........................ Logistical Exercise
LOI .......................... Letter of Instruction
LT A .......................... Local Tr.•ining Area

M

MA.C .......................... Maneuver Area Command
MACOM ........................ Major Command
MAD .......................... Material Assistance Designated
MAFFS ........................ Modular kirborne Firefighting System
M:T........................... Maintenance Assistance and Instruction Teams
MARS ......................... Military Affiliate Radio System
MAST ........................ Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic
MAT .......................... Mobile Assistance Team
MATES ........................ Mobilization and Training Equipment Site
MCAR ......................... Military Construction, Army Reserve
M-DAY ....................... Mobiltzation Day
MDS .......................... Manday Spaces
.E. .......................... Minimum Essential EquLpment
MG ........................... Major General
MI ........................... Military Intelligence
MILDAT ....................... Military Damage Assessment Tekm
MIOAC ........................ Military Intelligence Officer Advanced Course
MCH. ......................... Major Logistical Control Headquarters
MICAR ........................ Military Minor Construction, Army Reserve
MMCC ......................... Mobilization Movement Control Center
MOB-TNG ...................... Modula•r Training Program
MOBCON ....................... Mobilization Control
MOBDES ....................... Mobilization Designee
MOBEX ........................ Mobilization Exer(.ise
MOBPERS........................ Mobilization Personnel Processing System
MOLC ......................... Method of Learning Course
MOS .......................... Military Occupational Specialt,
MOSTC ........................ Military Occupational Specialty Training Center
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MOUT ......................... Military Operations in Urban Terrain
NP........................... Military Police
MPL .......................... Mandatory Parts List
MPM .......................... Master Personnel File Maintenance System
MPRJ ......................... Military Personnel Records Jacket
MRIS ......................... Modernization Resource Information Subraission
MRR ......................... Material Readiness Report
MSCD ......................... Military Support of Civil Defense
MTBSP ........................ Mobilization Troop Basis Stationing Plan
MTC .......................... Maneuver Training Conmmand
MTOE ......................... Modified Tables of Organization and Equipment
MTT ......................... Mobile Training Team
MTU .......................... Major Troop Unit
MUSARC ....................... Major United States Army Reserve Command
MUST ......................... Medical Unit Self Contained Transportable
MY ........................... Man Years

N

NATO ......................... North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBC .......................... Nuclear, Biological, Chemical
NCAIC ........................ Nuclear Chemical Accident Incident Control
NCO .......................... Noncommissioned Officer
NCOES ........................ NCO Education System
NDP .......................... National Defense Plan
NETEX ........................ Nuclear Emergency Team Exercise
NG ........................... National Guard
NGB.......................... National Guard Buret':
NPS .......................... Non-prior Service
NSGR ......................... National Committoe for Employer Support of the

Guard Reserve
NTC .......................... National Training Center
NUWAX ........................ Nuclear Weapons Accident Exercise

0

OCAR ........................ Office of the Chief, Army Reserve
OCONUS ....................... Outside the Continental United States
ODCSLOG ...................... Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics
ODCSOPS ...................... Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations
ODCSPA ....................... Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel and

Administration
ODCSRM ....................... Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource

Management
ODCST ........................ Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Training
ODP .......................... Officer Distribution Plan
ODT .......................... Overseas Deployment Training
OE ........................... Organizational Effectiveness
OER .......................... Officer Evaluation Report
OESO ......................... Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officer
OJT .......................... On the Job Training
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OMA .......................... Operation and Maintenance, Army
OMAR........................Operation and Maintenance, Army Reserve
OPG .......................... Operating and Program Guidance
OPLAN ........................ Operational Plan
OPMS ......................... Officer Personnel Management System
ORR .......................... Office of Recruiting and Retention
OSI .......................... Office of Strength Improvement
OST .......................... One Station Trainingr OSUT ......................... One Station Unit Training

P

PAD .......................... Public Affairs Detachment
PAO .......................... Public Affairs Office
PBAC ......................... Program Budget Advisory Committee

PBO ......................... Property Book Officer
PERMEX ....................... Personnel Mobilization Exercise

PFR .......................... Personnel Financial Records
PLC .......................... Primary Leadership Course
PLL .......................... Perscribad Load List
PMO .......................... Provost Marshal's Office
PMOS ......................... Primary Military Occupational Specialty
PNCOC ........................ Primary Noncommissioned Officer Course
POI .......................... Program of Intruction
PREP TRAIN ................... Pre-Initial Active Duty for Training Program
PT .......................... Physical Training
PUP .......................... Peacetime Utilization Program
PY ........................... Prior Year

Q

Q4A.......................... Qualified Military Available
QRIP ......................... Quick Return on Investment Program

R

R&A .......................... Review and Analysis
RACO ......................... Rear Area Combat Operations
RAW .......................... Reduction in Administrative WorKload
RC ........................... Reserve Component
PrP ......................... Reserve Component Metropolitan Plan

RCPAC ........................ United States Army Reserve Components Personnel
and Administration Center

RCS .......................... Requirements Control Symbol
RCT .......................... Regimental Combat Team
R&D .......................... Research and Development
RDF-A ........................ Rapid Deployment Force-Army
RDJTF ........................ Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force
RDOA ......................... Radiological Defense Officer Association
REDCON ....................... Readiness Condition
REFORGER ..................... Redeployment of Forces to Germany
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RES ........................... Reserve Compc-ent Evaluation System
RFA .......................... Radio Frequex*cy Authorizations
WFPB ......................... Reserve Forces Policy Board
RFTA ......................... Reserve Forces Training Area
RG ............................ Readiness Group
RICC ......................... Reportable Item Control Code
RIF ........................... Redaction in Force
RMA .......................... Rocky Mountain Arsenal
ROA ........................... Retired Officer Association
ROAD ......................... Reorganization Objective Army Division
ROTC ......................... Reserve Officer %iraining Corps
RPA .......................... Reserve Personnel, Army
RPIRS ........................ Reserve Personnel Information Reporting System
RPMF ......................... Reserve Personnel Master File

S

SA ............................ Secretary of the Army
SAG .......................... Study Advisory Group
SAILS ........................ Standard Army Intermediate Level Supp-ly Subsystem
SAMDIP ....................... USASIA Mobilization/Deplovment Improvement Ptogram
SAMEX ........................ Sixth US Army Mobilization Exercise
SCIF ......................... Sensitive Compartmented Information Facilities
SCR .......................... System Change Request
SDS .......................... Site and Date Scheduling
SFR .......................... Service- Response Force
SIDPERS ...................... Standard Installarion/Division Personnel System
SIGINT ....................... SiTgai Intelligence
SIR .......................... Serious Incident Reports
SJA .......................... Staff Judge Advocate
SM .......................... Soldiers Manual
SMP .......................... Simultaneous Membership Program
SMSO ......................... State Militari Support Office
SNCOC ........................ Sena.: :JCO Course
SOJT ......................... Supervised on-the-job Training
SOP ........................... =- qnd.•-r Operating Procedures
SOW .......................... Stacement of Work
SPOEGC ....................... Seaport of Embarkation Coordination Grcop
SQT .......................... Skill Qualifications Trest
SSAA ......................... Senior Staff Administrative Assistant
STANFINS ..................... Standard Finance System
STARC ........................ State Area Command
STRAC ........................ Standardization in Training Commission
STRAF ........................ Strategic Army Force
SWPA ........................ .Southwest Pacific Area
SY ........................... School Year
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T

rAADS ........................ The Army, Automation Document System
TAG .......................... The Adjutant General
TAMIS S........................ Training Ammunition Management Information System
T'AMS ......................... Training Ammunition Mdnagement System
TAP .......................... Troop Action Program
TAV .......................... Tecnnical Assistance Visit
TDA .......................... Table of Distribution and Allowances
rECS ......................... Temporary Equipment Concentration Site
TLFC ......................... Teleconferencing
TMDO ......................... Training Management Development Officer
rOA .......................... Transportition Operatinig Agencies
Ton .......................... Table -f Organization and E(aipment
rNG ............................ raining
TPU .......................... Troop Program Un-t
TRADOC ....................... US Army Training and Doctrine Command
TSFO .......................... Training Set Fire ObservaLion

TVI ........................... Technical Validation inspection

U

UCMJ ......................... Uniform Code of Military Justice
UFR .......................... Unfinanced Requiremeitis
UHF ......................... U~tra High Frequency
GIC .......................... Unit Identification Code
UMR .......................... Unit Manning Reports
UNITRED ...................... Unit Status and Identity Report
US ........................... United States
USA .......................... United States Army
USA-VNS&C .................... United States Army Aviation School and Center
USACC ........................ US Army Communication Command
USANCA ....................... Unites States Army Nuclear/Chemical Agency
USAR ......................... United States Army Reserve
USAREC ........................ US Army Recruiting Command
USASIX ....................... Sixth US Army
JSATSC ....................... United States Army Training Support Command
USR .......................... United Statas Report
UTA .......................... Unit Training Assembly

V

VHFF .......................... Very High Frequency

w

WES .......................... WWKMCS Entry System
WETS ......................... Weekend Training Sites
WIN .......................... WW1CCS Intercomputer Cetwork
WOSC ......................... Warrant Officer Senior Course
WWMCCS ....................... Worldwide Military Command and Control System
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y

Z

ZBB .......................... Zero Base Budget
ZBP .......................... Zero Base Programming
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